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ABSTRACT 
Landuse from 1920 to 1981 on the Fynbos Biome Research site at PeLLa, 
approximateLy 40 kilometres north of Cape Town, South Africa, and its 
immediate environs was studied to investigate possibLe causaL reLaiion-
ships between LandA.1se and management practices and the resuL1ant 
ecosystem. 
Fire has constituted the major per1urbationin recerit histor~. 
to 1960 the Fynbos Site was intentionaLLy fired on a 3 to 4 year 
rotation, possibLy effecTing net nutrient Losses to the system. 
1960, unintentionaL burning occurred on average every 7 years. 
Pr ior 
After 
The Fynbos Site has been LightLy browsed by Livestock from 1920 to 
1976 and bushcut between 1965 and 1970, wIth minimaL Long-term effects. 
GraveL quarry pits were dug in 1971 and subsequentLy abandoned, con-
stituting disturbed soils prone to coLonisation by invasive acacias. 
The increase in cuLtivated Land surrounding the site after 1962 
served to isoLate the fynbos stand from nearby.fynbos communities 
and exacerbate erosion of soiLs and their subsequent deposition on ihe 
Fynbos Site. 
Extraneous transformation of Land has served to faci Litate the pro-
gressive encroachment of pest pLants, principaLLy Ac.ac.,[.a Sai.-i.gl'la and 
. . 
v 
A. cyclop~, on the Fynbos Site. The uncontroLLed spread of these 
plants poses ~ severe threat to the persistence of this fynbos stand. 
The need to incorporate possibLe extraneous influences on potentiaL 
conservation areas into management considerations is discussed, as is 
the importance of size and shape of a cbnservation-worthy area and 
the need to pLan viabLe networks of reserves in the coastaL LowLands 
of the Western Cape . 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
"stUdie.J.J 6n e.CoJ.JYJ.Jte.rM 011 thi~ pR.anu, exce.pt nOJl. titoJ.Je. on 
vVr.y J.Jma£R. a/le.ai e.xte.nt, can be.. l1e.ithvr. compie.te. 11M 
va.Li.d UI1.te..M the.y :tak.e. ac,count On :the. peAva.,~,(vc. and J.Jome.-
.tUne.J.J ovvr.whe.hnil1g JI.oie. p.laye.d by mail r J.J ac:tiviue.I.J." 
- Aschmann 1973 
1.1 RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES 
Conservation of the Fynbos Biome of the South and South \\estern Cape 
is widely identified as having a high priority in South Africa 
(Edwards 1974; Hall 1978; Louw 1979), Results of a prelimin~ry 
assessment of the survival status of flora In the coastal lowlands of 
the Western Cape Province indicate that conservation standards have 
been much less adequate in this area than elsewhere (Hall in prep.), 
Of the initial extent of Coastal Fynbosmapped by Acocks (1953) in this 
area, only 52% remains (Bossi & Moll in prep,)j and of the originaL 
area of Coastal Fynbos between the Berg River and False Bay a mere 
14% remains (Boucher in press), The encroachment of urban areas 
cuLtivated Land and invasive weeds - in porticular Acacia .oa.Ugna, 
the Port Jackson willnw, and Acacia cycR.op~, the rooikrans - is rapidly 
bringing about a decline in the extent and condition of the remaining 
~ommunities which are primarily utilised as natural grazing for live-
stock. Of the existing three reserves in this particular veld type, 
onJy about 12 ha (hectare) are considered to be pristine fynbos; the 
2 
remaining 26 or so ha are invaded by aLien vegetation (Ashton et ai. 
in prep.). The future of Coas1aL Fynbos in the South ~/estern Cape 
LowLands is cLearly in the baLance and begs attention. 
In the preLimir1ary synthesis on fynbos ecoLogy (Day e.t a.l .. 1979) one of 
the more Important issues deserving attention was that of present and 
past patterns of LanciAJse in the blome. In addition, the practice of 
grazing with attendant burning practices on indigenous vegetation was 
noted as being poorLy understood. ALthough management policies for 
fynbos systems have been formuLated, these have tended to .focus on 
. 
burning regimes in forestry reserve areas and the history of Landuse 
and management practices in fynbos on farmland is a virtuaLLy 
unexpLored fieLd. 
The PeL la Research site of the Fynbos 8 i orne Project is a component of. 
Acocks (1953)· veLd Type No. 47; Coastal Fynbos on sand of the West 
Coastal forelands, and has been proposed as a conservation worthy area 
(Ashton et at. in prep.). It lies on Portion 2 of Burgher's Post, 
farm No. 754 in Groenkloof East or district No.4 of the Malmesbury 
o i vis ion (see Figs. 1 &. 2). The site is Located in 3318 DA, near to 
the Moravian Mission ViLlage of PeLla, and is marked by survey beacon 
CF 7.3. 
As the site has been hired for research purposes by the CSIR since 
J u l y , 1979, it is currently an area of intensive multi-disciplinary 
study. LittLe is known of the history of landuse on the Pella site, 
of management practices empLoyed in its uti llsation as farmland or of 
external influences which may have affected the condition of the site. 
As a representative portion of remaining CoasiaL Fynbos in the South· 
Western Cape LowLands it offors a unique opportunity for a retro-
spective Landuse study. 
An historicaL perspective of Landuse, management practices and 
exter~aL ~nfLuences on the PeLLa site shouLd aid the current inierpre-
tatlon of existing variabLes on this site. Furthermore, it was hoped 
that the study might serve as an historicaL anaLogy for extrapoLation 
to present and future management of this and comparable fynbos sites, 
thereby promoting optimaL management and conservation of this 
particu[ar veLd type with it~ a~sociated. fauna. 
( 
1.2 A BRIEF HISTORY OF LANDUSE IN THE AREA 
The decision to use agricuLturaL Landfor cropping or pasturage wiLL 
depend on the nature of the soiL and the avaiLabiLity of w~ter. Con-
t~lporary events, economic incentives and changing awareness as to 
the consequences of past Landuse with the concomitant introduction 
of restrictive LegisLation wiLL undoubtedLy affect decisions on land-
use. 
The PeLla site Lies in the sandy west coastaL region from Cape Town 
to NamaquaLand, commonLy known as 'Sandveld' (WeLlington 1955). In 
order to furnish an introductory setting to the study a brief 
4 
description of Landuse potentiaL in this area, with an actount of 
constraints and major influences on suth Land~se,is given below. 
The Light sandy soiLs of this region are extremeLy prone to wind 
erosion when deprived of protective vegetation cover through cuLtiva-
tion or repeated firing and, being of low water-retaining capacity, 
are iLL suited to grain farming on a Large scale (Talbot 1947). The 
soils are generalLy deficient in phosphor).us and nitrogen, and there 
are deficiencies in trace eLements, especialLy copper, cobalt and 
manganese (Louw 1969; Schutte 1960), The natural veld is not very 
prbductive of food for mammals (BigaLke 1978) and is regarded by 
farmers as poor grazing for livestock. The nutritional problems 
associated with using the veLd as grazing are aggravated by the 
scarcity of water sources in many areas. 
potentiaL of the are~ is li~ited. 
In summary, the agricul iural 
Prior to 1880, sheep-raising formed the main source of the farmer's 
income in the Sandveld. (TaLbot i947>. However, the problems with 
wheat importation after the Great War (1914-1918) (Dept. of Agri-
culture 1918), coupled with the Wheat Importati~ns 
Restrictions Act of 1930 which stabi lized domestic prices for wheat 
at Levels weLL above free world prices, served as a powerful incentive 
,to farmers to plough up unsuitable soils and cultivate grain (Talbot 1971). 
On the outbreak of World War II in 1939, it became imperative to 
produce sufficient wheat to support the Union's needs, hereby improving 
the earlier trend to clear alL potentially waste land for grain 
cropping. Al.though the disadvantages of cropping poor sandy soils 
were periodically brought to attention (Leppan 1923i Grosskopf 1940) 
new fields on light soils susceptible to wind erosion continued to 
be ploughed. A side effect of this intensif'ied~uLtivation of Land 
and the ~educed crop rotation on farms was the tendency to encourage 
overstocking on the remaining veLd. \ 
ALthough the SandveLd was Less affected by this period of over-expLoit-
ation of soiLs th~n the SwartLand areas, it too exhibited increasing 
evidence of erosion, especiaLLy wind erosion (Talbot & TaLbot 1968). 
Reaction to the over-exploitation of soiLs in, among others, the 
coastal LowLand areas took the form of a White Paper on AgricuLturaL 
Policy which introduced the concept of 'Conservation Farming'. The 
subsequent promuLgation of the SoiL Conservation Act of 1946, appro-
priateLy haiLed as a decLaration of war OIT soiL erosion, ushered in 
a new era of farming in South Africa (Rabie 1976). Th is reflected 
a growing awareness in, and need for, controL over both soiL and veLd 
degradation, and a need for revaLuation of past management practices. 
RecentLy, there has been a shift back to more mixed farming in the 
SandveLd, with smaLL-scale grain cuLtivation compLementing the farming 
of Livestock - mainLy sheep and cattle. NonetheLess~ an estimated 
45% of natural grazing Land had been pLoughed by 1979 (ViLjoen 1979) 
and this figure Is feLt bound to increase. 
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CHAPTER L 
l"1ETHODS 
To faciLitate the c8mpiLation of a comprehensive account of the 
history of the PeLLa site it was decided to restrict the time span of 
study to that of availabLe aeriaL ph9tograph records and of Literature 
pertaining specificalLy to the fynbos. As the earLiest air photo-
graphs of the area were taken in 1938 and the bulk of Literature on 
fynbos ecoLogy dates from 1920 (Jarman et al. 1981), the study period 
was fixed at from 1920 to 1981 inclusive. 
It is feLt to be imperative at the outset to define the terms 'Land' 
and 'Landuse' as empLoyed in this study. 'Land' was taken to incLude 
the soiLs, fLora and fauna pecuLiar to the area; 'Landuse' to 
encompass both naturaLLy-occurring and anthropogenic events or 
activities which may have served to modify the status of such 'Land'. 
Data for the study were coLLected from two broad sourtes: (1) 
historicaL information, and (2) scientific data. The sequence of 
coLLection of reLevant information is as presented beLow; in most 
instances consecutive steps are reLiant on data from earLier steps 
in the coLLection procedu~e for direction or expLanation. The 
objectives of data coLLection were to identify those eLements of 
'Landuse' (as defined above) both on and adjacent to the Fynbos 
Biome ~esearch site and monitor the temporal effects of such 'land-
use' on the soiLs and vegeta1 ion principally through the medium of 
aerial photograph interpretation, and on fjun~ tHrough historical 
documentation and information gleaned from interviews. 
2.1 HISTORICAL INFORMATION 
2.1.1 The Deeds Office 
The history of land ownership was traced through the respec1 ive deeds 
of transfer, and any conditions of ownership and servitudes per-tinent 
to the site were recorded. 
2. 1. 2 The Cape fI.rch i v_es Depot 
Material from the Deeds Office furnished a number of subject leads 
for Investigation: names of landowners, names of farms in the imme-
diate vicinJty of the Fynbos Biome Research 5ite, the subject matter 
of conditions and servitudes as v:ell as agricultural activities in the 
region constituted some of these. Government records, especially 
Divisional Counci l minutes from both the iv1almesbury and Cape areas 
proved helpful. Where newspaper articles judged to be relevant to 
the study were cited these were consulted, as were proclamations and 
provincial ordinances. 
2. 1.3 Moravian Mission Archives 
Miss i on records and annua"L rapor ts f rom' both the Mamre and Pell a 
stations were searched for pertinent information. 
2. 1.4 Li brar I es 
Literature from the South African Library and the African Studies 
Division of the University of Cape Town Library contributed to general 
information on landuse and major happenings in the 5andveld/tliamre 
area. 
2.1..5 Interviews 
ALL past and present landowners of the site (and their wives), or their 
Living reLatives, were questioned in depth on the subject of Landuse 
using the written guide-sheet shown beLow. AeriaL photographs were 
taken to these informal iiltervle\'Js to indicate the exact area of 
study and to facilitate the identification of disturbances evident 
on these photographs. 
Written guideLine used in interviews: 
1. RainfaLL: What is the expected annuaL rainfaLL? 
Have there been any years of particuLarLy high or 
low rainfaLL? 
~Jha t, if ally, were the ef feci s 0 f these? 
9 
2. Nature of landuse: What was the l~nd used for? 
Why was it used in this way? 
3. Management practices: (depending on (2)) What animals were kept? 
What were the stocking rates? 
Was a rotation of cropping/grazing employed? 
Was the veld burned? If so, how often? 
When? 
Were livestock grazed on the veLd immediate-
ly foLLowing a burn? 
What, if ,any, other activities were carried 
out to ameLiorate grazing? 
often? 
When? How 
~ere pesticides sprayed on cropLands? 
'iJhen? How of"i"en? Which pesticides? 
Were fertiLizers empLoyed on cropLand? 
Which fertiLizers? 
4 .. Accidental fires: Can you recaLL any years df fir~ on of In 
the vicinity of the site? 
How frequent were such fires? 
Did they occur in any particular s8ason? 
What were Likely causes of fires? 
Were attempts made to curb the spread of such 
confLagrat ions? 
5. Soil erosion: VJere there probLems with gully and/or wind erosion 
in the area? 
Were there any specific areas which were 
iO 
particuLarly susceptibLe to erosion? 
Can you remember any years of aggravated erosion? 
6. ALien vegetation: When were aLien pLants first noted? 
Which aLien pLants occurred in the area? 
I'Jhere? 
Was the spread of these pLants counteracted 
in any way? 
7. Fauna: What wiLd animaLs occur in the area? 
Were any animaLs hunted or destroyed as vermin? 
8. ExternaL infLuences: Did LocaL inhabitants or extraneous Live-
stock trespass on the land or damage It in 
any \'lay? 
Were there any incidents of poaching or 
fLower picking in the area? 
Can you suggest any other possibLe infLuences? 
Farm managers were simiLarLy questIoned, as were persons considered 
to be knowLedgeabLe about the area. 
specific to +he site were noted. 
Any farm or personaL records 
In addition to the above, the agricuLturaL extension officers for the 
MaLmesbury and Cape areas, Moravian church ministers (past and present) 
and a number of residents at the PeLLa viLLage were interviewed in 
connection with the study. 
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2.1.6 Scientific articLes 
The content of and comments on articles written on a particuLar Landuse 
or management topic over a period of time can be invaLuabLe as a 
measure of changing attitudes and awareness. In th i sway 1 I sc i en-
tific' data can constitute historicaL information. Any such attitude 
changes en~ountered whilst referencing scientific articles (see 
section 2.2), were recorded. 
ProbLems in the search for historicaL information on the PeLLa Re-
search site focused on the paucity of data specific to the actuaL 
site. ALthough general accounts of Landuse and agricuLturaL practices 
in the area were found to be adequate, farm records tended to be 
biased to a financial, 'baLance-bbok' approach and serdom comprised 
accounts of the more commonpLace activities such as Livestock rotation 
to and from camps, exact stocking rates or incidence of veLd fires. 
Interviews frequentLy yielded apparentLy contradictory reports and 
conflicting information and, in the absence of written evidence, it 
was difficult to extract a cLear picture of contemporary activities. 
The sito. is situated in the Divisional Area of MaLmesbury and, lying 
in the SandveLd, is atypicaL of the vast majority of SwartLand 
farms. For this reason past statisticaL records and census data 
refLecting trends in Landuse in the MaLmesbury division cannot be 
considered applicabLe to the research area. 
12 
2.2 SCIENTIFIC DATA SOURCES 
2.2.1 Winter RainfalL Region of the Department of AgricuLture 
and Fisheries 
As the Burgher's Post weather station ceased to function after 1976, 
it was deoided to incLude other stations In the LocaLity to obtain 
some degree of continuity of data and an idea of general rainfall 
trends. 
Rainfall fLgures for the study a~ea were obtained from the following 
stations for the years given in" parenthesis: 
v-ieather Stat ion Latiiude Long i tude Altitude 
--
Burgher's Post ( 1928-1976) 33°30' 18°32' 183 m 
Malmesbu~y (1928-1978) 33°27' 18°44' 152 m 
Grasrug (1980, 1931 ) 33°28' 18°50' 213 m 
Philadelphia (1941-1981 ) 33°40' 18°35' 76 m 
The mean annual rainfalL for Coastal tv1acchia is 448,2 mm with a stand-
ard deviation of 80,68 mm (Fuggle 1981). Where the total annual 
rainfall vaLues from at least 2 of the above weather stations exceeded 
one standard deviation from .this mean in any particular year, this 
year was isolated as having had either exceptionalLy high or low rain-
fa L l . The given maxima (either daiLy or monthLy) were studied for a 
measure of the intensity of precipitation. A higher intensity would, 
undoubtedly, have affectod the sever! i·yof runoff from slopes and thus 
may be correLated with any observation or aggravation of riLL or 
guLLeyerosion. A proLonged dry speLL may, in contrast, have 
exacerbated wind erosion. The prime object of studying rainfaLL 
figures was, therefore, to isolate extremes. 
2.2.2 Aerial photographs 
The following bLack and white stereo pairs of the site were obtained 
from {he Surveyor GeneraLIs Office: 
Job No. Strip No. Photo No. Date 
----- ----"'---
12638 54 49896/7 Feb/r~arch 1938 
56 49984-49980 
454 11 8198-8200 December 1960 
619 10 355-357 ApriL 1968 
498/22 4 375-378· ? 1972 
786 9 0538-0540 MClrch 1977 
and from the Survey Department at the Universi ty of Cape Tmln: 
2 93-103 May 1979 
(A set of coLour prints was aLso obtained for the May 1979 photographs.) 
AdditionaL bLack and white photographs of the site were taken in 
December 1980, but these were not stereopairs and were used to map 
onLy the burn pattern and possibLe signs of soiL erosion or deposi-
tion (see below). 
14 
Ph010graphs ranged in scale from approximately 1: 10 000 in 1979, 
1:20000 in 1938,1:30000 in 1960,1968 and 1972 10 1:50000 in 1977. 
It "was decided, when undertaking the interpleYation of aerial photo-
graphs, to restrict the area of study to the Fynbos Biome Research 
site and the immediate environs. The watercourses 10 the north and 
south of 1he site, the Burgher's Post hilL to the west of the site and 
the eastern boundary of Portion 2 of Burgher's Post were adopted as 
boundaries to the study area (Figs 1, 2). 
A Topconmi.rror- stereoscope, with a magnification of three, was used 
to map a number of variables of the study area on fo a set of three 
sheets of cLear tracing paper for each year of photographic inter-
pretation, as follows: 
Sheet 1: 
Firebreaks, camp boundaries, buildings, kraaLs, roads and tracks 
- were marked on this sheet. (Tracks were visualLy discriminated 
from roads on the basi~ of width.) 
Light-toned, poorly defined streaks and blotches of sand were taken 
to be indic~tive of soil deposition as consequence of wind erosion, 
as were conspicuous blowouts from cultivated fields. Evidence of 
soil deposition is more easily detected than are erosional forms 
resulting from wind action (Avery 1977). As the Light SandveLd soiLs 
are ex1remely susceptible to wind erosion when deprived of vegetation 
cover, bare areas of soiL, incLuding roads, tracks and fir-ebreal<s, 
15 
were taken to exemplify probable sources of wind erosion. Dendritic 
patterns .on hiLLslopes ~nd stereoscopicaLLy visibLe rills or gullys 
were noted as evidence of water erosion, together with fans of 
deposited soil wash continuous with the bases of Larger guLLys. 
WindmiLLs and watering points were aLso marked on Sheet 1. 
The identificction of many of the above variabLes from air photographs 
was compLicated and at times thwarted by changes in the vegetation 
cover. For exampLe, erosion p~tterns and paths were virtually 
invisibLe on newLy burned tracts, and on denseLy vegetated ground 
they appeared much r~duced in dimension. 
Sheet 2: 
Vegetation cover was cLassified into the foLlowing three categories 
principaLly on the basis of shades .of grey- bLJi confi rrned, where 
possible, by the stereoscopic impression of vegetation ~ensity: Bare 
ground; medium covel' and dense cover. 
To standardise these categories a grey scaLe was compiLed taking 
actuaL shades from the aeriaL photographs, ranging from grey-cream 
(bare ground) through grey ('medium cover') to dark grey/bLack (tdense 
cover'). This method relies-on a uniformly coLoured substrate for 
efficacy, especialLy where the vegetation cover cannot be ascertained 
soLeLy on the basis of stereoscopy. Darker soiLs wiLL prejudice 
cLassification and analyses of burn patterns must take such infLuence 
. into accoun t . 
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There was onLy one area on the Fynbos Biome site \vhich was signifi--
cantLy darker and affected ihe cLassification of veg~tation caver 
(grid squares J7; K5, 6, 7; L5, 6, 7; M6, 7 in Fig. 36) and burn 
anaLyses here had to be modified accordingly~ 
Using the date of a known fire in February 1976 and air photographs 
taken subsequent to .this fire it was possibLe to draw up the foLLowing 
tentative reLationship between vegetation cover category and vegeta-
tion age post-fire: 
'bare ground' 
'medium cover' 
'dense cover' 
0-2y.ears post-fire 
2-5 year~ post-fire 
. > 5 years post-fire. 
(This is LargeLy borne out by observations of the vegetation cover 
change"from 1968 to 1972 a~riaL photographs.) 
Although the above relationship wiLL undoubtedLy be modified by burn 
intensity, it is the best avaiLabLe tooL to trace the fire history of 
an area. 
CuLtivated Land areas were noted on Sheet 2, as were indications of 
bush-cutting, quarrying, clearing or simiLar disturbC)nce to the vege-
tation cover. 
Sheet 3: 
Alien vegetation was marked on this sheet. Mature pine trees were 
reLcdiveLy easy to detect on the Larger scaLe bLack and white aeriaL 
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photographs, being distinctly darker than the indigenous vegetation. 
Acacias and young pines, however, proved to be extremeLy difficuLt to 
isolate on the basis of shape and grey shade. 
(Recent work by ~1arrao (1982) concLudes that differentiatIon between 
aLien acacia species and low indigenoui bushes in bLack and white air 
photographs is extremely inefficient. It is feLt that for any work 
involving the detection of aLien vegetation with certainty, coLour 
prints or coLour infra-red prints are essentiaL.) 
According to MiLton (1980) acacias overtop the indigenous vegetation 
within the first two years o~ gro~th. On this basis, bushes noted 
stereoscopicaLLy to be conspicuousLy taLLer than the surrounding 
vegetation were taken to represent acacias or other voung aLien hees. 
A shortcoming of this method was thatj where taLL al~en bushes were 
interspersed with large indigenous bushes or younger aLien pLants, the 
relative height differences were much reduced and their detection \'I'as 
obviated. 
Ground checks of what appeared to be aLien plant stumps faciLitated 
confirmation of the occurrence of oLder acacias, but where young 
acacias were concerned or where fiteshad repeatedly razed an area, 
such confirmation was not possibLe. 
As the estimated annuaL input to an acacia seed-bank of juveniLe 
acacias (Less.than five years oLd) is negLigibLe (MiLton & HaLL 1981), 
and as these pLants attain a height of up to 2 m within the first two 
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years of growth (Milton 1980) it appears unlikely that acacias not 
detected on aeriaL photographs wouLd be of long-t~rm signiflcance. 
However, for the purpose of determining density or abundance of aLiens 
this method iscLear'Ly inadequate and serve's merely to indicate 
distribution of these plants. 
Areas affdrested with exotic pines and eucalypts were aLso mapped on 
Sheet 3; species and dates of pLanting were ob1'ained from R. Andrag. 
IndividuaL vegetation units, stereoscopicaLly talLer than the surround-
ing indigenous vegetation, were marked as bush units on this sheet. 
These Units were found in the fieLd to comprise Large individuaL 
pLants of the re-seeding species PJtote.a.Jte.pQ.f~ as \'IeLL as coppicing 
or resprouting shrubs; discrimination behJeen the re-seeding Ph.oie.ct 
and resprouting pLants being impossibLe on aerial photographs. It is 
possibLe that young acacia sapLings of insufficient height to be 
detected as aLien vegetation (see above) were detected as bush units 
on this sheet. 
(It was initiaLLy hoped to infer migration of the re-seeding PJz.ot.e.ct 
species after fire from the distribution of bush units, but as it was 
not possibLe to distinguish between those species noted,as bush units, 
the value of this var!able was found to be limited,) 
Problematic in a retrospective study of this nature is the inability 
to field·check observations from air photographs, especially where 
telllporar~1 features are .concerned. 
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Planimeter readings of camp sizes and areas of cultivated land in the 
entire study area for each year of photographic interpretation were 
taken in triplicate using a Coradi Cora-Senior planimeter .. These 
were related back to a known ground area, namely that of Port ion 2 of 
8urgher'~ Post; to quantify such changes over time. Al though not 
strictly accurate, these planimeter values serve adequately forcom~ 
P9rative purposes. 
Sets of map sheets for all the years of study were photographlcally 
scaled to 1:10000 using the 1:100000rthophotomap of 1972 (3318DA) 
as a reference size. . A ser" i es of maps of the Fynbos 8 i ome Research 
site were then transcribed from the photographic negatives on to 
transparent sheets to allow for retrospective comparisons. 
To obtain an estimate of error inherent in this method of standard-
ization, the situation of immobile landmarks such as camp boundaries 
and roads on Sheets 1 of "the resultant maps was compared. A max imum 
linear displacement of these landmarks was found to be 39 m on the 
ground. 
(It should be noted here. that the error inherent in this method of 
scale standardization of aerial photographs could probably have beeh 
reduced by using more sophisticated equipment such as the Bausch and 
Lomb Zoom Stereo transfer scope. This instrument can be used to 
correct distortion due to flight angle between stereopairs 
and has an enlargement capabi lity of seven.Y 
) 
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However, the edge effect distortion remains and onLy the centre of 
the fieLd can be accurateLy used~) 
Two·summary grids of the site were compiLed for the period of study; 
the first showing the years and frequency of burn (1960-1981) and the 
. s~cond showing indications of disturbance: erosion, soil deposition 
or soiL wash, aLien vegetation, bushcutting and quarrying. (A grid 
square was marked as burned if more than 50% of· It feLL into the 'bare 
ground' category.) A grid size of 150 m by 150 m was chosen to re-
present these findings as this was feLt to be a compromise between the 
need for detaiLed description that is, the sma l Les tpr- ac H cab Le 
grid size - and the need to minimise potential error within each grid 
square. 
In order to ascertain whether th~ existing v~getatlon communities on 
the PelLa site refLect its recent history of .Landuse, -transparent 
map sheets of burn patterns from 1960 to 1980, bf soiL erosion and 
deposition and of bushcuttlngfrom 1938 to 1980 were overLaid on to 
the vegetation mapping (carried out by Boucher & Shepherd (in prep.) 
during 1979/80). By comparing the vegetation communities of regions 
of different Landuse history on the same soiL forms (mapped by Fry in 
1979/80) it was possibLe to examine any correlation between past Land-
use and the resuLtant vegetation. 
SimuLated overLays of burn patterns from 1960 to 1981 (where the fire 
tlistory could be d~termined w~th certainty fro~ aeriaL ~hotographs), 
afbare soiL areas from 1938 to 1981 (refLecting quarrying, soiL 
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erosion or deposition), and of bushcutting on the site prior to 1981 
were mapped to summarise the disturbance on the Fynbos Site in recent 
history. 
It must be borne in mind when utilising such composite maps that the 
use of aeriaL photographs in interpreting the history of an area 
furnishes onLy a punctuated account of the historicaL continuum and 
hence correlations between variabLes may be difficuLt to determine. 
Maps of the entire study area were photographically scaLed to A4 size. 
Camp boundaries, signs of sdiL erosion or depoiftioh and of ~[ien 
pLant encroachment externaL to the site were transcribed on to one 
transparent shea} for each year of study, and the extent of cuLtiva-
tion on to a second sheet. The remaining externaL variabLes such as 
.roads, paths, vegetation cover and bush uni ts were thought to be 
unimportant to the site peA .62.; any disturbances that were effected 
by changes in these variables are LikeLy to have been manifest in 
terms of signs of soiL erosion or deposition, or aLien pLant encroach-
ment as mapped above. 
2.2.3 Existing variabLes on the Fynbos Research site 
The site was visited intermittentLy from December 1981 to June 1982 in 
order to obtain ground truth for variabLes noted on aeriaL photographs 
and to record any distinctive or irreguLar features. PLant samples 
from the Larger bush uni ts on the sl te, LikeLy candidates for· 
detection as such in aeriaL photographs, were colLected and identified. 
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Unfodunatel y many of the more ephemeral features or those ev i dent 
from the earlier air photographs proved impossible to confirm in the 
fieLd; a drawback in work of this nature. 
2.2.4 Scientific articles 
The direction of Literature search wasdeiermined by findings in pre--
vious sections of t~is study, and served primariLy to expLore the 
LikeLy transient and Long-term consequences of past Landuse and manage-
ment on the PeL La ec()system. 
2.2.5 OngoLCIg research 'Nork at PeLLa 
Researchers were questions·d as to the generaL findings of their 
particuLar topic of study on the Fynbos Research site, and impl ications 
pertinent to this study were noted. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
"Because of the bft~m unconsoL idated substrate and its Location, the 
CoastaL Fynbos ecosystem is subject to more frequent disturbances than 
other types" (!\ruger 1978) in the form of overgrazing, burning and 
expLoitation for firewood (WaLsh 1968). 
As the dictates of the Landowner principaLLy determine th~ use and 
condition of his Land, and in ofder to maintain temporaL continuity in 
, 
this section, -the resuLts have been divided into six periods of Land 
ownership (A - F). Within each period~ iesuLts have been grouped 
thematicaLLy~ the respective themes drawing on resuLts from both 
'historicaL' and 'scientific' data sources. The order of presentation 
of resuLts is constant throughout this sectIon, providing a common 
thread Linking the different periods of ownership. 'ExternaL' infLu-
ences are taken to be those activities or incidents initiated extraneous 
to the site which,may have had repercussions on the site ecosystem. 
ResuLts which do not constitute 'externaL' infL~ences pertain specifi-
caLLy to the Fynbos Biome Research site. RainfaLL data are considered 
separateLy. 
(ArchivaL references are indicated by numeraLs in parentheses, and 
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listed separately from the 'scientific' references at the end of this 
study. ) 
3A 1920 - 1 (vlay. 1923 
3A 1F~aiQfall: 
There were no records for this period. 
3A 2 The Fynbos Site: 
(This refers to the Land which now constitutes the Fynbos Blbme Research 
site. ) 
3A 2. 1 Land OWI1Vthhip eoltdLuOM and hV1.vLtudU! 
The remainder of Burgher's Post Farm, 2227 morgc:3n 38 square roods in 
area, was owned by PhiLippus ALbertus CLoete. (Portion 1 of the farm 
was purchased by the CoLoniaL Government in 1902 in connection with 
construction of the KaLabaskraaL-HopefieLd Rai'lway.) 
Transfer of the Burgher's Post farm (and subsequentLy of Portion 2 of 
this farm) was subject to the endorsement of servitude reading: 
"In terms of Section 261 of Ordinance No. 13 of 1917; certain trek-
paths over the Land hereby conveyed have been reduced in width as wilL 
more fully appear on reference to Government Notice No. 296 dated· 
31 August 1918 and resolution of the executive committee 6f Provincial 
Council dated 13 January 1919 filed with transfer No. 7453 dated 
June 1920." <Transfer No. 12374 of 20.11.1902.) (This condi tion 
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wiLL henceforth be referred to as the 'Trekpath Condition' tsee 
Append i x D 1 ) • ) . 
3A 2.2 - 3A 2.7: 
No information couLd be obtained on the landuse, management practices, 
soiL erosion and deposition, vegetation cover, aLien vegetation, bush 
units or fauna on the Fynbos Site in this period. It is probable 
that the Fynbos Site was used as natural grazing for livestock. 
3A 3 ExternaL infLuences on the sits: 
3A 3. 1 T~eRpa1h 
The trekpath from KLipheuweL farm on the Paarl/MaLmesbury DivisionaL 
Boundary through the MaLmssbury Division from south-east to west to the 
farm 'Oudepost' on the sea coast, known as the Saldanha Bay trekpath, 
passed from MichieL Heyns KraaL (now Riverlands) across Burgher's 
Post farm to Nieuwe Post. Its function was to afford access from 
agricuLturaL Lands of PaarL to the pastoral Lands on the coast. 
From the Divisional CounciL records, It appears as if the practice of 
trekking was on the decline at this time: " ... trekking for the purpose 
of finding grazing for the. animaLs is, to a large extent, a th.ing of 
the past .... ' (1). However, the fact that the Saldanha Bay trekpath, 
in terms of Government Notice No. 296 of 31 August 1918, had not 
been cancelled must be taken as an indication that at least stretches 
of the trek were sf I II in use. In the absence of aerial photographs 
or other records prior to 1938 it,was not possibLe to determine 
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either the situation of the trekpath or of camp boundaries on 
Burgher's Post. If there was no fence separatihg the current Fynbbs 
Research site and the trekpath, itis possibLe that trekking li~estbck 
may have strayed on to the site, contributing to grazing or trampling 
pressures. In addition, trekkers may have fired vegetation to ensure 
g~azing for the next trek. 
3B 1 May 1923 - 6 May 1926 
3B 1 Ra i n fa It : 
No rainfall data exist for this period, although Compton (1923) 
reported a very dry summer in the :cuth Western Cape with a somewhat 
severe water crisis in 1922/3. 
3B 2 The Fynbos Si.te: 
3B 2. 1 Land OWI1Vl...6h-Lp, c.ol1dLU.ol1..6 and ..6Vl.vLtude...6 
On 1 May 1923 the remainder of Burgher's Post farm was sold to Pieter 
Adriaan Bergh, a then member of parliament for Malmesbury. 
The transfer deed No. 3162 contained the Trekpath condition (3A 2.1). 
3B 2. 2 LandU..6e. 
Cattle and Mefino sheep were kept on the farm, and possibly a few 
crops were grown (Bergh, pers. comm. 1982). More detailed accounts 
of landuse could not be traced, but it seems certain that the study 
area was used as grazing for livestock. 
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3B 2.3 - 3B 2.7 
No information on management practices, vegetation cover; soiL 
erosion and deposition, aLienvegetatio~ or fauna couLd be obtained 
fa r t his pe r i od . 
38 3 ExternaL infLuences on the site: 
3B3. 1 T~ekpath (see 3A 3.1) 
3C 6 May 1926 - 26 June 1958 
3C 1 Ra i n fall ~ 
(See Appendix A for totaL annuaL rainfaLL figures from the four weather 
stations used in this study.) 
Between 1930 and 1940 there were "fairly Light but sufficient" rains 
in the South Western Cape (Sim 1965). In 1936 an extremeLy Low annuaL 
rainfaLL was recorded: the totaL at Burgher's Post was a mere 
328,1 mm and at MaLmesbury 356,1 mm. ExceptionaLLy heavy rains felL 
in the Western Cape in 1941 (Wicht 1945) and again in 1944 and 1945. 
In 1941 the annuaL totaLs at Burgher's Post and MaLmesbury were 
884,8 and 661 mm respectiveLy; monthLy maxima were recorded In 
May. Burgher's Post received 198,0 mm with a daiLy maximum of 59,7 mm 
in this month! 
. 
1947 was a reLativeLy dry year aLthough the annuaL precipitation at 
Burgher's Post weather station feLL within th~ i! 1 S.D. (mean! 
one standard deviation) range for CoastaL Fynbos (see FuggLe 1981). 
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AnnuaL rainfaLL figures for 1950, 1952 and 1953 ",ere comparativeLy 
high, and 1954 was, "dthout doubt, the mosi severe year on record in' 
terms of rainfaLL intensity and concomitant damage. In May of 1954, 
264 mm of rain were recorded at Burgher's Post, of 0hich 155 mm feLL 
in three conseCutive days ( 17 May: 43 mm, 18 May: 42 mm, 19 ~1ay: 
.70 mm). The totaL annuaL rainfaLL at this station was 872,2 mm, and 
at MaLmesbury 679~5 mm. Rains were reported to have swept ~way locaL 
bridges and caused much damage to Lands; some of which had to be re-
pLoughed (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982), LocaL inhabitants regard~d 
this deluge .as perhaps the worst experienced in. the area for the 
past 50 years (2), In addition to the above-mentioned yea'rs of excep-
tionaL rainfaLL, 1951 and 1956 were recaLLed by farmers in the area to 
have been years of reLativeLy heavy rains (H.R. Andrag, Van Breda, pers. 
comm. 1982), Precipitation in the Latter years appears to have been 
extremeLy Localised as onLy the Burgheris Post station recorded high 
annuaL rainfaLL figures. 
In 1958 extremeLy low rainfaLL was noted at both the PhiLadeLphia and 
MaLmesbury weather stations; the Burgher's Post station received 
extremeLy high precipitation! 
3C 2 The Fynbos Site: 
3C 2. 1 Land owneJt.6h-i.p, c.ond-i.:ti.oM altd .6Vl.vLt.ude..~ 
On 6 May 1926 the remainder of Burgher's Post farm was soLd to 
ALexander Jacobus van Breda. 
The deed of transfer No. 4263 included the Trekpath Condition(3A 2.1). 
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3C 2.2 La.ndu..6e. 
A.J. Varl Breda mana.ged a thoroughbred horse stud on the farm l'ihich 
consti tuted the major source of income-: The Fynbos Si te and imme-
diate surroundings were used soLeLy as grazing for cattLe and a 
number of Merino sheep, (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982), 
3C 2. 3 Manage.me.nt pJLac..tLc.U 
The present Fynbos Research site was situated within 'veld' camps 1 ~nd 
2 of 250 and 360 ha respectiveLy (Fig. 22) on what now constitutes 
Portion 2 of Burgher's Post. 
3C 2. 3. 1.GJLaz..tng 
No data for stocking rates or densities, or rotation of gra21ng could 
be obtained for this ~eriod. A.J. van Breda erected a windmiLL on 
the cu~rent Fynbos Research site short~y after purchase in 1926 (grld 
square 15 on Fig! 35), and another on the now strip-crdpped section of 
Portion 2 of Burgher's Post (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982). There was 
a naturaLLy occurring seasonaL waterhole on the Fynbos Site at this 
time. 
3C 2.3.2 BUJLn..tng 
The fynbos on the farm was burned on rotation when the vegetation grew 
too thick for Livestock to penetrate and graze, probabLy every 3 to 
5 years <Van Breda pers. comm. 1982). According to F.W. Duckitt 
(pers. comm. 1982), patch-burning in this area was widely employed to 
ameliorate grazing. It was carried out In late winter/spring after 
rains had faL len;· wet soi Ls I'Jere believed to protect the roo'ts and 
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seeds, and regrowth of vegetation was extremeLy rapid. Fynbos was 
fired -in the Late afternoon when there was LittLe or no wind, thus 
ensuring that onLy the oLder patches of vegetation burned. 
3C 2.4 SoU Vl.o.6-i.on and de.po.6i.uon (F i g. 3) 
On a regionaL scaLe, numerous articles focusing on the growing sense 
of responsibiLity of farmers as regards overcoming soiL erosion were 
beginnin9 to appear in the LocaL MaLmesbury newspaper, De. ZWCI.Jtt£a.ndVl., 
prior to the promuLgation of the SoiL Conservation Act of 1946. "The 
fooL hard i ness of overstod, i ng" was "genera L L Y acknowLedged" (p. 6, 
11 October 1930). 
ALthough Livestock tracks were visibLe on the site in 1938, converging 
at the ~indmiLL, these were not extensive and ~re not thought to have 
. exempL i fied overstocking. 
Despite the numerous burn patterns which rendered it difficuLt to 
isoLate areas of possibLe erosion, patches of bare ground were 
evident at the I'/aterhoLe, at an area to the south east of the water-
. ./ 
hoLe, and in the north west corner of the site. Bare areas in the 
former two instances were probabLy representative of LocaLized 
trampLing and concomitant wind erosion. In the Latter area, bare 
patches of soiL are thought to be effected principaLLy by LocaL 
deposition of soiLs bLown by south westerLy winds - predominant in 
summer - from pLoughed Land to the west of the site. There is a 
sLight eLevation of ground in this north west corner (Fig. 1) and 
soiLs bLown over this rise can be expected to Lose veLocity and settLe 
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here. ParticLe sizes of soiL in this area are simiLar to those of 
wind-borne soiLs (pers. obs. ) and this ~eems to be a pLausibLe expLana-
tion for this phenomeno~. LocaLized activity of both the Cape dune 
moLe (Ba..thyeJtgu.6 .6uilfu.6) and common bLack mound termi te (AmLt,e.Jtme.6 
hM:ta.T.1l.6) may contribute to the patchy appearance of soiLs here. 
In 1938, s'oiL \'lash from sheet and riLL erosion present on the hiLL to 
the west of ' the site had notyetimpihged on the Fynbos Site. 
. 
For the Location of Livestock tracks~ see Fig. 3. There was what 
appears to be a motor vehicLe ~oad to the windmiLL on the Fynbos Site, 
and another road along the boundary between camps 1 and 2 (Fig. 7). 
3C 2.5 Vegetation c.oveJt (Fig. 4) 
I t is apparent from the aeriaL photograph of the research area i n1938 
that intentionaL patch-burning had been executed to improve the 
grazing for Livestock. The Fynbos Site comprised smaLL disjunct 
patches of bare ground and 'medium' vegetation cover; only a minute 
area of the ground cover (roughLy 3%) could be classed as 'dense', 
Indicative of vegetation of a minimum age of more than 5 years. Plan-
imeler readings of the bare ground further reveaL that approximately 
58% of the present Fynbos Hesearch site had been .burned within the two 
years prior to ,his photograph, giving the ~edium' vegetation cover -
approximateLy 39% of the total vegetation - an estimated age of between 
3 and 5 ye~rs at the time of the burn~ (This confirms the tentative 
burn rotation given in 3C 2.3.2~) 
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The two dark Lines conspicuous on the site in the 1938 air photograph, 
aLong the boundary fence separating camps 1 and 2, appear to have been 
thin strips of mature fynbos; wide tracts of bare soiL on either side 
of these strips probabLy acting as temporary firebreaks. 
3C 2.6 Alie.n vege.tation·and bU.6h unfu (Fig. 5) 
3C 2.6.1 Alien vegeta.Uon 
The probLem of encroaching aLien vegetation in this area was first 
'reaLized in the earLy 1930's (Quckltt pers. comm. 1982). There were 
no aLien pLants growing on what n6w constitutes the Fynbos Research 
site in 1938. 
3C 2. 6. 2 Bu.-6h uvUU 
The bushclump species Rhu.-6 R.a.e.vi.ga.:ta. and Vi.OJ.:,pLj/i.04 gla.bJw., and the 
re-seeding PJtote.a Jtepe.n.6 were found from fieLd observation to con-
stitute the majority of Large bush units on the site and hence the 
most likeLy candidates for detection as such from aeriaL photographs. 
The distribution of bush units appears to be concentrated at the 
darker coLoured soiL mounds on the site, and in areas of CLoveLLy soiL 
form where saproLite Lies within 2 metres of the surface 
('SCVi 'mCv'soiLs, Appendix B). Themou'nd vegetation,Strandveld, 
comprises a Large proportion of Vi.O-6PY.tc.o,~ gla.b.tc.a as does the '0' 
vegetation community of Phyli.ca cepha£antila fynbos on sCv and mCv 
so i ls (Append I xC) . 
The remaining areas of scattered bush units were largeLy coincident 
with vegetation community 'B' of ihe Pi.O.6r-'YJtO.6 glab.tc.a-Sai.vi.a .taJtceoiata 
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shrubLand as mapped by Boucher and Shepherd (in prep.). This 
communi ty -represents a mosaic of StrandveLd and CoastaL-Pynbos eLe-
ments, with henosterveLd affiniti~s (Boucher, pers. comm. 1982) and 
1hus includes a Large proport i on of V-i.O.6PYJl.O.6 g.£.abJr.a and Rhu.6 .eae.v-i.gata •. 
3C 2. 7 FaLU1a 
The s teenb'ok Raph-i.c.eAu.6 C.aJllPe..6V1.-i..6 and grey dui ker Syfv-i.c.a.pJr.a. gJr...tmt1i-i.a 
were abundant in this area at this time, as were the carnivores 
Tho.6 me..6ome.w, the 'rooijakkaLs' or bLack-backed jackal, and Vu.£.pe..6 
c.hama. the 'draai-ja!\kaLs' or siLver jackaL (Rand 1955). 
According to Rose (1950) severaL farmers owning Livestock in sourveLd 
considered the tortoise a menace to cattLe, and destroyed any such 
reptiLes on farmLand. Prior to the iniroduction of supplementary 
mineraL Licks in about 1940 (Du Toitet aL. 1940) cattle dispLayed a 
craving for anything which wouLd supply the deficient phosphorus in 
their diet; this included smaLL tortoises dead or aLive! The con-
sumption of dead tortoises was beLieved to cause 'Lamsiekt~' and 
hence the destruction of these creatures. 
(UnfortunateLy no particuLars regarding the occurrence or hunting of 
fauna on the site couLd be obtained; the above serves mereLy to 
indicate the LikeLy occurrence of animaLs in the area and possibLe 
factors infLuencing their abundance. See aLso 3C 3.7 beLow.) 
3C 3 ExternaL infLuences on the site: 
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3C 3. 1 TlLe./z.pa.th 
No sign of a trekpath across Burgher's Post couLd be found on either. 
the 1938 or Later aeriaL photographs. From complaints and meetings 
as to the condition of the SaLdanha trek~ath (3, 4) it seems LikeLy 
that onLy sections of it were stilL in use. No reference to either 
the Burgher's Post, MichieL Heyn's KraaL or N1~uwa Post farm~ was 
found for this period, and the Trekpaths Commission of 1936 omitted the 
SaLdanha Trekpath from its report. An art i cL e I n De. ZU,lCul.:tt(!)ldv£ _of 
11 October 1930 stated thai liThe crueL and uneconomir;: practice of 
trekking I'lith stod is definiteLy o,n the wane ll ., Despite Ec)xfensive 
investigation, no positive confirmation of recent use of this 
particuLar trekpath couLd be obtained; the majority of Landowners 
from the KLaprnuts and Franschhoek area questioned thought it LikeLy 
that this trekpa'th fe L L into disuse prior to 1900. It therefore seems 
un Like L y that the trekpath referred 'to in the Deed of Transfer was 
/ 
s tiL L in use,: or that its presence had any bearing on the Fynbos 5i teo 
3C 3. 2 F-Ure~ 
ALthough there were compLaints of uncontroLLed fire in the Mamre area 
(5, 6) these are thought to be too remote from the site to have had 
any infLuence on it. 
3C 3.3 Cu.eU va..:t.£o n 06 i.a.l'1d (F i 9 . 6) 
CuLtivation In the study area was largeLy restricted to the hiLL' 
sLope to the I'/est of the Fynbos site and, to a Lesser extent, the Land 
alongside the Burgher's Post watercourse. ELeven percent of the 
totaL study area had been pLoughed. 
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3C 3. 4 SoU CJLO..6-<-OIt an.d depo..6Lti.ol1. (F i g. 7) 
From the 1938 aerial photograph it can be seen that the hiLL had been 
pLoughed across the sLope with no precautions - such as strip cuLtiva-
tion or contouring - having been taken against soi~ erosion. RilL 
erosion was conspicuous on the hiLLsLope, as were areas of soiL wash. 
The spate of heavy rains in the 1940's and 1950's (3C 1) -undoubtedLy 
served to ~xacerbate soiL erosion on this vuLnerabLe sLope, as can 
be seen on subsequent aeriaL photographS. 
Wind patterns in the viclnlty of the Fynbos Site are unfortunateLy 
not known, but these \v iLL be I nfLuenced by LocaL topography and In 
turn affect patterns of wind erosion and soiL deposition. Patches 
of bare ground were evident in the north corner of camp 1 and are 
simi Lar in appearance to those found In the n0rth west corner-of the 
site, exempLifying a probabLe continuance of soiL deposition on the 
-declivity. 
ALthough the area of settLement paraLLeL to the Dassenberg watercourse 
is sparseLy vegetated and shows distinct signs of trampLing and 
probabLe wind erosion, the Fynbos Site is situated on reLativeLy 
eLevated terrain and influence from this region in terms of wind 
erosion is feLt to be minimaL. 
3C 3.5 Al.<.en vegetat.<.on (Fig. 7) 
Two bLocks of P-<-nu.J.J pbla..J.JteJt, the cluster pine, and P. p-<-ncwtv, and 
P. Jtad-<-a.ta Vlere pLanted in 1954 and 1956 respectiveLy between the 
Dassenberg watercourse and the Burgher's Post boundary fence. Both 
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plantations were bordered by a narro\'J margin of Fuc.a1.yptu/.:. trees, and· 
amounted to a total of 6,44 ha· in area (R. Andrag, pets. comm. 1982). 
P.[I'IlLJ.:, p.-i.n.cwtV( is now notorious as an al ien plant invader (5tirton 
1978) and these afforestations constitute potentiaL sources of 
dispersaL of cCuster pine seeds to Burgher's Post Land in a summer 
south easterLy wind; wind disper~aL is extremeLy effective in 
spreading seeds of this tree (Kruger 1977). 
Pines were present in and aLongside the settLement at the Dassenberg 
water course in 1948, and a smaLL stand of P~n.LW p.-i.n~~te~ was evident 
on Goeie Hoop Land. Pines and a few acacias were dotted on the 
Burgher's Post hiLLsLope. 
3C 3.6 Fauna. 
The GroenkLoof area was prized asa st,rong drawcard for ci ty foLk who 
were interested in hunting. As Hopkins ('19) stated "Vandag nog is 
die wiLd van GroenkLoof 'n steek trel<pLeister vir die stedeLinge en 
geen wonder is dit seLfs dat die goewerneurs af en toe 'n uitvLuggie 
na die duinew~reLd met sy kLein wiLd net oorkant TafeLbaat gemaak 
het n i e". 
Perhaps as consequence of this, game north of the BLaau.wberg-Tyger-
berg ValLey was being rapidly depLeted by hunt~rs (7). A resoLution 
was passed on 26 JuLy 1955 to cLose the hunting season in the Mamre 
area for an indefinite period in resporise to numerous compLaints 
that the wiLd animaLs in this region were being injudiciously 
. eradicated (8, 9). PossibLy aggravating the rapid reduction in 
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numbers of wiLd anteLope were "native dogs" which were deemed 
responsibLe for heavy Los~es among these animaLs (Rand 1955). 
Rewards for the destruction of, amongst others,' 'rooijakkaLs', 'draai-
jakkaLs' and Fe.w c.CVtac.a£., the 'roO'ikat' were offered by the Division-
aL CounciLs of MaLmesbury and the Cape, according to ProvinciaL 
Ordinance No. 10 of 1927 (10, 11, 12, 13), providing further incentive 
\ 
to eradicate these stock-destroying carnivores. 
It \'las resoLved to declare the 'nagmuis', Ta..:teAa anlLa, vermin in 
1954 (14). 
No data couLd be obtained. 
3C 3. 8 O:tJleA 
According to Rev. BarLey, whose father was stationed at PeLla from 
1929 to 1937, Livestock owned by inhabitants of the mission viLLage 
was grazed to the south and west of the viLLagebnLy, and never 
near Dassenberg or Burgher's Post. 
·3D 26 June 1958 to 29 March 1962 . 
3D 1 RainfaLL: (Appendix A) 
ALthough 1960 was a year of district-wide drought (15), rainfaLL at 
Burgher's Post station was within the mean ~ 1 standard deviation 
range for CoastaL Fynbos (2.2.1). Heavy rains feLL in 1959 and 
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again In 1962. 
(The 1950 to 1962 period was considered by farmers and LocaL inhabitants 
at PeLLa mission viLLage to have been one of consistentLy high rain-
falL (H.R. Andrag, Rev. BarLey, Duckitt, Van Breda, pars. comm. 1982).) 
30 2 fhe Fynbos Si te: 
3D 2. 1 Land oWYtVr.).)h-i.p, c..ond,tuol1).) and ).)vw-i.:tude..-~ 
On 26 June 1958, the remainder of the Burgher's Post farm was sbLd 
to A.J. van Breda's son, Christopher ~Lexander van Breda, who managed 
the farm untiL it was soLd In 1974 to the AgricoL Seed Company. 
The transfer deed Nd. 8883 contained the Trekpath Condition (3A 2.1). 
3D 2.2 ·Landu).,e. 
The thoroughbred horse stud was not found to be a viabLe concern, and 
vias soLd shortly aHer1958. PossibLy having had to find a surro-
gate for the major source of Income, extensive pLoughing and cLearing 
of ground was carried out effecting a fourfoLd increase in arabLe 
Land area on the farm (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982>' 
The site and immediate surrounds continued to be used e>:cLusiveLy as 
naturaL grazing for L ivastock in this period, as the soiLs were con-
sidered to be too 'dry' and nutrient poor - or "dead" - for cuLtiva-
tion (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982). 
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3D 2. 3 Mal1age.me.nt p,'l.ac.tic.e.-6 
Camp 1 was reduced from 250 to 191 ha and camp 2 from 360 to approxi-
mat ely 355 h a aft e r 1958 (F i g. 1 2 >. 
3D 2. 3. 1 G,'taz..i:ng 
From 1000 to 1200 Merino sheep and about 20 cattLe were kept on 
Burgher's Post farm. This yieLds a sheep:cattLe ratio of 50: 1. 
Livestock was seldom grazed in fynbos camps during the summer months 
but rather on 'oulande' (oLd Lands) or stubbLe Lands after the harvest 
, 
of mixed oats and serradelLa (O,'1.,uthopt..1.4 -6a.ti.vu.-6) or wheat crops. 
A rotation of grazing, using six veld camps, was employed in the 
winter/spring months so that animals were grazed in the same camp every 
sIx to eight weeks (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982). From the above 
information, it was possibLe to estimate both the stocking density -
at between 3 and 6 SSU (smalL stock units)· per ha - and the stocking 
rate - at between 4 and 7 ha per SSU per annum (six smaLL stock units 
equal one Large stock unit). 
Cattle were always grazed first in the fynbos camps to exploit the 
long paLatabLe shoots and to 'open up' the vegetation for sheep 
which nibble at shoots and greenery exposed by the Larger animaLs: 
."Cattle eat Long; sheep eat short H (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982). 
Domestic animaLs were never aLLowed to graze fynbos immediateLy after 
a fire; burned areas were rested for one growth season (that is one 
year) before being subjected to grazing pressures. 
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Livestock was never encLosed in a kraaL or tethered at any point 
within the fynbos camps, obviaiing excessive trampling in concentrated 
areas (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982). 
3D 2. 3 • 2 BUlO'lll1g 
C.A. van Breda couLd not recalL having burned the Low-Lying fynbos 
areas intentionaLLy. IntentionaL firing of vegetation was pre~ 
dominantLy carried out on the mountain sLopes in very dense vegetation. 
3D 2.3.3 COl1tko£ 06 ~e~el1 vegetation 
No measures were taken to check tile spread of either acacias or 
cLuster pine in those areas not cuLtivated (see 3D 3.5). 
3D 2.4 Sa~£ ekO~~OI1 and depo~i~ol1 (Fig. 8) 
A smaLL spiLL of soiL wash on to the Fynbos Site is eviden1 for the 
.first time in the 1960 aeriaL photograph, -fanning out from the con-
spicuous guLLy eroded into the Burgher's Post hiLL. 
As in 1938, there were patches of bare ground in the north west 
corner of the site, presumabLy due to LocaLized deposition of soiL 
(3C 2.4>. Faint bLotches of soiL were evident to tho [lorthof the 
soil wash, these are thought to refLect drift of soiL particLes 
from the wash ~rea - possibly suppLemented by soiL deposition from 
pLoughed fieLds to the west of the site - in the face of south 
westerLy winds in the dry summer months. 
There were no indications of Livestock trampLing on the site. Many 
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Of 1he livestock tracks noted in i"he.1938 aerial photographs were 
absent from 1he 196Q photographstFigs 3, 6). 
Apart from a newly constructed vehicle road, traversing the north 
east corner of' the site and affording access to the windmill on the 
now strip-cropped portion of Burgher's Post 2 from the Burgher's Pod 
homestead, the situation of suspected vehicLe tracks was the same in 
1960 as in 1938. 
3D 2.5 VegetatioVL c.oveJt (Fig. 9) 
.. 
The ground cover appears to have been Less patchy in 1960 than in 
1938, refLecting the cessation of intentional veLd-burning. The 
majority of vegetation feLL into the 'medium' cover category, impLicit 
of an age of from 2 to 5 years. Furthermore, the proportion of 
vegetation oLder than 5 years (roughLy 34%) had increased as co~pared 
to that in 1938. Onl y a small tract of land amount ing 10 3% of the 
site area near the north west corner of the site appears to have been 
burned since 1958; possibly with int~ntion, as thebu~n pattern is 
consonant with that of controLLed patch burning. 
3D 2.6 Alien ve.getct..t1.onMd bu.~h UI'!..{t"4 (F i g. 10) 
3D 2.6. 1 Al'<'el1 vege.tation 
Two relatively large allen pLants, thought to be pines, were evideni 
in the soil wash area in 1960. 
A few acacias were growing on and adjacent to the wash overburden, 
their seeds probabLy having been carried ddwn the erosion gully on 
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the Burgher's Post hill on to the Fynbos Site. A single alien acacia 
bush was visible at the waterhole:in the 1960 aerial photograph; the 
seed is Likely to have originated inbird faeces. 
The initiaL distribution of acacias on the site seems to be coincident 
with comparativeLy moist soiLs of relativeLy high productivity, 
3D 2.6.2 Bu~h unlt4 
The distribution of bush units was similar to that noted In 1938 aeriaL 
photographs (3C 2.6.2). Discrepancies in distribution are attribu-
tabLe to the certain. incidence of patchy fire between 1938 and 1960, 
razing tracts of vegetation; consistency in distribution to the 
fact that. 2 of the 3 species detected BS bushclumps are resprouters 
after fire. (The till rd, PJwte.a j~e.pe.I1~:), is are-seeder.) 
3D 2.7 Faun.a. 
The steenbok, grey duiker and grysbok (Raph-ice.Jtu.-6me.J!.aI1ofu) roarned 
the low-lying fynbos areas (Van Breda, pars. comm. 1982): None of 
these anteLope was hunted by the owners on the farms Burgher's Post 
or Dassenberg. 
Other animaLs noted on the farm were th~ grey mongoose, HVtpe-6:te.-6 
pu£ve.Jc.u.f.entu~, the Cape dune moLe, Ba.:thyvr.gtW ~uLUl.l".6, and 
the'rooikat'; the Latter proving the exception to the poLicy of no 
hunting on the Burgher's Post farm. 
Snakes and iortoises were commonpLace on farms in this area. 
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Although baboons and dassles - both declared vermin - resided I~ the 
hilly regions of the areaj they never venturedonlo the low-lying 
areas (Van Breda pers. comm. 1982). 
3D 3 Exlernal influences on the site: 
3D 3. 1 Tll.2.fzpath 
The trekpath was never used in this period and its location on the 
farm Ivas not known (Van Breda, H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
3D 2.3 F.ur.u 
Accidental fires were frequent in the area and constituted a major 
external influence on the Fynbos ~ite. 
Causes of accidental conflagrations were numerous and seemed to be 
exclusively anthropogenic. Sparks from the steam engine travelling 
along the single track railway at the north east corner of Burgher's 
Post farm (Fig. 2) initiated many fires (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982), 
attempts at smoking out bees from hives on Dassenberg farm, setting 
fire to bushes to kil.l snakes supposedly lurking within, discarded 
cigarette butts, constitute but a few of the possible causes of fire. 
Small fires started in the Pella village or at isolated houses along 
the Dassenb~rg watercourse spread uncontrollably towards the Burgher's 
Post farm, principally in the summer months when fanned by southerly 
winds. Although the inhabitants of Pella never officially fired 
vegetation near the mission village, small areas were burned 'on the 
sly' either to improve grazing for livestock or to secure firewood~ 
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and on occasions fire sp~ead (Rev. BarLey, pers. comm. 1982). 
3D 3.3 Cultiva;Uon 06 lW1d (F i g. 11) 
From air photographs it can be seen that the area of cuLtivated Land 
had increased from 11 to 13% of the total study area from 1938 to 
1960. This increase was principaLLy due to afforestation and cLear-
ing of Dassenberg Land in 1954 and 1956 (3C 3.5). 
3D 3.4 So~l eko~~on and depo~~tion (Fig. 12) 
Of interest to note is the marked reduction in cuLtivated Land on the 
hilLs~ope to the west of the site since 1938 (Fig. 6) and a concurrent 
use of bush strips and contours to combat soiL erosion. Desp i te 
these m~asures, riLL and guLLy erosion from the tliLLsLope had advanced 
since 1938 as an aftermath of POOI- agricuLturaL pr'actice, and soiL 
wash from the deep guLLy on the decLivity extended across the boundary 
on the Fynbos Site. It is pLausibLe that the exceptionaLLy high 
annuaL rainfall recorded in 1941, 1944, 1945 and periodicaLLy through-
out the 1950 decade (3C 1, 3D 1) was responsible for rapid esc~lation 
of erosion on this hill· and that the exacerbated soil wash had reached 
the Fynbos Site by the mid 1950's. Successive Layers of overburden 
deposited on the Fynbos Site (Appendix B) may be expected to taLLy 
with those years of severe precipitation. 
1n common with the 1938 aeriaL photographs are the signs of trampLing 
and probable wind erosion in the settLement area of the Dassenberg 
\'Iatercourse, and the patches of bare ground in the north west corner 
of camp 1 in the 1960 photogfaphs (3C 3.4). 
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The reduction in size of. camp 1, potentiaLLy increasing the stocking 
density and thus grazing pressures on'the site, did not appear to 
effect increased trampLing or wind erosion in this camp .. 
Extensive cuL1ivation of Burgher's Post Land in this period (3D 2.2) 
possibLy served to aLLeviate aLL year ~ound grazing pressures on the 
fynbos areas, as Livestock was grazed on cropped lands during the 
summer and autumn months. This wouLd simuLtaneousLy have aggravated 
probLems of winderosioll and subsequent soi L deposition on the site 
promoted by the trampLing of Livestock on stubbLe and oLd Lands to 
the west and north of the Fynbos Site in the dry summer months .. 
3D 3,5 Alie.n. vege.ta..t£ofl. (Fig. 12) 
From the 1960 .aeriaL photographs, it is evident that the community of 
cLuster pines (pers. obs.) on the Goeie Hoop Land had increased 
markedLy in extent between the years 1938 and 1960. 
The number of aLien pLants on the hi LLsLope to the west of the site 
had grown since 1938, largeLy tracing the course of .riLLsor glJLLys. 
Seed appears to have been moved downsLope giving higher densities of 
bushes in drainage Lines on the decLivity. 
Acacias appear to have spread .unchecked aLong the Burgher's Post 
watercourse, their estabLishment possibLy faciLitated by the prior 
cLearing and cuLtivation of Land In this area (3C 3.3). 
There were a few acacias at the windmiLL. site in camp 2 of the study 
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area in 1960. 
C.A. van Breda recaLLs th ere having been a number of Port Jackson 
willows on Burgher's Post at Least since 1940. The Pod Jackson 
wiLLow ('Acacia- .6a1..ignaJ and rooikrans (Aca.cia. cyc.f.op.61 IVere 1reated 
with a 'Laissez-faire' attitude and were not removed from farmland 
unLess they obstructed the pLoughing of cuLtivated fieLds. In this 
case, the offending bush was often mereLy set aLight and subsequently 
removed (Van Breda, pers. comm. 1982). 
3~' 3.6 Fauna. 
The inhabitants of Mamre were said to hunt wiLd anteLope in the vicinity 
with dogs (Van Breda, pers. comm.1982). 
CoLoured foLk in the area are said to prize the tortoise as food 
(Rev. BarLey, Duckitt, pers. COlllm. 19821.· 
Rewards continued to be offered for 'rooijakkaLs', 'rooikat' and 
'draaijakkaLs' in the area (16). 
3D 3. 7 F Vt.ti.UZVl..6 o.nd p"/.J:UcidC0~ 
Nitrates, granuLar phosphates and potash (NPK) in the ratio of 2:3:2 
were appL ied to cuLtivated Lands on both the Dassenberg and Burgher!s 
Post farms, as was Lime on occasion to reduce soiL acidity, 
CereaL crops \'Iere sprayed a~nuaLLyin August from the air with 2-4-0 
(2, 4 DichLorophenoxyacetic acid), a seLective translocated pre-
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emergence herbicide which acts on broad-leaved weeds such as wild 
- , 
vetches (V-Lc...ta, species) and 'wilde ramnas' (Ra.pha.I1u;~ species) (Van Breda, 
pers. comm. 1982). Spray would undoubtedly have drifted and settled 
on to the Fynbos Site. 
3D 3. 8 Othvr. 
C.A. van Breda couLd recollect neither incidents of straying animals 
nor woodcutters nor flower-pickers nor vagrants trespassing on 
Burgher's Post farm. 
. 
Residents of Pella mission village collected firewood primarily from 
the sides of the road to Katzenberg from the old Cape Town-Darl ing 
road to the west, and from the nearby cemetery to the north; rarely 
(if ever) venturing on to either the Burgher's Post or Dassenberg 
farms (Rev. Barley, pars. comm. 1982). 
3E 29 March 1962 - 28 December 1967 
3E 1 Rainfall: (Appendix A) 
Fairly heavy rains fell in 1962. For the remainder of this period 
there were no years of exceptional rainfall. 
3E 2 The Fynbos Site: 
3E 2. 1 Land owne)L).)hi . .p, c.ol'ld..tuOM and ).)e.)l.V..t:tude.).) 
On 26 March 1962 F-'odion 2 of the farm Burgher's Post was sold io 
Hellmut Rudolf Andrag. This portion measured 6.99,9990 morgen 
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(599,5716 hal in area. 
The deed of transfer No. 3811 contained the Trekpath Condition (3A 2.1). 
3E 2.2 
Portion 2 was divided Into two camps shortly after purchase. One camp 
was then 9Ubdivided into four smaLler camps and strip-cropped and 
afforested in blocks (Fig. 17, 18). The oi-her remained as a fynbos 
camp and was used soLeLy for grazing Livestock. (The l a t ter con-
stitutes the existing Fynbos Biome Research site.) 
The fynbos camp was not pLoughed as it was feLt to be too dry and 
infertiLe an area for cuLtivation <H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
For cuLtivation to have had any measure of success, the site wouLd 
foreseeabLy have needed the continuaL application of fertiLizer and 
probabLy a system of irrigation. The capitaL Input to the site would, 
in aLL probability have exceeded resuLtant yieLds, and thus cuLtiva-. 
tion of this land was not seen as a viabLe proposition. 
3E 2.3. Management pltac..u.c.e-6 * 
The two camps on Portion 2 of Burgher's Post were fenced shortly after 
purchase. The fynbos camp measures 251 ha of the total area of Portion 2. 
* C.A. van Breda opened a file with the Agricultural TechnicaL Sciences 
(ATS) for the remainder of the Burgher's Post farm in 1963, after the 
transfer of Portion 2 of the farms. As the Latter is situated in the 
MaLmesbury Division and was purchased by the owners of Dassenberg 
farm, which Lies in the Cape Division, no records of Portion 2 of 
Burgher's Post are kept by the ATS.(now. the Dept. of AgricuLture and 
Fisheries). 
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3E ?. 3. 1 GJlaz-i.n.g 
Andrag Broth~rs, owners of the Dassenberg farm since 1942, kept a 
flock of from 600 to 900 Dohne Merino sheep in the winter season 
(Less in summer), and a herd of from 110 to 120 Jersey miLk cows. The 
sheep:cattLe ratio thus ranged from 5~ 1 to 8: 1. 
Livestock ·was grazed on oats/serradeLLa stubbLe and oLd Lands in the 
dry summer months and.on the fynbos 'veLd' from mid-winter to spring 
when young grasses were sprouting. A four camp rotation of grazing 
was used during this 3 to 4 month period at ~n estimated stocking 
density of 2 to 6 SSu per ha. This yieLds a stocking rate of 4 to 7 
ha/SSu per year in the fynbos camps. 
As in 3D 2.3: 1, cattLe were aLways grazed before sheep in the naturaL 
veld, and Livestock was never grazed on fynbos immediateLy after fire. 
Burned areas were rested for at Least one year foLLowing a con-
fLagration. 
Livestock was brought into kraaLs at night to protect them from 
marauding dogs in the area, but was never enclosed or tethered at any. 
point on the Fynbos site. (There was a kraaL on the adjoining strip-
cropped section of Portion 2 of Burgher's Post (Fig. 18).) 
Vegetation on the site was regarded as having poor nutritionaL vaLue 
and the soils as being too dry to promote proLific growth of paLatabLe 
grasses in the rainy season. For th I s reason, the fu L L extent of 
Portion 2 was used for grazing - that is, Livestock had simuLtanGOlJs 
~jO 
access to both the Fynbos Site and the strip-cropped area. As the 
strip-cropped camp was wetter and offered more extensive pasture, 
animaLs tended to aggregate in this section (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 
1982). Above estimates of stocking density and stocking rate for 
veLd camps in this period thus probabLy exceed actuaL stocking density 
~nd stocking rate on the Fynbos Site. 
3E 2.3.2 BWtI'u.ng 
The site was never burned intentionaLLy as the potentiaL fire damage 
to adjacent afforested and cropped areas, and to the wooden fence 
poLes and boundary wire, was extensive (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
AccidentaL confLagrations on the site wete contained as sooh as 
possibLe by pLoughing fire-breaks, digging sand trenches or cLearing 
bands of vegetation (H.FL Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
From interpretation of the 1968 aeriaL photographs it is apparent 
that an accidentaL fire swept the Fynbos Site in about 1966 (see 
3F 2.5), and a firebreak from the south east to the north west corner 
of the site was cLeared in an attempt to curb it. 
3E 2.3.3 Con~~ol on alien vegetation 
Large acacias on the site were periodicaLLy chopped down by the owner, 
but not accordi~g to any fixed scheduLe. 
couLd be ascertained. 
3E 2.3.4 B~heutting 
No dates of such cLearing 
In an attempt to ameliorate the grazing en the Fynbos Site, sections of 
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vegetation were initiaLLy cut in 1965/6 using a tractor-driven rotary 
mower (or Gyramor) set to cut the veLd at approximateLy 75 em above 
the ground sur'face (H.R. Andrag, pers. comln. 1982) (see aLso 
3F 2.3.3, 3F 2.5). 
An area of ground of roughLy 40 metres by 40 metres near the eastern 
boundary of the site was cLeared in 1965/6 for the estabLishment of an 
apiary stand (Fig. 15), and Later fenced to deter 'LocaLs' who fre-
'quentLy stole the honeycombs from the hives. Due to persiste~t rob-
bing of the hives and the incidence of accidentaL veLd fires, the 
stand was Later abandoned (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
3E 2.4 So~£ ~o~~on and depo~~~on 
In the absence of aeriaL photographs, no observations couLd be made for 
this period. 
3E 2.5 Vegetation eov~ 
As no aerial photographs were taken of the site between 1960 and 1968, 
inferences regarding fires and vegetation ages for this period had to 
be made from 1968 aeriaL photographs (see 3F 2.5 below). It appears 
that an accidentaL fire in about 1966 razed approximately 60% of the 
vegetation on the Fynbos Site. 
3E 2.6 Al,i.en vegetation a~ld bu~h un-it-6 
3E 2.6. 1 Al,i.en. vegetation 
One or two cLusier pines {P,i.mL1 p,i.Yl.a,;~tc/tl were growing near the western 
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boundary fence at the base of the Burgher's Post hiLL when the si te 
was purchased. The seeds are thoug~t to have bLown there from th& 
stand of cluster pines on the Goeie Hoop Land in a summer south west-
erLy wind. 
Port Jackson wiLLows (Ac.a.c..ia. -6wgna.) were growing aLong the southern 
boundary fence of the Fynbos Site on the date of purchase. Acacias 
were aLso present at the dereLict windmiLL and at the silted up water-
hoLe on the site in 1962 (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
3E 2.6.2 BU-6h un~t-6 
Distribution of bush units was impossibLe to determine in the absence 
of aeriaL photographs. 
3E 2.7 Fauna. (see also 3D 2.7) 
The steenbok, grey duiker and grysbok inhabited the Low-Lying areas; 
the steenbok being the most abundant of the antelope species. 
The ba t-ea red fox, Otoeyon me.gcdoili, porcup i ne, Hy-6:tA~x. a.tJt~c.a.e.a.u-6:tAw-6, 
and grey mongoose were also encountered in the area, and an aardvark, 
OJtyc.,te.JtopU-6 a.te.Jt, was thought to res i de in the vic i n i ty of the Fynbos 
Site (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
Any surviving 'roolkat' in the area remained in the hilly refuges, 
as did baboons and dassies, and were not hunted by the owners of 
Dassenberg. 
Reptiles on Dassenberg and Burgher's Post 1ncLuded a wide variety of 
snakes, and at least two - maybe three species of tortoise (H.R. 
Andrag, pers. comm. 1982); the 'rooipens', ChVLJ.J'{JH!.. angtd..atai the 
'padLopertjie', HomopLlJ.J CV[(w.ta.tu.J.Jj and possibLy the geometric tor-
(The Latter has not been pYeviousLy 
r~corded in this area, aLthough it has been found in the past on Way-
Lands farm, DarLing; aLso in the SandveLd. Greig, pers. cornm. 1982.) 
Hawks, owLs, guinea fowL, and francoLin were frequently spotted in 1he 
area; no avifauna were hunted . 
. 3E 3 ExternaL influences on the sl te: 
3E 3.1 Tkekpath see 3D 3. 1 
3E 3.2 Fitte.-6 
AccidentaL ftres periodicaLLy ravaged the area, usuaLLy in the dry 
summer months. The frequency of fires on Dassenberg and Burgher's 
Post was on average once per annum, affecting different parts of the 
Land each year. No dates of fire on the site couLd be obtained for 
this period. Causes of fire were the same as in 3D 3.2 above. 
ALthough the Moravian church condemns the destruction of Living pLants 
(Rev. Joorst, pers. comm. 1982), the pressing demand for fueL often 
drove the inhabitants of PeLLa vi LLage - and undoubtedLy other settLe-
ments or squatter houses - to set fire to green trees for Later 
coLlection as firewood. Such generations of fire may have increased 
the frequency of accidentaL fires. 
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3E 3.3 cutt-i.vation 06 ta.nd 
In the absence of aerial photographs, the exact proportion of cultivated 
land in the study area could not be determined for this period, but 
the clearing and strip-cropping of parts of Portion 2 of Burgher's 
Post increased this vaLue. (The percentage of cultivated land was 
p~obably comparable to that in 1968 (3F 3.3).) 
3E 3.4 Soit ~o~ion and depo~ition 
The elevated annual precipitation In 1962 probably effected an addi-
tional Layer of wash overburden from the Burgher's Post hill on to the 
Fynbos 51 teo 
3E 3. 5 AUen vegetation 
The clearing and strip ploughing of land adjoining the Fynbos Site In 
1964/5 may be envisaged as having facilitated the encroachment of 
al ien plant species on to the Fynbos Site, providing corridors of bare 
soil for their seeding and successful growth. 
A block of land of 12,58 ha o~ the strip-cropped section of Portion 2 
of Burgher's Post was afforested with Pinu~ ft..adiata in 1962. Although 
this is an exotic species of pine, it is not considered to be a 'pest 
plant' (Taylor 1969) and the likelihood of it spreading rapidLy is 
sma II . 
3E 3.6 Fauna (see also 3D 3.6) 
LocaL inhabitants from PeLLa and isolated houses in the immediate area 
of the Fynbos Site frequently hung wire nooses on the boundary fences 
of the farm camps to trap wiLd anteLope for food (H.R. Andrag, pers. 
comrn . i 982 ) . 
Both Mr H.R. And.rag and IVlr C.,A... van Breda commented on the overwheLmi ng . 
menace of undernourished domestic dogs in the area which hunted in 
p~cks and kilLed or maimed Livestock and other smaLL mammaLs. Accord-
ing to Mr F.J. RoeLofse, the agricliL turaL extension officer for the 
MaLmesbury Division, the probLem of marauding domestic dogs has been, 
and remains, J major probLem on farms situated near CoLoured townships 
or sett L ement s. 
DivisionaL CounciL rewards for 'rcoikat','rooijakkaLs' and 'draai-
jakkaLs' continued to be offered in this period (17). 
As in 3D 3.7, the continued appLication of fertiLizers ~nd aeriaL 
spraying of pesticides on to cuLtivated Lands adjacent to the site may 
have inadvertentLy affected the ecosystem of the Fynbos Site. 
3E 3.8 OthVt 
Mr H.R. Andrag couLd not recaLL any incidents of fLowerpickers~ vagrants, 
\,>,oodcu t ters, or ext raneous Lives tock hav i n9 trespassed on to the Fynbos 
5i teo 
3F 28 December 1967 to December 1981 
3F Ra i n fa II (Append i x A) 
No years of exceptionaL rainfaLL were experienced from 1967 to 1973. 
1973 was a reLatively dry year: Burgher's Post weather station re-
corded its Lowest annuaL precipitation figure of 392 mm since 1936 
(328,1 mm>, aLthough this falLs within the mean ~ one standard devia-
tion range for CbastaL Fynbos. 
In 1974 and 1976 the annuaL rainfaLL figures at aLL stations super-
seded the mean! 1 standard deviation range for CoastaL Fynbos. 
1977 is beLieved to have been the wettest year on record in the Cape. 
The MaLmesbury weather station noted an annuaL totaL of 744,8 mm, 
exceeding previous annuaL maxima at this station. 636,9 mm of "rain 
were recorded at PhiLadeLphia. This was surpassed by onLy the 1957 
rains I'lhen 649,2 mm of rain feLL. Despite these records, the LeveL 
of precipitation did not match that of the 1954 deLuge: maximum 
monthLy rainfaLL at PhiLadeLphia and MaLmesbury was 125,0 and 143,8 mm 
respectiveLy in 1977 as compared to 167,1 and 196,2 mm in 1954. 
1978 was a reLativeLy dry year. 
3F 2 The Fynbos Site: 
3F 2. 1 Land OWf'l.Vi..¢h..i.p, eOf'l.d..i.:ti.of'l..¢ and .¢Vi.v,i.:tude..¢ U\ppend i x 01, 02) 
On 28 December 1967, Portion 2 of Burgher's Post was purchased by 
HeuwelvLak (Eiendoms) Beperk, and has remained the property of this 
company to date. 
" 
The deed of transfer No. 30086 contained the Trekpath condition (3A 2.!) 
and a servitude of perpetual pipieLine and temporary occupation ceded 
to the RepubLic of South Africa. 
In terms of externaL servitude Ex 119/77 of 1977 reLating to the water 
scheme from the Berg River to SaLdanha, right of temporary occupation 
on 1he Fynbos Site, for the purpose of constructing a perpetuaL water-
course from the Witboogte Purification Works to Dassenberg Reservoirs 
near AtLantis, hoLds vaLid untiL 31 December 1983. The demarcated 
area of the permanent servitude is a stretch of Land of approximateLy 
3160 metr~s Long ~nd 15 metres wide. A tract of Land of the same 
Length and width is to be reserved for right of temporary occupation 
during construction. The expropriation of Land took effect from 
1 March 1977 in terms of section 60 of the Water Law No. 54 of 1956. 
According to the deed of cession K559/77S 'of 1977 (Appendix D2) 
section 3, the servi'iude area wouLd not be fenced, no improvements to 
the servitude area may be made and the area may onLy be used as 
grazing or for the cropping of shaLLow--rooted pLants. A permanent 
road wouLd be Laid down in the area to afford access to construction 
works. On compLetion of the pipeLine, the Landowner is to be given 
concession of a 12 mm pipeLine connection per 1 km of piping over his 
Land (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
Appendix D2 depicts the situation of the intended pipeLine and area of 
temporary occupation on the Fynbos Research site, aLthough recent 
observations of marker fLags on the site suggest that the uLtimate 
siting of the pipeline may be differ·ent from that mapped in servitude 
559 of 1977. 
In the deed of transfer No. 30086, Mr H.R. ~ndrag decLared under oath 
that he was in possession of the soiL conservation scheme which had 
been decLared appLicabLe to land in this area, and knew the contents 
thereof (Appendix D3). 
The Fynbos Site Lies in the DarLing Soil Conservation District which is 
bounded by the AtLantic Ocean on the west, the Magisterial District 
of BeLLviLle in +he south and the soiL conservation districts of 
MaLroesbury and middle SwartLand in the east, and Hopefield in the 
north. The SoiL Conservation Scheme for the Darling district dated 
1.9.54 was substituted by an amended scheme of 19 November 1962 for 
this district (Appendix 03), which took effect from 15 March 1963. 
ALL Landowners and occupants of land in the Darling Soil Conservation 
District were bound by this scheme In terms of Act 45 of 1946 - per-
tinent features of the Scheme, constituting controLs on Landuse and 
management practices, wiLL be cited in the relevant sections beLow. 
According to Mr F.W. Duckitt, a member of the soiL conservation 
committee estabLished in 1970 for the DarLing/MaLmesbury/Hermon area, 
aLthough the 19~9 Soil Conservation Act repeaLed the 1946 Act and 
dissoLved the concept of soiL conservation dislricts with respective 
committees (Rabie 1976) the conditions of the earLier district 
schemes are stiLL appLicabLe aL1hough not binding upon white Land-
owners in these districts. Power now Lies with the Minister of 
AgricuLture and MaLmesbury SoiL Conservation Committee to decLare a· 
direction appLicabLe to particuLar Land. 
3F 2.2 LaJ1.du~e. 
The Fynbos site was empLoyed soLeLy as grazing for Livestock from 1967 
to 1976. According to Mr A. Biesensagh, Manager of the remainder of 
Burgher's Post farm, the Fy;,bos Site has not been grazed by domestic 
Livestock since his arrivaL In February 1976. 
In October 1970, the DivisionaL CouhciL of the Cape notified the owners 
of HeuweLvLak (Eiendoms) Beperk of their Intention to site a gravel 
quarry on the fynbos camp of this land. The graveL was required for 
the maintenance of the road to the PelLa Mission Station which had 
been noted by the Malmesbury DivisionaL Counci L to be in an ext~emely 
poor condition (18). In earLy 1971, 59 graveL pits were excavated, 
but the extent of graveL on ihe site transpired to be considerably 
Less than had initiaLLy been estimated, and the proposed quarry site 
was abandoned. 
The CSIR signed a Lease on the fynbos camp of Portion 2 of Burgher's 
Post in JuLy 1979. It has been used as a site for research on the 
CoastaL Fynbos on sand on the west cO~1staL foreLands subsequent to this 
date. 
3F 2. 3 Manageme.nt pJ[ac..t{.cel.> 
3F 2.3. 1 G~azing 
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stocking rates and grazing rotation on the site prior to 1976 were 
the same as in 3E 2.3.1 above, and complied with stipuLations of the 
Darl ing Soil Conservation Scheme whereby" ... at least one quarter of 
the totaL grazing area of each farm is withdrawn, in rotation, from 
grazing for the fulL growing season, in order to rest and produce ~eed. 
The area grazed must be used in such a m2nner that the veLd is not 
damaged" (sect ion E3( 1 ) ). 
"In order to carry out grazing control effectively each camp must have 
a stock drinking place" (section E3(3) of the Amended Darling SoiL 
Conservation Scheme 1962). 
As there were only the wrecked remains of cJ wi ndm 1 l L and reservoi r on 
the Fynbos Si te at the time of purchase of this land in 1962 ( H.R. 
Andrag, pers. comm. 1982) it was 'obl i gatory in terms of the so i L 
conservation scheme to employ a camp wi th a watering point in con-
junction with the Fynbos Site for grazing (see 3E 2.3.1). (There was 
an operating borehoLe with windmiLL and four shaLLow dams on the strip-
cropped section of Burgher's Post, Portion 2.) Subsequent to 1969 
the above conditions were not binding, but stocking rates on burned 
veLd were not to exceed 3 ha per smalL stock unit per year, and govern-
ment subsidies for fencing of naturaL veld camp were not appLicable 
unless there was a watering point in each camp (Roelofse, pers. comm. 
1982) • 
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3F 2.3.2 BUAn4l1g 
In terms of sect ion E4( 1) of the Amended Dad i ng Soi L Conservat ion 
Scheme (1962), "No veLd within this Soil Conservation District shaLL 
be burnt without the prior v/riiten authority of the District Committee". 
Subsequent to the repeaL of the 1946 Act in 1969, veLd-burning was 
prohibited without prior written notification to the AgricuLturaL Ex-
tension Officer and supervision by the S6iL Conservation Committee for 
the MaLmesbury area (RoeLofse, Joubert, pers. comm. 1982), None of 
the Legislative controls on veLd burning applies to CoLoured-owned 
Land - Goeie Hoop or Katzenberg in the area. 
Mr H.R. Andrag never burned the fynbos purposefuLLy, but the incidence 
of accidental fires in the area was frequent. ConfLagrations on the 
Fynbos Site were curbed and extinguished as rapidLy as possibLe to 
obviate dpmage to property (3E 2.3.2), 
There were two incidents of fire on the Fynbos Site in 1-he period 1967 
to 1981; the first in February 1976 (Biesenbagh, pers. corom. 1982) 
and the second on 5 November 1980 (Jarman, pers. comm. 1982). The 
existing firebreak on the site, cLeared in about 1966, was extended as 
far as the northern boundary, and two additionaL firebreaks were 
pLoughed near th~ south west end of the Fynbos Site to contain the 
1976 conflagration (Fig. 24). 
"Every owner or occupier or person in charge of Land in this SoiL 
Conservation Dis·trict shaLL make or cause to be maintained a fire beLt 
of at Least ten (10) feet wide but not exceeding one hundred (100) 
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feet in the veLd vegetation, forest or pLantation aLong every boundary 
of his property." (Sect ion E6( 1) of the I\rnendment of 'the So i L Conser-
vation Scheme for the OarLing SoiL Cons~rvation District 1962.) 
As the northern and western boundaries of the Fynbos Site are situated 
on the boundary of Mr H.R. Andrag's Land (and otthe remainder of 
Burgher's Post farm), firebreaks had to be maintained aLong these 
boundaries untiL 1969. In 1968 (and 1972), firebreaks were evident 
onLy aLong the northern boundary (and eastern boundary between the 
fynbos and strip-cropped/afforested sections) of the site (Figs. 13,19), 
suggesting that the cLearing of firebreaks was partLy independent of 
legaL requirements. Firebreaks on aLL four boundaries of the Fynbos 
Site were evident in 1977 (Fig. 24~ and 1979 (Fig. 29), aLthough the 
southern firebreak appeared to be overgrown with acacias in 1979 
In February 1980, existing firebreaks on and at the perimeter of the 
site were re-=cLeared by bushcutting (Jarman, pers. comm. 1982). 
3F 2.3.3 COI1:tJi.o.f. 06 aue..l1 ve..ge..:tatiol1 (see 3E 2.3.3) 
Acacias at the waterhoLe appear to have been cLeared between 1968 and 
1972, and near the south west corner of the site in the region of soiL 
wash and cLose to the south east corner between 1977 and 1979 
(3F 2.6. 1 ) . No confirmation of this couLd be obtained, as no records 
of aLien vegetation chopping were kept by the owner. It is thus 
possibLe that ad hoc. wood-cutters in the area were responsibLe f9r the 
removaL of acacias (see 3F 3.8). 
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3F 2. 3 . 4 BI.L6hc.utul1g 
Bushcutting was carried out in a number of areas noar the south west 
corner of the site from 1965/6 DE 2.3.4) to 1969/70 (Figs 15, 20) 
(R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). 
From aeriaL photographs taken in 1968, it can be seen that trads of 
veLd delimiting the intended extent of bushcutting had initialLy been 
cut, and onLy portions of 1he vegetation v:ithin these demarcated 
areas had uLtimateLy been bushcut; probabLy because the fynbos proved 
. too thick to penetrate. 
A smaL L stand of vegetat Ion to the south of the so I L Ivash area seems 
to have suffered repeated bushcutting prior to 1968, and the ground 
appeared to be bare in the 1968 aeriaL photographs (~ig. 15). OnLy 
one other tract of Land (grid squares C5, OS, E4, E5 on Fig. 35) 
appears to have been bushcut on more than one occasion; having been 
cut prior to 1968 and again before 1972 (Fig. 38). 
3F 2. 3. 5 QUlJJUty'£l1g 
The Cape DivisionaL CounciL was, in terms of Ordinance No. 15 of 1952, 
supposed to have observed, among others, the foLLowing two conditions 
when undertaking this operation: TopsoiL would be re-Levelled after 
the removal of gravel, and precautions would be taken to avoid the 
creatIon of a dust nuisance. 
At the beginning of 1971, a tract of Land traversing the site from 
the south west corner to the existing quarry area was bulldozed to 
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afford access for heavy trucks to the proposed gravel quarry (Fig. 19). 
An area near the northern boundary of the site (grid square K6 on 
Fig. 35) was found to contain a rich deposit of gravel. Having Gxca-
vated the gravel from this pit, the bulldozer moved on to dig 58 
smaller test pIts (Fig. 20), apparently using soi l colour as an indi-
cator of possible underlying gravel. (The situation of test pits 
largely coincides with the relatively dark Clovelly soil form where 
saprolite lies within 2 metres of the surface, and the darker coloured 
soil mounds on the site (Appendix 8),) As deposits of gravel on the 
Fynbos Site were not found to be extensive, quarrying ceased. 
3F 2. 3. 6 O:t.hvr. 
Fencing erected by MrH.R. Andrag shortly after the purchasepf the 
site In 1962 was replaced along the southern bourldary in February 1980 
by the CSIR as it was damaged in places (Jarma~, pers. comm. 1982). 
A borehole was sunk in January 1980 and a windmill was erected in 
March 1980 to supply water to research workers. Two small wooden huts 
were built in 1980 and 1981 near the south west corner of the site 
(Fig. 34) to house both research workers and the necessary equipment. 
3F 2.4 Soil Vto.6iol1 a.l1d de.po.6itiol1 (Figs 13, 19, 24, 29, 34) 
1968: The overburden of soil wash on the site, as seen from 1968 aerial 
photographs. had increased markedly in extent since the 1960 photo-
graphs. The comparatively elevated clay content of the soil wash 
overburden would cause these soils to become saturated relatively 
quickly during rainy weather, encouraging runoff and soil particles to 
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traveL incrementaLLy down the drainage gradient on the site. 
Extending from the obvious wash area were a number of reaches of bare 
ground, one coincident with a depressed path to"the south east of the 
soiL wash,' thought' to be indicatJive of additionaL soiL wash (Fig. 13J. 
E~ceptionaLly high rainfalL in 1962 must have exacerbated soil erosion 
and concomitant soiL wash from the hiLLsLope to the west of the Fynbos 
Site on to the site. 
The suspected patterns of soiL deposition on the site, noted in the 
1938 and 1960 aerial photographs, were repeated in 1968 aLthough their 
extent and distribution were nof identicaL. Discrepancies in the 
Latter are probabLy due to changes in contemporary vegetation cover 
and hence in conspicuousness of such patterns. 
TrampLed gro~nd, devoid of vegetation, was first evident in 1968 near 
one of two gates in the eastern boundary fence of the site, opposite 
the kraaL and reservoir In the strip-cropped section of Burgher's 
Post 2 (Fig. 13). This is thought to reflect crowding of L ivestoek 
passing to and from the fynbos to the strip-cropped section. There 
were no other indications of trampLing on the site, and as Livestock 
tracks were Largely restricted to this area, overstocking is thought 
to have been unL ikely. 
Concurrent with the changes in camp boundaries subsequent to subdivi-
sion of Burg~er's Post in 1962 was a change in the situation of roads 
.and tracks on the Fynbos 5 i teo A number of minor roads along the 
F6 
northern boundary, and a major road across the site from the eastern 
to the northern boundary reLated to the fencing of Portion 2 of 
Burgher's Post shortLy after purchase, were first apparent in the 1968 
aeriaL photographs. 
The boundary fence between camps 1 and 2 prior to 1962" Left an indeLibLe 
impression'on the Fynbos Site (Figs 8, 13), presumabLy as a consequence 
of compaction of soiLs aLong this Line. 
aLL the aeriaL photographs to date.) 
(This imprint is evident in 
1972: The area of soiL wash appears to have contracted in 1972 (Fig. 
19) probabLy due to both the increase in vegetation cover in this 
area since 1968 and the absence of years of exceptionaLLy heavy rain-
fa L L . 
In addition t~ the patc hes of bare ground noted in 1968, a number of 
bare areas reLativeLy prone towinderosion were conspicuous on ground 
that had been bushcut between 1956/6 and 1969/70, some two to seve~ 
years earLier (Figs 15,19,20). It i.s possibLe too, that minute 
quanti tIes of soi L w,ash couLd have been washed into the upper reaches 
of these areas from the western boundary, as the reduced vegetation 
cover wouLd faciLitate the passage of water down the drainage line 
to the south east corner of the site where soiLs are wetter. 
A temporary road to the waterhoLe on the site was made between 1968 
and 1972, and was associated with bushcutting or clearing of aLien 
vegetation from this area. 
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1977: Subssquentto 1972, further deposits of soil seem to have been 
washed on to the Fynbos Site from the erosion gulley on the Burgher's 
Post hill, following the depression of a small path to the south east 
of the granite wash overburden (Fig. 24). This incremental wash of 
soil is likely to reflect the heavy precipit.ation recorded in 1974. 
1977: Areas of soil deposition and trampling noted in the 1972 
aerial photographs could not be detected on bare soils in the 1977 
photographs (this area was burned in 1976). Patches of bare ground 
were evident in the two traci"s of r.epeai'ed bush cutting (3F 2.3.4). 
1979: As in 1972, the extent of soil wash appears to have diminished 
i n 1979 (F I g. 29). 1978 was a relatively dry year, allowing re-
growth of vegetation in this area and thereby causing this phenomenon . 
. 
The irregular vegetation cover and concomitant bare pat~hes of ground 
near the north wesi' corner of the si te noted in earl ier ai r photo-
graphs and thought to be indicative of localized soil deposition, 
were evident in 1979. 
Although reduced in extent since 1977, patches of bare soil on the 
tract of land bushcut in 1965/6 and again in 1969/70, vulnerable to 
wind erosion, were stiLL visible in 1979, nine years after the incident. 
A number of the mInor roads and tracks on the Fynbos Site disappeared 
between 1972 and 1979, probably reflecting disuse - regrowth of Coastal 
Fynbos on previousLy compressed soils thus appears to have been 
fairly rapid. At the scale of vegetation survey used by Boucher and 
Shepherd in 1979/80, there was no correLation between plant communi-
ties and the position of oLd roads or fence lines (Boucher, pers. 
comm. 1982), 
1980: Patches of bare soil after the 1980 fire were restricted to the 
north western end of the Fynbos Site; the probabLe area of soil 
deposition by wind (Fig. 34). Signs of soil wash and further 
indications of wind erosion - or deposition 
detect on the newly burned ground. 
were not pass i b La to 
3F 2.5 V~g~.tatiol1. cOve}[ (Figs 14,15, 20, 25, 30, 34) 
1968: From anaLysis of the vegetation cover in aeriaL photographs 
taken in 1968, it is apparent that there had beenan accidentaL fire 
on the site ~pproximateLy 2 years earlier. This fire seems to hQve! 
started near cropped land to the north of the site and spread south-
wards, probably encouraged by a northerLy wind, sweeping across any 
firebreaks on the northern boundary. If a firebreak had not been 
cleared across the site in an attempt to controL the extent of burn 
(3E 2.3.2), it is probabLe that the fire \'Jould have razed the entire 
stand of fynbos which had attained a minimum age of 6 years. 
fynbos is Inflamm~ble from an age of 4 years (see 4.2.1.2).) 
(Most 
The 
estimated range of burn Is shown in Fig. 14, and amounts to approxi-
mately 60% of the sits, similar to the discontinuous area patch-
burned in 1938 (3C 2.5). 
The possibili1y of there having been a 'fire on the Fynbos Site between 
()9 
1960 and 1966 is negLigibLe. Patterns of vegetation cbver evident 
on the 1960 aerial photographs are consistent with those In the un-
burned vegetation In the 1968 photographs. (Noting the indications 
of intentlonaLpatch burning on a smaLL scate in 3D 2.5, between 
1958 and 1960, it can be assumed that intentional veLd-burning on the 
site ceased from 1960.) 
Tracts of bushcutting were easily identIfied from 1968 aerial photo-
graphs (Fig. 15), 
1972: Four years later, as can be scen from the 1972 aeriaL photo-
graphs, vegetation cover in ihe urea burned in 1966 had increased from 
'bare'/'medium' In 1968 to a uniform 'medium', and traces of pre-1968 
bushcuttlng had largeLy disappeared. OnLy the repeatedLy bushcut 
ar~a to the south of the soiL wash and patches of vegetation (grid 
. 
squares 85, CS, D5, on Fig. 35) to the west of a subsequentLy bushcut 
tract marked In Fig. 20, were stilL noticeabLe. A number of patches 
of dense vegetation had been bushcut subsequent to 1968 (Fig. 20); 
study of the vegetation cover in these areas dates bushcutting at 
between 1969 and 1970. 
The Fynbos Site does not appear to have burned between the years 
1968 and 1972. 
LocaLities of gravel quarry pits are distinct in the 1972 aerial pho-
tographs (Fig. 20). 
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1977: The accidental conflagration in February 1976 appears to have 
spread on to the Fynbos Site from the vicinity of the Burgher's Post 
watercourse; the firebreak aLong the norihern boundary thus be l ng 
I neffeduaL. This fire burned about 78% of the site; the most ex-
tensive burn to date (Fig. 25). The majority of fynbos burned In the 
1966 fire was consumed in the 1976 fire having attained an estimated 
age of 10 years. Patches of vegetation not burned in 1966,10r 
exampLe in the south west region of the site, had reached a minimum 
age of from 19 to 23 years by 1976, having Last been burned between 
1954 and 1958. 
There were no traces of past bushcutting or the .graveL quarry pits 
in the 1977 aerial photographs; detection of the Latter being fmpossible 
on the recentLy burned Land. 
1979: Three years and three moni"hs after the accidentaL conflagration 
in 1976, the fynbos in the burne d area (excepting the darker soil 
areas) was uniformly of 'medium cover', whilst the remainder of the 
Fynbos Site was covered by 'dense' pLant growth (Fig. 30). There 
were minimaL indications of the smaller graveL pits dug in 1971; onLy 
th~ Large quarry (grid square K6 on Fig. 35) was conspicuous. 
1980: The unintentionaL fire in November 1980, which appears to have 
I 
originated to the south of the ~ynbos Site and crossed the ineffect-
uaL firebreak on the southern boundary burned approximateLy 32% of the 
site and razed almost the entire stand of mature fynbos near the 
south west corner (Fig. 34). The minimum age of this vegetation is 
I 
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estimai'ed 1'0 have been ber-Vleen 23 and 25 years old. Three smaL L 
patches of mature fynbos (grid squares Al and B1, 87 and F,1 on Fig. 
36) escaped the 1980 fire and are thGughi to constliuie the oLdest 
stands of fynbos on the site. 
3F 2.6 AUe.n. ve.ge.:t.ation. and bl.Wh uniu (Figs 16, 21, 26, 31) 
, " 
3F 2.6.1 Afie.n. ve.ge.tation. 
1968: In addition to the two pine trees deiected in ihe soil wash 
area of the Fynbos Siie in '1960, ihere was a third pine near the 
northern boundary fence in 1968 (Fig. 16). ALL three are P.il1u-6 p..tI1a.-
J.:d .. !!..Jt, the cluster pine, and as such are LabelLed 'pLant invaders' 
(S~irton 1978). A LikeLy source of spread of these trees was the 
pine stand on the Goeie Hoop/Burgher's Post land (3E 2.6~1). 
The pines are evident in atL aerial photographs subsequent to 1968, 
and are still standing on the siie (June 1982), having an estimated 
maximum age of 44 years. These pines constitute incremental sources 
of spread of this pest tree. 
As in 1960, acacias were growing in and to the north of the soiL wash 
area in 1968, and at the waterhoLe (Fig. 16>' In both the latter 
places, acacias appeared to be on the increase. New areas of infest-
ation were near· the northern boundary fence of the site to the east of 
the solitary pine, and on the smaLL hilLock situated there (gr}d square 
M7 on Fig. 35). Acacias seem to have spread progressiveLy to this 
Land from sources external io the northern boundary (Fig. 10), One or 
! 
two acacias were present at the derelict windmill site and a dramatic 
flush of these plants was evident along the southern (Dassenberg) 
boundary fence of tt~ site. 
The ploughing of land adjacent to the southern boundary prior to 1960 
(Fig. 11), in particular the disjunct strip of ground running south-
wards from the Fynbos Site parallel to the cultivated field, had in-
advertently provided a corridor for the spread of acacias from the 
settlement alongside the Dassenberg watercourse to the site. Acacia 
seeds in the faecal deposits of birds utilizing both the southern 
boundary fence and the old windmill as roosts constitute a feasible 
explanation for the initial seeding of these aliens, especially Ac.ac.i.a 
eyc£op~, in these areas (Glyphis et 0.£. 1981, Stirton 1978). 
1972: By 1972, after the fire in 1966, acacias at the windmill site 
and along th~ Dassenberg boundary fence had increased ih number (Fig. 
21>' Acacia plants appeared to be spreading on to the site from the 
south east corner and along the northern boundary, where, dS in 1968, 
there was at least one acacia bush growing on the small hillock to the 
east of the solitary pine (grid square M7 on Fig. 35). 
Alien acacias, evident at the waterhole in 1968, appear to have been 
cleared prior to 1972; probably to facilitate bushcutting in this 
area, or to afford access to water. 
1977: Acacias had increased in number at and to the nodh of 1he soil 
wash area, along the western boundary fence and at the old windmill 
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site in 1977; none of these Lac aLities had been burned in the 1976 
fire. Acacias continued to grow aLong the Dassenberg boundary fence 
of the site and in the south east corner of the site, had reappeared 
at the waterhoLe and proLiferated near the large quarry pit since 
1972 (Fig. 26>' 
1979: A fourth pine was detected in the 1979 aeriaL photograph (Fig. 
21) to the south west of the waterhoLe (grid square 07 on Fig. 35); 
seed from afforested bLocks of PiYl.LW pbtMtC)l. on Oassenberg Land 
probabLy having bLown on to the site in J south easterLy wind. 
Acacia bushes seem to have been chopped down in the region of soiL 
wash, at the south west corner of the site and cLose to the south east 
corner between 1977 and 1979 (Figs 26, 31). Abundance of acacias at 
the windmiLL site had increased markedLy by 1979, and aLien bushes 
were evident in the vicinity of ground disturbed by graveL quarrying 
in 1971, and on the hilLock to the east of the Lone pine in this area. 
Acacias growing in the immediate soiL wash area in 1979 were princi-
paLLy Ac.acia. c.yc.£Op..6, the rooikrans. ELsewhere on the site, Ac.ac.ia. 
..6a.f..<.gna.., the Port Jackson wiLLow, was the principaL invader (Boucher, 
pers. comm. 1982). 
1980: After the fire in November 1980 acacias sprouted proLificaLLy 
in areas extending from the western boundary fence eastwards, and 
from the southern boundary northwards on to the Fynbos Site (pers. 
obs.) reflecting the accumuLation and dispersaL of acacia seed in 
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these regions in the absence of fire.D1stribution of acacias in 
the latter area seems to coincide with the ctoveLly soiL form where 
saproLite Lies within 2 m of the surface (Appendix B), possibLy 
refLecting preferentiaL invasion of soiLs with A reLativeLy eLevated 
nutrient status and modified water retention. (SoiLs deveLoped from 
granitic saproLite, aLthough Leached, have a comparativeLy h~gh 
nutrient content (Lambrechts 1979) and, aLthough overLain by recent 
drift sands, where saproLite is cLose to the soil surface th~s affects 
nutrient status.) 
3F 2. 6. 2 BU.6h wuu 
1968: In the intervaL between 1960 and 1968, scattered bush units 
had appeared to the south of the soiL wash area (Figs 10, 16). 
1972: The principaL increase in bush units was in the north west· 
region of th~ site (Figs 16, 21) refLecting either an increase in the 
dimensions of existing resprouting species or the cumulative appear~ 
ance and growth of PJr.ote.a. Jr.e.pe.n"S, a reseeder, in the absence of fire 
since prior to 1960. 
1977: In 1977, a marked reduction in bush units was evident in areas 
burned in 1976. Remnants were visible on the CloveLly soiL form 
where saprolite occurs within 2 m of the surface, on the darker soiL 
mounds, and scattered in regions where bush units were detected in 
1972 (Fig. 26). A number of PJr.o~e.a. Jr.epe.n.6 bushes growing at the edge 
of the large quarry pit (grid square K60n Fig. 35) were not burned 
In the 1976 fire, seemingly protected by the surTounding debris 
(Boucher, pers. comm. 1982). (These pLan1s thus constituted a source 
of Pll.o:te.a seed for LocaL re-estabL ishment pos't·-fire.) 
. 
1979: The principaL point of interest regarding the distribution of 
bush units was the increase in this variabLe to the south east of the 
soiL wash area and aLong the Dassenberg boundary of the site, 
possibLy reLating to the growth of vegetation after the 1965/6 to 
1969/70 bushcutting (Fig. 31). 
Further increase in the number of bush units was concurrent with the 
increase in age of vegetation post fire, probabLy exempLifying growth 
of both resprouting and re-seeding species. 
3F 2.7 Fauna 
In addition fo the fauna noted in previous sections (30 2.7, 3E 2.7), 
the folLowing mammals are known to occur on the site: Large spotted 
genet, Genet.:ta. :Ugll..ina.; striped fieLdmouse, Rhabdomy,~ pum.iUo; Cape 
gerbiL, Tatvc.a afi./ta (Pepler, pers. comm. ,1982); common moLe rat 
C'l!fPtom!f-6 hoUen:totu.1.:J <Davies, pers. comm. 1982); and the Cape hare 
Lepu-6 c.apeMu (pers. obs.). 
Avifauna spotted on the site in recent years can be grouped into pre-
fire (April to September 1980) and post-fire <February to D2cember 1981) 
observations. As these lists are somewhat Lengthy and incLude birds 
noted fLying over the site - that is, nof strictly inhabitants of the 
fynbos - they appear in Appendix E. Three of the six birds endemic to 
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the Cape fynbos are found on thesii'e:the Cape sugarbird, P,'l.OmVlop.o 
ca.6Vt; the orange-breas ted sunb i rd, Ne,c.We.{./ua.. viofac.e.a and the Cape 
francoLin, FJranc.oli.l1U.-6 capen-6.i..6. Of the four nectarivorous species 
observed on the Fynbos 511e, onLy one - the i1inerant Lesser doubLe-
coL Lared' sunbi r-d, Cbtny;t-L6 c.hal1jbe.uJ,j - has been recorded subsequent 
to the 1980 fire. 
Rept i Les observed on the Fynbos Si te Include ChVlJ,jiYLe. angu.f.a.ta. (the 
'rooipens' tortoise) and a number of Lizards of the FamiLy Scincidae: 
Mabuya. spec i es (pers. obs.). 
No insect coLLections have been undertaken on the Fynbos Research 
site, but termitaria and smaLL ant mounds are numerous. There are 
at Least two species of termite on the site (pers. obs.): the ubiqui-
tous bLack-mound termite, AmJ...tVlme.~ ha-6ta.tu4, a wood eater; and the 
snou ted harves ter term i te, TJr.i.nVlvUe.mme.~ 'sp. lbr.btVlVOJ...de.~? J , wh ich 
buiLds reLativeLy Large greyish-brown mounds on the more cLayey soiLs 
of the site. Mounds of the Latter termite have been noted in the soil 
wash area, and on the CLoveLLy soiL form near the Large quarry pit and 
adjacent to the Dassenberg boundary fence where saproLite Lies within 
1 metre of the surface (Appendix B). 
A minimum of three species of ant appear to exist sympatricaLLy on the 
Fynbos Site (pers. obs.):, OcomYJtme.x btVtbJ...ge.Jt - possibly a new sub-
species (Prins, pers. cornm.1982) - Camponotu.~ my~:ta.ce.u-6 and Camponotu.-6 
.Mmu1an~ I?J - possibLy a new species (Prins, pers. comm. 1982). 
3F 3 
3F 3.1 
3F 3.2 
3F 3.3 
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External influences on the site: 
TJtekpa.th see 3D 3. 1 
FiJt~ see 3E 3.2 
Cultivation a 6 fund (F i 9S 17, 22, 27, 31.') 
The proportion of cuLtivated land increased from 13% in 1960 to 52% of 
the totaL ~tudy area in 1968 and 1972. This increase was primariLy 
due 10 the strip cropping and afforestation of Portion 2 of Burgher's 
Post DE 3.3); incrementaL pLoughing on 1he hi LLsLope and to the 
north of the Fynbos Site contributed to the increase. 
By 1977, the area of cuLtivated Land had risen to 54% of the s1udy area, 
due to the enLargement of pLoughed fieLds to the north east of the 
site. 
3F 3.4 Soi..f. .eJto,~i.on and clep0J.:,.{,uon (F i gs 18, 23, 28 t 33) 
"ALL Land under cuLtivation, shaLL be effectiveLy pr"otected against 
wind and water erosion." (Section E1( 1) of the Amendment of the 
SoiL Conservation Scheme for the DarLing SoiL Conservation District, 
1962. ) 
ALthough attempts have been made to incorporate bush strips on cropped 
Lands from 1968 to date, in many cases these appear to have been dis-
continuous, extremeLy narrow and probabLy ineffeduaL, especiaLLy on 
the hiLLsLope where riLL and guLLy erosion were rife. In 1977 bush 
strips on cropped ground near the hiLLtop, evident in previous photo-
graphs, had disappeared (Fig. 27), and soiLs had thereby been 
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"rendered incre~singLy vuLnerable to both wind and watbr erosioh. 
As in 1938 and 1960, there were indications of probabLe soiL deposi-
tion to the north and north west of the Fynbos Site in aLL subsequent 
aerial photographs . 
. 
The extent of bare patches of soiL to the north east of the north west 
corner of the site increased progressively from 1968 to 1979, con-
current with the increase in cuLtivated Land in this area. The 
grazing and trampLing of livestock on strip-cropped ground to the 
north of the site in the dry summer months must have aggr-avated the 
transpod and subsequent deposition of Light soiLs here, contributing 
to the phenomenon of patchiness. 
The Goeie Hoop Land seems to have suffered some measure of wind erosion 
between the years 1977 and 1979, probabLy as a resuLt of pLoughing at 
this time. Transport of soiLs from this Land in a south westerlY 
wind were Likely to encounter bush strips or fynbos before or on 
reaching the Fynbos Site; effecting LocaLized soiL deposition near the 
western site boundary. 
The erection of eLectricaL pyLons paraLLeL to the Dassenberg boundary 
of the Fynbos ~ite in 1974 was recorded in aeriaL photographs taken in 
1977 and 1979 in the form of patches of bare ground at the bases of 
pyLons. A maze of vehicLe tracks to and from each pyLon can be 
identified on these photographs, constituting further :tracts of dis-
turbed ground prone to invasion by pest pLants. 
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Signs of trampLing and LikeLy wind erosion persisted in the area of 
settLement aLongside the Dassenberg watercourse, but repercussions of 
these on the site biota are thought to be negLigible (3C 3.4). 
3F 3.5 AUe.n ve.ge.;tct;tion (Figs 18, 23, 28, 33) 
A row of p.ines (PJ..I1U.-6 Ji.adJ..a;ta) was pLanted aLong the boundary fence 
between Portion 2 and the remaindel- of BUI-gher's Post farrn in about 
1970 (Van Breda, pers. comm. i982) and aLine of gums (Euc.a£.yp:tu.-6 
c.fudoc.a1yx) was pLanted aLong 'j'he fence Line between the strip-cropped 
area and the Fynbos Site on Portion 2 of Burgher's Post shortLy after 
1972 (R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982), <The Euc.oJ:yp;tu..6 trees exhibi-r 
aLLeLopathy; inhibiting the deveLbpment of Gndergrowth ~t their 
bases and thereby forming a naturaL firebreak. They are thus though 
to act as a deterrent to ground fires in fynbos, preventing Low fires 
outside plantations and cropped Lands from spreading into these.) 
Four additionaL bLocks of Land on the strip-cropped section of Bur-
gher's Post 2, a totaL of 47,64 ha, were afforested vldh P..i./,Ul-O l(a.d..i.atv~ 
in 1968 and 1969 (Figs 18, 23). As noted In 3E 5 above, this species 
is not a pest tree and its presence does not constitute a threat to 
the fynbos vegetat ion pVt -6e.. 
The group of cluster pines on the Goeie Hoop Land spread markedl.y 
between 1960 and 1968 (Figs 12, 18) and conlinued to expand in subse-
quent years, probably faciLitated by the provision of bare soils 
through cultivation. 
: 
\ 
Spread of acoci as .- both Ac.cwi.a -6aLi.gna and 
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Aeac.i.A. eye.e.ojJ.6 - amongsi' these pines (pars. obs.) was probably con-
current with the qmwth of th,,? pine str:lnd aLthough acacias were 
shadowed by the taLler trees and hence not detected in aeriaL photo-
graphs. 
The encroachment of acacias on th~ hilLsLope to the west of the Fynbos 
Site since 1960 has largely been resiTictedto the pattern of riLLs 
and guLLys (3D 3.5) and to bush strips on the cultivated sLope. 
Apart from the hill' area, both Aeaci.a -6o.iJ..gl1a and A. c.yc.:top.6 had i n-
creased in abundance on the strip-cropped section of Portion 2 of 
Burgher's Post foLLowing the cuLtivatio~ of Land pre-1968. It 
seems probabLe that acacias spread on to this land from the RiverLands 
farm to the east, on which these pest plants are spreading uncon-
trolled (H.R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982), Prior to the pLoughing of 
this camp, acacias were restricted to the windmilL site in 1960 
(Fig. 12), 
As postulated above (3F 2.6.1) the pLoughing of Da3senberg Land 
adjacent to the Fynbos Site encouraged the spread of acacias in this 
region. Acacia pLants first ap pear dotted aLong the border of the 
cuLtivated Land in the 1968 aeriaL photograph, spreading progressive-
Ly to date. The additionaL disturbance of soiLs accompanying the 
erection of eLectricaL pyLons in 1974 probabLy faciLitated the proLi-
feration of aLien plants in ihis area. 
Acacias have increased in abundance, seemingLy unchecked, on Land 
Bl 
between the Burgher's Post watercourse and the northern boundary of 
the site since 1960. In 1960, acaci~ bushes were scattered along 
the watercourse jn this area (30 3.5). Eight years Later acacias, 
predominantLy Ac..ac..ic. -6a1.ign.a. (pers. obs.) had spread imJards the Fynbos 
Site (Fig. 18); their distribution apparently coinciding with those 
areas of Land that had been cuLtivated from 1938 to 1960 and then 
abandoned .(Figs 6, 11, In. The continued expansion of this stand of 
acacias is discLosed in aerial photographs taken after ~968 (Figs 23, 
28, 33), and has been restricted to those areas not activeLy cuLtiva-
ted. 
Mr C.A. van Breda, manager of the remainder of Burgher!s Post untiL 
1974 onLy removed those acacias which physicaLly obstructed the pLough 
on cuLtivated lands on his farm. Andrag Bros., owners of Dassenberg, 
chopped acacias sporadicaLLy throughout this period. Mr Peters 
(who subLets ·the Goeie Hoop Land from the owner, F .r,1. van Niekerk) 
does not control the spread of acacias (or pines) on Goeie Hoop. 
Only Mr A. Biesenbagh, the current manager of the remainder of 
Burgher's Post farm, purports to be systematicaLLy clearing the Land 
of acacias. 
3F 3.6. Fauna (see also 30 3.6; 3E 3.6) 
Mr H.R. Andrag,' a keen apiarist, periodicalLy transported a number of 
hives to the strip-cropped area of Bu~gher's Post 2 when the eucaLypts, 
pLanted shortLy after 1972, were in fLower\ In addition to these 
hives, there are a number of other aplrary stands on Dasse~berg in 
, B2 
close proximity 1"0 afforested al-eas such o~; to ihe south of Portion 
2 of Burgher's Post. (All pine plantations here are surrounded by a 
narrow margin of Euc.a1yptu.o trees \'ihose flower"s hCl\io a high yield of 
nectar and are aitractive to bees.) The presence of hives adjacent 
to the site may faciLitate the pollination of fynbos species by bees. 
In May and October 1975, July 1976 and May and August 1977, the 
Department of Nature and Environmental Conservation undertook to relo-
cate game from the Atlantis area to other regions of the Cape Province. 
A number of antelope were simultaneously trapped and removed from 
veld surrounding the PeLla ~~issionvillage in 1975 (Rev. Cornelius) 
pers. comm. 1982). As figur~s relating specifically to game trapped 
at Pella could not be isolated, the total nurJlber of animals caught 
in the 1975 excursions are presented below: 
May 1975: 3 grysbok, 26 duiker, 21 steenbok 
October 1975: 1 grysbok, 6 duiker, 1 steenbok. 
Actions serving to deplete wild faund are the same as those noted in 
3E 3.6 above. Both wire nooses on the boundary fences and numerous 
Large dog 1"racks were noted on the Fynbos Site (pers. obs.) 
As documen1"ed in 3E 3.7, Mr C.A. van Breda aerially sprayed cereal 
crops on the remainder of Burgher's Post farm on an annual basis 
with 2-4-0. 
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The Agricol Seed Company, ~!hich purchased Ihls farm in 1914, has 
aerially sprayed crops of Lupins grown on land to the west of the site 
in October and November of each year wi)h a copper suLphate soLution 
I 
- probably Bordeaux mixture - against powdery mildew fungus. In 
addition to this, crops.were sprayed with MCPA (2-methyL-4-chLoro-
phenoxyacetic acid), a seLective transLocated spray for broad leaved 
weeds such as vetches (Vic...w. spec i es) end I w i L de ramnas I ( Rarha.YW...6 
species) in winter (Biesenbagh, pers. cornm. 1982). 
MeLons were very occasionaLLy grown on the strip-cropped section of 
Portion 2 of Burgher's Post and hand sprayed against insect pests 
(R. Andrag, pers. comm. 1982). This spray is unlikeLy to have 
drifted on to the Fynbos Site. 
3F 3.8 O.the/!. 
The PeLLa viLLagers habituaLLy coLLected firewood from the cemetery as 
in Rev. BarLey's Hme and from areas in the immediate vicinity oLthe 
mission (ReV. CorneLius. pers. comm: 1962). They are not thought to 
ven1ure on to either Oassenberg or Burgher's Post Land in search 
of firewood, aLthough Boucher and Shepherd observed people coLlecting 
wood of the Port Jackson wiLLow near the boundaries of the Fynbos Site 
in 1979/80 (Boucher, pers. comm. 1982). There are a number of 
squatters on Goeis Hoop who are known to coLLect firewood, r:-rincipatLy 
acacias, from the surrounding areas (Peters, pel's. comm. 1982), 
possibLy accounting for this observation. 
, ' 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
Throughout this section, the paucity of research on long-term effects 
of different activities on the fynbos ecosystem is evident, and 
thwarts any specific deductions. Inferences are thus restricted to 
comparisons of likely effects from one landuse and management regime 
to the next. 
4.1 RAINFALL 
Levels of precipitation recorded in the same time interval at weather 
stations used in this study differed markedly between stations; with 
pariicular emphasis on annual rainfaLL recorded in years of low rain-
fall (e.g. 3C 1 I. 
The,mean annual rainfall figures! 1 standard deviation at the 
Burgher's Post station (altitude 183 m), Malmesbury station (altitude 
152 m) and Philadelphia stat Ion (altitude 76 m) for the period 1941 
to 1976 were 598,4 ! 142,7 mm, 456,8 + 108,2 mm and 417,6 ! 92,7 mm 
respec t I vel y. It appears th~t altitude significantly influences 
both the quantity of and variabiLity in annuaL rainfaLL totaLs within 
this area. 
Th~ average rainfaLL in the vicinity of the Fynbos Site is estimated 
. 
by fanners to be from 450 to 625 mm per annum, above the mean annuaL 
rainfaLL figure of 448,2 mm for CoastaL Fynbos given by FuggLe (1981). 
This taLLies cLoseLy with annuaL precipitation records from the 
Burgher's Post stat~on and thus rainfaLL figures from this station 
are thought to best approximate precipitation on the Fynbos Site. 
None of the peopLe interviewed in the study couLd recoLLect any drought 
years. The study area appears to receive high rainfaLL reLative to 
the surrounding areas. TotaL annual rainfaLL at the Burgher's Post 
station feLL beLow the mean! 1 standard deviation range for CoastaL 
Fynbos in onLy one year, 1936, as compared to the six 'dry' years 
noted for other stations. It is thus unL'ikeLy that rainfaLL is a 
Limiting factor to Landuse in the study ~rea; more probably the 
nature of soiLs determines Landuse. 
Insofar as detecting years of exceptlohaL rainfaLL was concerned, the 
method empLoyed appears to have been effective. ALthough aggravation 
of erosion on and soiL wash from the Burgher's Post hiLLsLope couLd 
be Linked to years of heavy rainfaLL, smaLLer scaLe effects of excep-
tionaL precipitation couLd not be discerned from aerial photographs. 
( 
4.2 THE FYNBOS SITE 
4.2.1 Landuse and management practices, and their possibLe effects 
Decisions to Leave the Fynbos Site uncuLtivated and use it soLeLy as 
grazing for Livestock seem to have been directLy reLated to the in-
fertiLity of the sandy soiLs of the site and their i~abiLity to retain 
water (3D 2.2, 3E 2.2). (TaLbot (1947) simiLarLy noted that the rela-
tiveLy 'sour' soiLs in the SandveLd were not cuLtivated and were often 
used for grazing.) Cultivation of the site was perceived to be net 
economicaLly viabLe (3E 2.2)~ 
Constraints on the clearing and pLoughing of virgin solt contained in 
the Soil Conservation Scheme for the DarLing District (1962) and 
the Soi L Conservation Act No. 76 of 1969 may have consii 1uted further 
deterrents to the pLoughing of Land not previously cuLtivated. 
It is tempting to suggest that much of the remnant LowLand fynbos 
today is situated on reLativeLy dry, Least fertiLe .soiLs of the low-
lying areas of the coastaL foreLands as consequence of seLective cuLti-
vation of those areas gauged to be potentiaLLy fertiLe; but further 
studies would be necessary to test this postulate. 
4.2. 1. 1 Gr az I ng 
. In the earLy 1920's, the detrimentaL effects of pasturing on fynbos 
were expounded in terms of the degradation of sol ls, repLacement of 
palatabLe by inedibLe pLant species and 1he removal of nihogen from 
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grazed Lands (Compton 1926). 
UntiL after the 1940's, pasturing on the naturaL vegetation was seLdom 
dissociated from veLd-burning (Wicht 1945) and it is thus difficuLt to 
deterniin'e any detrimentaL effects of grazing of fynbos in isoLation 
from firing. NonetheLess, contemporary opinion was as foLLows: 
"\'Ih i Le there is some doubt about the benef i t5 to be der i ved from 
compLete fire protection of the scrub, and about the possibLe harm that 
might be done by controLLed burning, there is no doubt as to the bad 
effect of pasturing and the good effects of excluding domestic animaLs" 
, 
(Wicht 1945). Wicht continues to say that the naturaL vegetation 
of the South Western Cape lVas not suitabLe for sus1-ained grazing and it 
was hoped that this practice wouLd disappear in times to come. 
In 1959 the reaLm of grazing and veLd management in the winter-rainfaLL 
area was stiLL virtualLy unexpLored, and there was an urgent appeaL 
for research in this fieLd to ascertain the carrying capacities and 
nutritive vaLues of the different veLd types (Jordaan 1959). 
Thus one can deduce that the management of Livestock grazing on the 
fynbos vegetation had, untiL recentLy, been a practice determined 
Largely by triaL and error, and such quanfitatiye variables as stocking 
rates and optimaL stocking densities were probabLy apprehended sub-
consciousLy. 
Livestock farming on the fynbos was, no doubt, harassed by nutritional 
- factors; deficiencies In crude protein, phosphorous, copper, cobaLt 
and manganese being common (Louw 1969). In addition, the predomin-
antLy unp~LatabLe nature of the vegetation necessitated the use of 
Large grazing camps on the LowLand areas; from 100 ha to approximate-
Ly 300 ha Wuckitt, pers. comm. 1982). Camps of Less than 100 ha 
. , 
were LikeLy to·be trampLed and wind erosion of Light soiLs concomitant-
Ly exacerbated. (At no stage from 1938 io date were grazing camps in 
the study area Less than 191 ha in area - 3C 2.3, 3D 2.3, 3E 2.3.) 
The carrying capacities estimated in recent years for fynbos differ 
wideLy. that for CoastaL Fynbos and SfrandveLd is given at from to 
2 ha per smaLL stock unit (S5U) Wuckitt, pers. comm. 1982), for 
~acchla veLd in the CoastaL Region from 2 to 3 m (1,7 to 2,6 ha) per 
SSU (Amendment of the Soi L Conservation Scheme for the DarL ing 50i L 
Conservation District 1962), for true and false Macchia from 6 to 
20 or 4 to 20 ha per SSU per year respectiveLy (Tainton 1981;. 
There is a paucity of information on <?ptimaL grazing systems in the 
fynbos. Work to date has focused on the StrandveLd vegetation of the 
W8stern Cape coast where a 4-camp system at a stockin·::J density 
of lSSU per ha and a 3-month grazing period is advocated in prefer-
enee to a system empLoying a greater number of camps at a higher 
stocking density of 6 SSU per ha and a grazing period of 14 days 
(Joubert 1971). 
On the Fynbos Site, stocking densities have ranged from 2 to 6 SSU 
per ha (3D 2.3.1, 3E 2.3.1) fro m 1958 to 1976, and the naturaL veLd 
was only grazed from winter to spring for 3 to 5 months. This yieLds 
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stocking rates of approximateLy 4 to 7 ha per SSU per year, consonant 
with the figures for carrying capacity given above. (As fynbos was 
onLy grazed in the wetter seasons of the year when young grasses were 
shooting, carrying capacity wiLL be eLevat~d compared to estimates of 
. \, 
annuaL carrying capacity.) 
In none of the aeriaL photographs was there evidence of extensive 
trampLing on the"Fynbos Site (3C 2.4, 3D 2.4, 3F 2.4) and it Is thus 
unlikeLy that overstocking was characteristic of the recent history of 
Landuse. 
The grazing of domestic Livestock on the Fynbos Site may, potentiaLLy, 
have affected both the vegetation and soiLs. To firstly consider the 
possibLe impact on vegetation: It is known that pLant species vary 
in paLatabiLity and this resuLts in selective grazing if stocking rates 
are Low (Acocks 1953). Under continuaL grazing it has Long been 
recognized that eradication of the more paLatabLe species and graduaL 
replacement by inedibLe species may occur (Compton 1926). That is, 
intensive grazing may effect a long-term change in the plant species 
composition. Boih sheep and cattle have been grazed on the site, 
sheep:cattle ratios ranging from 50: 1 to 5:1 (3D 2.3.1, 3E 2.3.1 ,. 
Cattle are less selective in their grazing habits and do tess damage to 
the veld than sheep (Du Preez 1969) and thus possibLy the post 1962 
grazing regime with a sheep:cattLe ratio of from 5:1 to 8: 1 was Less 
detrimentaL to the fynbos vegetation than the earlier regime with a 
sheep:cattle ratio of approximateLy 50. 
There is a dearth of information on species of fynbos grazed or 
browsed selectiveLy by Livestock. from studies by Joubert and Stindt 
(1979), Stindt and Joubert (1979) and Whitaker (1980) it can be 
inferred thai" plants of the genera A.I.lpa1.atltu.I.l, EJL.{.oc.e.phaiu.I.l, Penta-
.6c.h.i...l.lu..I.l, Me.ta.~.i..a., EIvc.hMtct and Rhu.l.l a r'9 pa l a tab l e . to lives tack. 
~)illde.nowi.a .I.ltJr..i..a.ta, Phyuc.a.. ~-ti.pu . .e.cI.A.i...I.l, ra.-~-6eA.i..1UL vu..lgCVt.i...l.l and 
'kweekgras', Cynodon dac.tlj.lon, were LikeLy to have constituted a number 
of those plants browsed by sheep. 
The period of intentional patch-burning with concomitant grazing is 
LiI<ely to have encouraged inteflse browsing by Livestock on any palatable 
species in the remnant pakhes of vegetation and may, in the Long 
term, have favoured the survival of unpaLatabLe species. Wicht (1945) 
notes, " ... where grazing and browsing are combined with veLd-burning, 
the scLerophylL scrub may be deteriorated in the foLLowing ways: 
species may disappear, undesirable specie~ may become dominant, ~nd 
pLant growth may become generaLLy weakened or exterminated on certain 
sites ... " . 
In Later years, when accidentiaL fires razed Large tracts of vegetation, 
InitIaL regeneration of plants wouLd have been Less affected by graz-
ing as Livestock was excLuded for at Least one year after a burn 
(3D 2.3.1, 3E 2.3.1>' 
TrampLing of animaLs on fynbos vegetation may welL have destroyed 
young seedLings or young shoots initiating growth at any time from 
Laie \·linter through to summer (Kruger 1978), or covered short pLanls 
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with sand, suppressing plant growth or the recovery of vegetation 
post-fire. On a beneficiaL note, soiL moved by walking animaLs may 
have buried seed and promoted germination, and the trampLing of Littej 
undoubtedty promoted its decomposition and" recycL ing of nuirients 
which, in this'system, may be a limiting fClctor to plDnt gro\·dh. 
Livestock may too have aided the dispersaL of seed, and excre1a from 
domestic animaLs recycLed nutrients to the soiL. KraaLing of Live-
stock at night from 1962 to 1976 may have diminished the quantity of 
nuirients returned via faecaL matter to the fynbos camp relative to 
the pre-1962 period, but this effect is thought to be minimaL. (The 
Loss of nutrients fmm a system contained In anirnaL prbduds is 
minute compared to that of cuLtivated crops (Talnton 1981) and is 
considered to be negligible here.) 
In th~ absence of vegetation anaLyses prior to 1979, any exclusion of 
species, change in species composition or·tong~term detrimental effects. 
of grazing were impossibLe to determine. As noted earl ier, I t seems 
unLikeLy that the Fynbos Site was overstocked and, 1aking the ab6ve 
considerations into account, the Long-term repercussions of livestock 
browsing the vegetation in the study period wouLd appear to be smaLL. 
PotentiaL physicaL effects of grazing Livestock on the soiLs of the 
Fynbos Site may be examined by way of soiL erosion and soiL compaction. 
Prior to the cessation of intentionaL veLd-burning, Livestock was, in 
aLL probabiLity, aLLowed to browse the pDtchwork of burned vegetation 
at aLL times of the year. ALthough animaLs ~ere Likely to have 
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aggregated at thrise areas of vegetation burned in previous years, any 
trampl ing of soi Ls denuded of vegetatJon in the dry summer months 
must have exacerbated wind erosion on the Fynbos Site. S.i gn;; of 
hamp Led ground and concom i tan t \d nd eros i.on \;'ere Lim i red to the water-
hoLe and' one o~her area on the site in 1938 (3C 2.4), aLthough areas of 
newLy burned ground may have masked further indications of erosion. 
Post-1960, when veLd-burning was soLeLy accidentaL and the fynbos was 
utiLised as grazing onLy in the winter and spring when soiLs were 
reLativeLy moist, the aggravation of wind erosion compared 10 earlier 
years must have been much reduced. The fact that Livestock ~/as never 
grazed oh vegetation immediateLy after a fire (3D 2.3.1, 3E 2.3.1) 
must too have reduced potential wind erosion on the Fynbos Site. 
Ar~as of trampLed ground in aeriaL photographs taken after 1938 were 
restricted to the eastern boundary of the Fynbos Site and are thought 
to refLect crowding of Livestock moving from one VE:Ld camp 10 another 
rather than grazing pr"assures PeA.6e. OF 2.4). In concLusion, any 
exacerbation of soiL erosion subsequent to (and incLuding) 1960 as a 
result of grazing seems to have been minimaL. 
It is known that the static Load of cattle and sheep is 1,7 and 
0,65 kg/cm2 respectiveLy, and that the potentiaL deform~tion of dry 
sand has a vaLue of 2 kg/cm 2 CTainton 1981), None of the Livestock 
tracks detected from aerial photographs was consistent In situation, 
and the Long-term effects of soil compaction or deformation as con-
sequence of grazing .Livestock ~Iere thus probClbl.y negLigibLe. 
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Specht (1973) I~otes in respect of Mediterrans2!n-typo ecosystems of 
Australia that the grazing pressure of native animals on the flora has 
been minimaL. 
After 1976, when domestic Livestock was no1 grazed on the Fynbos Site, 
the grazing impact of .native animaLs on both soils and vegeta1 Ion has 
probably been minimaL. 
WiLd game are Less selective in their grazing habits than domestic 
livestock (Du Preez 1969) and are flexibLe in their choice of food to 
accommodate seasonal and local fluctuations in thE::ir food suppLy 
(Leuthold 1977). In a study in the west coast Strandveld (Adams 
1980) 95% of alL avaiLable plant species were browsed by at least one 
of the Cape grysbok, steenbok or dulker. Species on ihe site noted 
to have been grazed in 1979 by fynbos fauna (Boucher & Shepherd, In 
prep.) are presented!n Appendix F1, 55 are plants likely to be 
browsed by grysbok, steenbok and duiker (Ad~ms 1980; Manson 1974). 
The number of Large fynbos mammals on the site after 1976 was minimal 
as compared to numbers of domes1ic livestock prior to ihis date, and 
effects of fynbos fauna on soils of the Fynbos Site are thought to be 
min imal. I 
4.2.1.2 Burning (see figs 36, 37) 
Fire on the Fynbos Site has undoubtedly constl.tuted the major pertur-
bation in recent history. As a brief introduction 1'0 this section, 
it is interesting to trace tho change !n attitude towards veld-burning 
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since 1920: 
In the 1900's, veLd-burning to provide green pasturage was a ubi qui 
tous management tooL, probabLy adopted by European settLers from 
Indigenous peopLes (Botha 1924; ScheLpe 1976). According to MoLL 
e>l:. al. (1980) I t can be assumed that II ••• the fynbos has been subjected· 
to frequent fires (probabLy once every 10 to 20 years) for at Least 
the Last 300 years". This period of repeated 
short intervaL firing was probabLy as Long as 2000 years (Boucher in 
preSSj MoLL e.t a.£. 1980); an overwheLming rroportion of species in 
the western coastaL foreLands withstanding recurrent fire at five 
yearLy intervaLs (Boucher in press). 
In 1he earLy 1920's results of indiscriminate veLd-burning were manl 
fest in the deterioration of vegetation, reduction In soiL fertility 
and enhanced vuLnerability to erosion (Compton 1926; Marloth 1924; 
Pillans 1924), and informed opinion advocated total protection of the 
indigenous vegetation from fire. The Final Report of the Drought 
Commission in 1923 condemned veld-burning but, as was noted by l.evyns 
(1929): "Unfortunately the findings of such a commission have small 
effect on'the farmers Ivho indutge in the practicel!. 
In the 1930's fire was suggested as a useful management tool, conso-
nant with 'heaCthy' vegetation If exercised with caution. Phillips 
(1936) in his paper entitled "Fire in vege1ation: A bad master, a 
good servant and a national problem", noted in respect of the 'fijnbos': 
"Firing does, of course, ter,lpor()ril.y improve the brcwse and grazing, 
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poor in the best of conditions - hence its being practised by owners 
of sheep and other- stock". 
Acocks in 1935, noted that the fynbos vegetation appeared to be pre-
adapted to recovery after fire, and v:lcht (1945) was one of the first 
t6 postuLate that fire in the fynbos was a naturaL phenomenon. This 
reveLation was Later supported by other botanists - Krug,~r (1976), 
Le Raux (19 66), Martin (1966), TayLor (1972), to name but a few. 
LegisLatio~ to tighten controLs on firing of the naturaL vegetation 
on private lands Dwned by Whites was Introduced In 1946 wIth the pro-
mulgation of the SoiL Conservation Ad, but impLerTl<3n;-aiion of such 
control was LargeLy unsuccessful (Rabie 1976) on White-owned Land. 
(The Forest and VeLd Conservation Act No. 13 of 1941 did not prohibit 
burning of veLd on private Land on condition that it was no;- left 
unattended and did not spread or cause damage to anoth~r.) The pro-
hibition of firing of vegetation in the DarL ing SoiL Conservation 
District without prior written authority (3F 2.3.2) since 1962 did 
not eLiminate the incidence of accidental fires in the area, aLthough 
it may have encouraged reLativeLy rapid extinguishing of such fires 
on White-owned Land (RoeLofse, pers. comm. 1982). 
The fire history of the Fynbos Site may now be examined bearing the 
above framework in mind. Investigation of the recent burn patterns 
on the Fynbos Site (3C 2.5, 3D 2.5, 3F 2.5) enabLes one to sepal-aie 
the burn history Into a pre-1960 and post-1960 period on the basis of 
management; intentionaL patch-burning being carried out in ttk) fonner 
period and accidentaL fires dominating the Latter. 
As no aer i aL photographs of the Fynbos 511'8 were taken between 1938 
and 1960 it was not possibLe 1'0 moni1'or the p(obabLe reLaxalion in 
burn period (sCggested by patterns of vegetation cover in the 1960 
photographs) during this 22 year period. Hence estimates of burn 
frequency, gauged from the 1938 aerial photograph, are LikeLy to refLect 
firing prior to this date but probabLy overes'~jnwte the mean frequency 
of fire in the 1950's. 
4.2.1.2.1 PJr.e.--:- 1960 (.HuLiod 
Before 196'J, the study area seems to have been subject to a burning 
frequency of from 3 to 4 years in accordance with estimates by PilLans 
(1924) and Wicht (1945) of burn period. According to Wicht (1945), 
the maximum Length between controLLed burns was Limited because, the 
oLder the vegetation, the greater would be the risl< of extensive 
accidentaL fires. Martin (1966) reports that, under exceptional 
circumstances, fire can occur in 2 year oLd vegetation,aLthough four 
years of regrowth are usuaLLy necessary to sustain spreading fire 
(Bands 1977; Kruger 1977a; Kruger 1977b). 
ReguLar patch-burning of fynbos prior to 1960 is LikeLy to have 
affected (1) the condition and composition of indigenous vegetation; 
(2) the fertiLity of soiL; and (3) the fauna dependent on the 
vegeta1ion for habitat. 
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Following Gill (1975) the components of a lire regime are given as 
the variables, frequency of fire, fire intensity and season of fire 
occurrence. The fynbos follows a character- i sl1 c success ion after 
fire (Kruger 1977a). Burning of the fynbos sets back the succession 
(Martin 1966) and repeated firing will " ... probably cause many species 
characteristic of seral communities to dis3ppear", (\vichtI945). 
Jordaan (1949) first drew attention to the importance of the primary 
juvenile period in determining whether or not a species wouLd survive 
a given fire regime. The repeated occurrence of fire before a 
species has reached the mature phase wiLL tend to eLiminate that 
species (GiLL & Groves 1978; MoLL & Gubb 1981). Patch-burning on 
the Fynbo~ Site, carried out at a seeming frequency of 3 to 4 years 
prior to 1960, couLd weLL have eLiminated any reseeding species, 
particuLarly Proteaceae, requiring more than 4 years to mature. The 
minimaL change in species diversity (in 50 square metre pLots) between 
4 year regenarating fynbos - 61 species - and mature fynbos - 57 
species (Boucher & Shepherd, in prep.) reflects the adaptation of 
vegetation on the Fynbos Site to the short return period of burning 
prior to 1960. 
From resuLts of vegetation sampLing carried out in 1979 by Boucher 
and Shepherd, it is apparent that PJto:te.a Jte.pe.11.I.> has the Longest 
primary juveniLe period of species on the Fynbos Site. This protea 
is known to fLower at an age of 3 years (Van del'" Merwe 1966; TayLor 
1977, pers. obs.) and, aLthough 1he 'safe' reriod between successive 
burns is given at about 8 years for PJLO:te.a.. JL(!.pe.I'1..6 (Jor-daan 1949) its 
ability to flower and produce viabLe seed in the third year of growth 
undoubtedly safeguarded its Long-term survivaL in this communiiy. 
Any minutes patches of vegetation that escaped repeated burning on a 
3 to 4 year return period must have constituted potentiaL·sources for 
re-seedihg from adjacent areas (3C 2;5). 
It seems pLausible that any ~xtinction of re-seeding species from the 
study site is LikeLy to have occurred at the outset of intentionaL 
patch-burning on this 3 to 4 year rotation; that is, many years 
before the time period considered in this study. In the absence of 
~egetation sampling prior to 1979, h~we~er, this contention is 
impossible to confirm. 
With an increasing interval between fires, the fueL Load increases 
and burns are LikeLy to be more intense (Bands 1977; GiLL & Groves 
1978; Van WiLgen 1980), Wher~as the burn frequency wilL largeLy 
determine the survivaL of pLant species, the post-fire performance wiLL 
be determined by the intensity and season of fire (Kruger & BigaLke 
In prep. )" One can I nfer from the shori success ion burns before 
1960 that the intensity of fires was likely to have been low snd that 
these fires spread sLowly. According to Kruger and Bigalke (in prep,) 
abnormaLly Low intensity fires wouLd favour growth of graminoid and 
restlo Id herbs, Wicb1, in 1948, fi rst drew attention to the possibLe 
role of the season of burn in post-fire regeneration of vegetation, 
suggesting that burning In autumn was more unfavourabLe than burriing 
in mid-summer. SubsequentLy, work by Bond (1981), Jordaan (1965) and 
Kruger (1977a) has indica1ed ihat the season of burn couLd differentially 
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affect survival and growth of both resprouting and seed regenerating 
species. It appears that repeated tate sum:ner/autumn burns wiLL 
favour .the seeding shrubs, and repeated spring burns wilL favour the 
restionaceous and resprouting pLants. Fires"in the summer months 
are consldered.b,est fer fynbos in the Western Cape as most species 
have flowered and produced seed by that time (Kruger 1977a). To 
maintain a characteristic diversity of species, however, burning season 
shouLd be varied (Bands 1977). Patch-burning In the Western Cape 
SandveLd seems to have been carried out principaLly In the spring 
months when the risk of fire spreading was minimal (Bands 1977; 
Duckitt, pers. comm. 1982). Repeat~d patch-burning in the spring 
season, prior to 1960 should, theoreticaLLy, have favoured the growth 
of restionaceous and resprouting species in the Long term, aLthough 
this is impossibLe to substantiate. However, as both the season and 
intensity of burn pre-1960 would appear to have favoured graminoid and 
restioid species it is feasible that repeated burns of the same nature 
over a proLonged time peri ad may have had i :-revers I b La effects on 
composition of the LowLand fynbos vegetation. 
studies on the effects of fire on soil nutrients and micro-organisms 
in fynbos have focused on short-term changes (Brown in prep.; CoLey 
in prep.; Stock in prep.) and there is a dearth of information on the 
Long-term impLications of different fire regimes on the soiL status. 
For this reason, any inferences as to the Long-t~rm effects of the 
fire history on the Fynbos Site are tentative. 
'According to Raison (1979) fire has three basic effects on soils: 
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direct action of heat (ephemeraL); removaL of Litter and standing 
crop, creating new microclimates (transient); and the redlstribution 
and changed availability of nutrient eL~ments. The foLLowing dis-
cussion concentrates on the Long-term aspects of the third effect. 
Wicht (1945), having observed Large cLouds of wind-borne ash being 
hansported away from a fire, wrote: !!This toss cannot be made good 
. if fires reoccur too often, and must be an Jmportant factor in causing 
the vegetation to retrogress". Groves (1977) and Van WILgen and Le 
Maitre (1980) draw attention to the possibLe sig"nificance'of loss of 
nutrients, principaLLy nitrogen in smoke and wind-bLown ash; Mooney 
(1982) notes that mediterranean type ecosystems suffer Large Losses 
in nutrients as a resuLt of frequent fires, and according to Raison 
(1979) the quantifies of phosphorus, magnesium, caLcium and potassium 
reLeased by burning scrub veg~tation are h(ghin relation to both the 
totaL and avaiLabLe quantities of theseeLsmentsin soiLs. 
Nitrogen seems to be the most important nutrient factor in fires. 
Apart from the direct effects of fire on nutrient cycLing thare are 
potentiaL Longer term effects as regards this eLement (Raison 1979). 
Chapman (1967), and Robertson and Davies (1965) found that there were 
net Losses of nitrogen from Lowland heathLands in Britain burned on a 
12 year cycle; nitrogen losses seeming to be directly related to the 
fire intensity. De Bano and Conrad (1978) similarly found that up to 
40% of nitrogen in plants and li tterin a chaparral ecosystem was 
lost after fire, this fraction increasing wit~ increasing fire 
intensity. As there are few nitrogen fixing micro-organisms even In 
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the early stages of succession in fynbos (Mooney 1982), and 3S the 
natural fire frequency is estima ted at from 6 to 30 years (Kruger 
1978) or Longer (Molt e.,ta1. 1980), it seems likeLy that the 3 to 4 
year burn period on the Fynbos Site prior ,to 1960 may have effected 
net Long--term tosses of nitrogen from th i s sys tern. AL though voLat i-
lised nitrogen was not quantified in the 1980 fife, a net Loss of this 
eLement to the fynbos ecosystem VJas probabLe (Stock, pers. comm. 
1982 ). 
Phosph6rus too, fuay be Lost fa the system in smokeahd wlnd-born~ 
ash. FairLy heavy Losses of this eLement in ash and smoke seemed 
LikeLy in the 1980 fire (Brown pers. cornm. 1982), although these ~Jere 
not quantified. Although the loss of phosphorus i~ fire is smaLL 
reLative -to other nutrienT Losses (Groves 1977) ii- may be considerable 
relative to the input of this eLement, and net Losses of phosphorus on 
a protracted 3to 4 year burn rotation - as on 'the Fynbos SI fe before 
1960 - seem possibLe. 
The LikeLy low intensity fires on the site pre-1958 may have minimised 
potentiaL nutrient Losses, and burning in the virtual absence of wind 
may have reduced the possibLe export of nutrients as ash in wind. 
<Data for Losses of other nutrients could not be obtained, but as 
both phosphor8s and nitrogen are essentiaL for pLant growth, and as 
fynbos systems are characterized by Low nutrient status, Long-term 
depLetion of these elements may have had significant repercussions on 
the site ecosystem.) 
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Long-term effects of repeated fire on micro-organisms wouLd seem 1'0 
be negligibLe, as recovery rates post-fire are fairLy rapid (Coley in 
prep. ). " 
The indirect effects of increased exposure of soiL to wind erosion 
1'hrough recurrent firing of vegetation may 1'00 have effected Long-term 
changes in the soil nutrient status. When devoid of a pro1'ective 
mantle of vegetation, soiLs in the Sahdveld are extr~mely prone to 
wind erosion: The wind attacks the most productive horizon of the 
soiL profiLe, and carries away the lighter mineraL particles and 
organic matter of the topsoiL, thereby removing most of i'he readiLy 
avaiLabLe .pLant nutrients (TaLbot 1947). Pre-1960, patch burning 
pLayed a major roLe in destroying the protective vegetcdion COVer" of 
the sandy soiLs of the site and, in combination with the trampLing of 
t i ves tack, is L i kel y to have exacerbated the transport and loss of the 
reLativeLy fertile uppermost soiL Layers. 
ALthough not directly reLated to the effects of a fire regime on the 
indigenous vegetation, the encroachment of aLien vegetation cannot be 
considered In isoLation from such a regime. Compton (1926) first 
cautioned that burned areas were prime 1'argets for invasion by exotic 
plants such ~s hakea, wattLe and cLuster pine where parent pLants 
~Iere near enough to suppLy seed. AL though there wer'e no al ien pLants 
on the site in 1938 DC 2.6.1), in Later years and in areas in close 
proximity to the site, frequent patth-burning probably facilitat~d 
the spread of acacias pre-19GC. (Although frequent fire may have 
prevented the accumuLation of Large numbers of acacia seed, in a soil 
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. seedbank lIvo year oLd sapL i ngs can sot seed (fyfi L fon & HaL L 1981) and 
thus fire on a 3 to 4 year rotation is unLik~ly to have arrested 
spread 6f these pLants.) 
The patchiness of surviving vegetation after the controLLed firing 
of smaLL disjunct areas prior to 1960 provided a heterogeneity of 
habitat important for the survivaL of a diverse assembLage of animaLs 
(Main 1977). Persistence of a faunaL population depends onLy on the 
survivaL of an adequate nucLeus from which reinvasion post-fire can 
occur, and the nature of patch-burning wouLd seem to fulfiL this 
requirement. 
Large mammaLs are LikeLy to fLee from fire; smalL mammaLs, fossoriaL 
arthropods and reptiles probabLy retreat into underground refuges to 
escape burning. DepLeted smaLL mammaL communities as consequence of 
fire may recover within 2 to 3 years, and insect communities, thought 
to suffer most losses of the fynbos fauna in fire, revert to pre-burn 
densities and compositions within a year (BigaLke & WiLLan, in' 
prep.). Of the reptiLes, the tortoise is beLieved to be extremeLy 
vuLnerabLe to fire, and in the case of the endemic geometric tortoise 
an i~ter-fire period of not less than 10 years is recommended to 
obviate depLetion of popuLations (Greig in prep.). Avifauna would 
undoubtedLy fLee from fire, returning almost immediateLy post-fire 
except in the case of the Cape sugarbird which reLies on infLuorescences 
of Pltotea. spec ies for both nectar and sateL Lite insects for food. 
Pit 0 tea. Ir.epe~ on the Fynb05 Site fLowers at 3 years and hence this bird 
may be expected to return approximateLy 3 or 4 years after a burn, 
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assuming that the number of !nfLuorescences on the site renders a visit 
energeticaLLy viable - other speciaList nectarivores, such as the 
lesser doubLe colLared sunbird, which are potentially important in the 
poLlination of fynbos plants (Siegfried in prep.), are known to visit 
the Fynbos Site some 16 months after a burn (pers. obs.); well within 
the fire return period before 1960. 
The mortality of fauna in any fire will be Influenced by the season of 
burn in relation to the stage in the life cycle of a species. Natu-
rally occurring conflagrations occur primarily insumrner in the Wsst-
ern Cape (Sands 1977) and the repeated veld burning in early spring 
prior to 1960 may have adversely affected populations of those mammals 
- for example the s.:.uth Western Cape endemicgrysbok - who give birth 
at this time (MaDson 1974). According to Wintercottom (1963) nesting 
of birds in the fynbos reaches a peak In spring, and disruption of 
nesting or destructi~n of nests by repeated spring burns was possible. 
The majority of the effects of fire on fynbos fauna, incorporating 
both fLuctuations in popuLation size and migrations to and from the 
post-fireenvironrnent, appear to be transient; recovery of popuLa-
tions occurring within 3 or 4 years. As patCh burning destroys on~y 
smalL tracts of vegetation and Leaves interspersed refugia of habitat 
for fauna, the probabLe Long-term impact of burning on a 3 to 4 year 
rotation on fynbos animaLs - with the possible exception of the geo-
metric tortoise - wouLd seem to be minimqL. In combination with externaL 
pressures on fauna prior to 1960, h6wever (4,3,5), repeated spring 
burning may have had signi.ficant repercussions - if onLy transient-
on the size of populations. 
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4.2. 1.2.2 Po~t 1960 peA~od 
After 1960 intentional burning of the Fynbos Site was not carried out 
and all conflagrations were initiated external to ihe site by human 
act Ion OF 2.5). 
The decision not to burn intentionally does not appear to have stemmed 
from restrictive legisLation on this activity, introduced nation-wide 
in 1946 and in the Oarling Soil Conservation District In 1962 (see 
above), but rather from the increased risk of fire damage to property 
concomitant with the increase in cuLtivated and afforested areas bor-
dering the Fynbos Site. 
AnaLyses of the burn patterns from 1960 to 1981 (Fig. 37) reveaL that 
the mean frequency of fire on the site was 7 years, giving a probability 
of 0,143 fires per year. In this period, 0,50% of the site remained 
unburned, 27,64% was burned once, 67,67% was burned twice, and 4,19% 
was burned thrice. As the area of the site is estimated at 251 ha 
(3E 2.3), the mean fire intervaL per hectare could be calculated 
at 11,96 years for the 1960 to 1981 period. The minimum burn period 
of vegetation between 1960 and 1981 appears to have been the 4 years 
and 9 months between the February 1976 and November 1980 burn -
greater than the probable return period of fire prior to 1960 - the 
maximum between 23 and 25 years (3F 2.5). 
With the increase in cultivated land and affor~sted areas surrounding 
the Fynbos Site after 1962, the stand of infLammable Indigenous vege-· 
tatlon may be seen to have constituted an increasing fire hazard {see 
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above). TIle pLoughing of firebreaks on and at the perimeter of the 
site, independent of those required by the Oarling SoiL Conservation 
Scheme prior to 1969 (see 3F2.3.2) in this period, to curb the extent of 
burns, supports this. Firebreaks pLoughed on the northern and 
southern boundaries of the site to insuLate it from extraneous fires 
seem to have been ineffectuaL, possibLy because they were not of 
sufficient width or adequateLy maintained. 
CoastaL Fynbos is probabLy readiLy infLammabLe at an age of 3 to 4 
.years post-fire. In the absence of patch burning, the vegetation on 
the Fynbos Site soon becomes uniformLy vuLnerabLe to accidentaL con-
fLagrations and, without quenching, wouLd be entireLy razed in each 
incident of fire. The pLoughing of firebreaks on the site has in-
advertentLy faciLitated the temporaL accommodation of a heterogeneous 
ecosystem~ in addition to reducing the potentiaL exposure of soi.l to 
wind erosion in the event of a more extensive burn. 
The effect of the reLaxed fire regime in the years after 1960 is 
thought to have been beneficiaL to the vegetation on the Fynbos Site, 
possibLy favouring the re-seeding species as the reduced fire fre-
quency wouLd enabLe a greater proportion of pLants with comparativeLy 
Long primary juveniLe periods to attain maturity and repLenish seed 
stocks.· The occurrence of species in the study area post-1960 is 
LikeLy to have been dictated by their abiLity to survive the fire 
regime i·n the pre-1960 period, and has probabL~ been reLativeLy 
unaffected by the Later fire regime. OverLays of, burn patterns from 
1960 to 1979 on the vegetation communities mapped by Boucher and 
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Shepherd (in prep.) in 1979 (Appendix C) show no correlation between 
recent burn history and the nature of the vegetation at the community 
LeveL. The Latter seems to be LargeLy determined by the? soiL form 
and series (see Boucher & Shepherd, in prep.; Fry in prep.). 
As the burn age of fynbos on the site after 1960 had increased com~ar~d 
to that of the patch-burned vegetation, the intensity of burn may be 
expected to have increased accordingLy (see 4.2.1.2.1). The elevated 
burn intensity would favour an increase in the Loss of nutrients in 
each fire (see beLow). 
Of the three burns between 1960 and 1981, two are known to have 
occurred in summer (3F 2.3.2); one in early summer (November 1980f . 
. ", ".~. 
and one in Late summer (February 1976). The late summer fire or~gi~ ~~: 
. . ~ . ;. '.: . 
nated to the north of the Fynbos Site and spread southwards, perhapi·' 
fanned by a nor"therly ,;"/ind, as did the 1966 fire which may, ratio--":", ". 
cinateLy aLso have occurred in Late summer/autumn. \vith the charlge}:~ 
in fire regime after 1960, there appears to have been a concurrent' 
shift in the season of burn from predominantly Late winter or spring 
to summer. This may have favoured the reseeding shrubs in the 
burn environment, reinforced by a Longer return period between bu 
As regards the encroachment of aLien vegetation, fire has been 
the chief cause of displacement of indigenous vegetation by exotlc " 
plants (V'Ewes 1960; Roux & MiddL~miss 1963). With the escaLating 
abundance of acacias in the study area after 1960, concomitant with 
increased cultivation, the reduced fire frequency on the Fynbos Site 
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decreased the incidence of exposure of bare soiLs to invasion by these 
pLants reLative to the pre-1960 fire regime. In addition, as eLevated 
fire temperatures trigger acacia seed germination, and as the post-fire 
environment with its boosted LeveLs ·of pH (MiLton & HaLL1981), pota-
ssium and phosphorus in the surface soiL (Bean 1962) may favour the 
estabLishment of acacias, the reduced fire frequency may have minimised 
potentiaL gemination and coLonisation of .the site. 
The increa3ed intensity of post-1960 fires reLative to earLier patch-
burns nlay have effected a greater Loss of nutrients, principaLLy 
nitrogen, in each fire; but the Longer period of recovery between 
consecutive burns (aLmost doubLe that in the pre-1960 period), aLLow-
ing returns of this eLement LargeLy through precipitation (estimated 
at 1 to 2 kg/ha per year: Stock, pers. comm. 1982), is thought LikeLy 
to have more than compensated for any aggravated Losses attributabLe to 
this factor. As no work has been done to date on the Long-term 
effects of different fire regimes on the nutrient status of the fynbos 
ecosystem, suffice to say that the post-1960 period wouLd probabLy hove 
been more conducive to sustained nutrient LeveLs than the pre-1960 
period of patch-burning. 
Effects of soiL exposure post-fire In the period after 1960 wouLd 
have been the same as those prior to 1960, aLthough trampLing of Live-
stock on newLy burned soiLs pre-1960 may have exacerbated wind erosion 
reLative to the Latter period. The meanproporiion of the Fynbos 
Site burned in accidentaL fires Is simiLar to that burned Intentionally 
in 1938, but as the mean frequency of fire in the Later period was 
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aLmost half that in the pre-1960 period potentiaL transport of topsoiL 
and nutrients wouLd be much reduced, favouring the retention of nu-
trients in the Fynbos Site ecosystem. 
As for the pre-1960 period (4.2.1.2.1), the Long-term eff~cts of fi re 
on fauna post-1960 were probabLy minimaL. The reLaxed fire frequency 
undoubtedLy faciLitated the recovery of animaL populations and, aLthough 
the extent of anyone burn exceeded that In the earLier regime there 
was vegetation cover providing habitat for fauna on at least one fifth 
of the site at aLL times, and newLy burned areas providing'young, 
paLatabLe fodder. (In the absence of firebreaks, possibLy aLLowing 
totaL combustion of vegetation on the Fynbos Site, repercussions of 
habitat destruction on fauna may have been dire; especiaLLy in the 
Light of the increase in Land transformation immediateLy externaL to 
the si te after 1962.) 
The change in burn season from Late winter/spring to summer/autumn from 
the pre- to the post-1960 period may have aLLeviated possibLe pressures 
on breeding antelope and nesting birds. 
4.2.1.3 Control of alien vegetation 
Prior to 1962 there was no counteraction to spread of alien plants on 
the Fynbos Site or on other areas used solely for grazing (3D 3.5). 
Between 1938 and 1960, two pines and a number of acacias established 
themseLves On the site; their growth and reproduction being thus 
un Impeded. 
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After 1962, acacias were hacked periodicaLLy by the Landowner. No 
measures were taken to controL the spread or growth of the cLuster 
pine on the site. From aeriaL photographs taken after i960, it is 
apparent that any controL of acacias is Likely to have had minimal im-
pact on the tong-term status of these pLants on the Fynbos Site. 
ProbabLe cLearing of acacias was onLy evident prior to 1972 at the 
waierhoLe, and between 1977 and 1979 OF 3.5). As predominantly Large 
trees were chopped (3E 2.3.3), these wouLd have contributed an enormous 
number of seeds to a soil seedbank prior to destruction. For mature 
Ac.ac.-i.o. ,~a1.igl1a. seed production is in the order of 10 x 10' seeds per m2 
of projected canopy per year and for mat~re A. c.yc.lop~ about one third 
this amount. This y'ields an estimated annual input of 4245 viabLe 
seeds per m2 f.or A • ..6ai.-i.gl1a. and 360 for A. c.yC.lOp.6 <Mi L ton 8. HaL L 
1981) . 
Although a two year oLd sapLing can set seed, Large crops of seed are 
not produced unt i L the Ac.o.c.-i.a. kyc.lop,~ or ..6ai-i.gl1o.) is over 5 years 
oLd (MiLton 8. HaLL 1981). As the fire frequency pos+-1960 was reduced 
reLative to the pre-1960 period, in the absence of a systematic clear-
ing or weeding programme the maturation of acacias and contribution to 
a soiL seed bank on the Fynbos Site was faciLitated; the potentiaL 
ages of acacias on the site being equivaLent to the intervaL between 
successive burns. 
It is apparent, therefore, that past chopping of acacias on the site 
is LikeLy to have hod minimaL impact on the accumuLation of inordinate 
numbers of acacia seed in soils of the site~ Seed predation appears 
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to be a minor factor in depleting seed stores of acacias in the South 
Western Cape: rodents, especiaLLy Rha.6domY-6 pwnU..to (found on the 
sitel, apparently the main predators, destroy only an estimated 1% of 
seed from acacia thickets on the Cape Flats (Shelton 1975). Longevity 
of acacia seed is not known, but Ac.a.c...ta -6iligrut may reappear after 
absence of some 160 years from dormant seed in AustraLian post-fire 
succession (.HaLLI979l. "The Large seedbank is a major obstacle to 
the removal of Australian acacias from the indigenous vegetation of 
the Cape." (Mi L ton & Hat L 1981. 1 This may too appLy to the Fynbos 
Site! 
4.2.1.4 Bushcutting (see Figs 35, 38) 
"There are few, I f any, areas that have been burnt but not grazed and 
browsed, and where no burning is practised, the deveLopment of taLL, 
woody shrub~ reduces the pasturage to practicaLLy nothing after five 
or six years" (Wichi- 1945). 
As fire was not used as a management tooL after 1960 to ameLiorate 
grazing fOT Livestock, and as some areas on the Fynbos Site remained 
unburned for up to 23/25 years (3F 2.5), bushcutting was carried out 
in an attempt to promote the growth of paLatabLe species from 1965/6 
to 1969/70 (3E 2.3.4, 3F 2.3.4). 
Acocks (1935) noted that cutting the indigenous vegetation favoured 
growth of Restionaceae, and resuLts of experiments conducted in the 
west coast StrandveLd showed that bush-slashing promoted the most rapid 
increase in growth of palatabLe grass cover, nlora so than veLd-burning 
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(Joubert 1969), Bushcutting on the Fynbos Site, howev8r, was not 
found to be effectuaL in Improving the grazing (H.R. Andrag, pers. 
comrn. 1982). 
The estimated minimum age of vegetation at the time of bushcutting was 
five years, and onLy two smaLL tracts of fynbos appeared to have been 
repeatedLy bushcut (3F 2.3.4). Any.Plwte.a. pLants or other reseeders 
in the cushcut areas wouLd probabLy have fLowered and set seed prior 
to being cut, and any dominance of Restionaceae or other sprouting 
pLants after bushcutting is Likely to have endured onLy unt~L the 
nex t fire (1980). 
A comparison of bushcut areas \.,ith undisturbed vegetation en the same 
soiL form yieLded no correLation between bushcutting and resuLtant 
vegetation community, indicating that this activity had not seemingLy 
effected any changes in the pLant composition. Despite there being 
few PJtote.a. Jte.pe.M in the bushcut area prior to 1980 (Boucher, pers. 
comm. 1982), apparentLy concentrated within the area of CLoveLLy soiL 
form near the southern boundary where saprolite Lies within 2 m of 
the surface (pers. obs.), a number of juveniLes of this species have 
been recorded in this area post-fire (Kyriacou, pers. comm. 1982) and 
wouLd suggest that Long-term impacts of bushcutting on the site are 
negLigibLe. 
The practice of cutting fynbos to improve ~razing exposed the sandy 
soiLs of the site - and probabLy nutrients - to transport by wind; 
this effect enduring for up to 9 years after bushcutting (3F 2.4). 
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As postuLated in 3F 2.4, bare patches of soiL eff8cted by bushcutting 
may have channelLed runoff and soiL particLes from the wash overburden 
into the bushcut areas in subsequent years of heavy rainfalL (1974 1 
1976, 1977), as many of these areas were situated on the probabLe 
drainage Line of the Fynbos Site. 
4.2.1.5 Quarrying (Figs 35, 39) 
The quarrying for graveL in earLy 1971 on the site did not disturb 
extensive areas of ground. TopsoiL wasreLeveLLed after excavation 
and precautions were to have been taken to avoid the creation of a 
dust nuisance (3F 2.3.5). That is, the jnevitabLe erosion of soil by 
wind concomitant with the destruction of vegetation cover and agitation 
of soiLs must be assumed to have been minimised. Indications of the 
smaLLer graveL pits had, to a great extent, disappeared by 1979, eight 
ye a r s L ate r . The destruction of vegetation cover in these areas {and 
habitat for fauna) thus appears to have been a temporary phenomenon. 
The Large graveL quarry (grid square K6 on Fig. 35) remains an eyesore 
on the Fynbos Site and recoLonization by indigenous vegetation has 
been minimaL (pers. obs.). 
ProbabLe Long-term con~equences of quarrying centre on the provision. 
of disturbed soiLs fo"r infestation by acacias, principaLLy Ac.ac..ili 
~ali.gna, the Port Jackson wiLLow (pers. obs.). The excavation of 
gravel test pits in cLose proximity to mature acacias (Figs 16, 21) 
may have contributed to the dispersaL of seeds of these pLants (in a 
soiL seedbankl to areas in the immediate environs. A dramatic 
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increase in numbers of acacias in the more intensive quarrying area 
(on eLoveLLy soiL form near the northern baJndary where saproLite 
ties within 2 m of the surface: Appendix B) was evident in 1979 (Fig. 
31), their establ ishment possibLy faciLitated by bbth the above con-
siderations. 
4.2.2 SoiL erosion and deposition (Figs 35, 39) 
ALthough the majority of bare areas of soiL on the Fynbos Site were 
seemingLy initiated by soiL erosion externaL to the site, the possibLe 
effects of soiL deposition by wind and wash wiLL be discussed here. 
OverLays of bare soiL. areas from 1938 to 1979 on the vegetation commu-
nities of the site (Appendix e) reveaL a positive correLation between 
the soi L wash overburden and vegetat ion communi ty 'e' of V-to~P~Fl.O..6 
gfubJta - EfytAopappu...6 Jr.h-tYl.oc.vr.o.U!> mid-high sparse shrub and a tenta-
tive correLation between areas of soiL deposition and vegetation 
community 'B' which is a mosaic of 5trandveLd and fynbos species 
(Boucher, pers. comm. 1982), having eLements of both. 50 i Lsi n the 
soiL wash area consist of reLativeLy cLayey materiaL with different, 
generaLLy eLevated nutrient properties from the characteristic PeLLa 
soils (Fry, pers. comm. 1982), The aLtered water retention and 
nutrient properties of this area are refLected in the growth of 
rhenosterbos in the 'e' community, usuaLLy associated with clay or 
cLay-Loam soiLs (Kruger 1979). The '8' community of V-tO..6pyJtO..6 gl.ab'l.a 
-Sa.£.v-ta. l.anc.e.ol.ata is thought to be coincident with areas of ground 
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where the granitic parent rock is reLativeLy cLose to the surface 
(Boucher, pers. comm. 1982). In addition, it is possibLe that soiLs 
deposited from cultivated Lands adjacent to the site or those which 
have been carried from the soiL wash area and re-d~posit8d have a 
sLightly aLtered nutrient status as compared to other soiLs in tile 
area. TaLbot (1947) points out that dust deposits contain eLevated 
quantities of nutrients, nameLy organic matter, phosphorus, nitrogen 
and coLLoidaL materiaL reLative to drifted soiLs Left behind. Charac-
terlstlcs of fynbos suggest that it isa nutrient stressed veg~tatlon 
(Boucher 1977). Thus even minute changes in soiL nutrient status may 
have repercussions on the nature of the vegetation. 
4.2.3 ALien vegetation (Fig. 35) 
The distribution of acacias on the site from 1960 is of interest here 
in that disturbance of some kind, causing the exposure of bare soiL 
patches, seems to be a prerequisite for initiaL invasion. The initiaL 
areas of infestation, nameLy the soiL wash area, patches of bare ground 
to the north of the wash due to LocaLised soiL deposition, and the 
waterhole site, noted to be trampLed in 1938, either constitute dis-
turbed areas or refLect perturbations effected by extraneous agri-
cuLturaL practices. The majority of subsequent areas of infestation, 
incLuding the windmiLL cLearing, quarry pits, boundary fences and 
adjacent exposed soiLs in the form of firebreaks, roads and tracks 
too exempLify disiurbed areas, but one acacia appears to have estabLish-
ed itseLf in fynbos thai has not been subject to obvious disturbance -
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(e.g. grid square M7 on Fig. 35). 
With t'he rapid impingement of acacias from surrounding areas on to the 
Fynbos Site since 1960 (compare Figs 12, 28) the probabi L i ty of seed 
reaching the site increased dramaticaLLy, as did the chances of bare 
areas of soiL - whether caused by man-made or natural perturbations, 
or being impLicit in the broken canopy of the fynbos vegetation - being 
coLonised by these pest pLants. Spread of acacia seed, both to the 
site and on the site, from mature pLants may be aided by birds 
(sparrows, doves and starLings, in particuLar: Acccks i935, Stirton 
1978), by the bu~rowing of the Cape dune mole, by smaLL rodents such 
as the Cape gerbiL and the striped fieLdmouse, and possibLy by ants on 
the site (see 3~' 2,7), ALthou~Jh wind is thought to be a minor 
agent in seed dispersaL (Mi Lton 1980) drift of acacia seeds (and Light 
soiLs) on exposed soiL surfaces may facilitate their spread. 
Fire stimuLaies germination of acacia seed, and no fire recurs soon 
enough to kill acacias before maturity U~ruger & Big"'lLke, in prep.) 
As th~ post-fire environment i~ conducive to the germination of 
acac i as (4.2. 1 ,21 and as both Ac.ac.'<:a ,~a1,tgl1a and A. c.ljc.~op).; exh i bit 
shoot growth peaks slightly before a sample of indigenous species 
(S8mmerviLLe 1981) and are highLy precocious, they are LikeLy to gain 
a competitive advantage over the fynbos vegetation after fire. With 
each successive fire, the reLative abundance of acacias in the 
community is L ikety to increase, as was evident on the 1972 and 1979 
aeriaL photographs fat lowing the 1966 and 1976 fires respectiveLy, and 
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after the 1980 fire (pers. obs.); especially In the absence of an 
effective weeding programrne as has been the case on th6' site in recent 
his to r y (4.2. 1 .3), 
Excepting the two cluster pines in the soil wash area of the fynbos 
Site, the situation of P-i.yw . .6 p.i.I1(t.,~tVt, as-noted by Kruger (1977) is not 
limited to recently burned or otherwise disturbed vegetation. El imin-
ation and control of the cluster pines on the site is seen to be a 
minor problem relative to that of acacia eradication. Although ex-
tremely ~recocious, these trees have a minimu~ juvenile period of 
from 5 to 10 years (Kruger 1977) (compared to the 2 year period for 
Port Jackson willow and rocikrans) and are highly conspicuous in the 
fynbos, unlike the younger ~cacia plants. 
4.2.4 Fauna 
Information (gleaned from ihterviews) on the occurrence of fauna on the 
FVnbos Site in recent years does not furnish a chronological account 
of such. . Rather, as much of the information from individual sources 
is likely to comprise incomplete, subjective description, collective 
accounts are taken to give an indication of fauna on the site. As 
regards contemporary pressures on native anilnals, possibly affecting 
species abundance and composition, it is necessary to investigate 
those activities external to the site which were pertinent to faL:na 
(see 4.3.5). . (The long-tEJrm effects of past landuse and management 
practices on fauna of the site, with ernphasis on burning, are thought 
to have been minimal: 4.2.1.2.) 
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From a colLective account of fauna (3D 2.7, 3E 2.7, 3F 2.7 and 
Listed in Appendix G) it is evident that the Fynbos Site harbours two 
of the seven living mammaL species strictly endemic to the South 
~Jestern Cape: the Cricetid Cape gerbi L, Ta.:tVr.o.. 0..6'Lo.., and the Cape 
dune moLe, Ba..thqV[gM -6uilhL,~. Both are technicaLLy rare but not 
uncommon Ivhere present (Meester 1976), The Cape grysbok, Ro.ph.{;C.Vl.lL.~ 
me.taYIoti.6, fOl..md on the site, is charaderisi'lc of the South Western 
Cape, but is not strictLy endemic (BigaLke 1978), It requires dense 
vegetation as a habitat, and CoastaL Fynbos is ranked fifth to, Coastal 
Rhenosterveld as the most important veLd type to this animaL {Manson 
1974). PossibLy its smaLL territoriaL range of fram 129 to 937 square 
-metres (Manson 1974) enabLes it to adapt weLL to agriculturaL activi-
ties, and the Fynbos Site probably constitutes a suitable refuge to 
a number of individuaLs in the LocaLity. 
The supposed occurrence of an aardvark on the site, the only surviving 
member of the order Tf:JbuLidentata and a listed rare and endangered 
species (Meester 1976) increases the value of the site in terms of its 
conservation potentiaL, although the distribution of this mammaL is 
determined more by the presence of ants and termites than by vegeta-
t ion type. 
As noted earlier, three of the six bird species endemic to fynbos are 
known to occur on the site: the Cape 5ugar~b i rd I PJ[omVrop.1 c_Ltne...'t I, 
the orange-breasted sunbi rd (Ne.c..taA-tn-i.a. v'('otac.e.a..) and the Cape francoL in 
(FJtanc.ot-t11UA capeH-6-t-6I. 
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Of the reptiLes reputed to occur on the Fynbos Site, the geometric 
torioise is endemic to the South Western Cape and its survivaL is en-
dangered by the disappearance of the LowLand habitat and possibLy by 
too frequent firingof vegetation (Greig & Burdett 1976>' The pro":' 
tection of remnant areas of fynbos, exerr.pLified by the Fynbos Site, is 
thus imperative to obviaie extinction of this animaL. 
No systematic sampLing of inverteb~ate life on the Fynbos Site has been 
carried out but, of the observed in~ects, one species of ant appears 
to represent a new species or the genus Campo/'l.otu."::,, and one a possible 
new sub-species of Oc.omY'unex bCVi.b.£gVL (Prins, pers. comm. i982)' As 
the greatest number of endemic animaLs is to be found amongst the in-
vertebrates (Bowden 1978; . Enr6dy-Younga 1978;· Pinhey 1978; Van 
Bruggen 197B) the site may provide habitat for a number of endemic 
species. 
The effect of fauna on the soiLs of the site may be significant: 
organic content of mounds of the Cape dune moLe are known to be 50% to 
60% that of surrounding soils, and soiL turno~er by these moLe rats is 
dramatic (Davies, in prep.); the activities of termites and fossoriaL 
ant species are sure to infLuence vegetation cover and possibly nutri-
ent status and percoLation of soiLs. As stated by RuelLe (1978), 
"However, duLL, secretive and sLow-moving as they are, termites may be 
more important in the ecoLogicaL set up than many other insects". 
Roden1s (ItJiens & Rourke 1978) and a number of birds (Mostert et ·af.. 
1980; Siegfried, in prep.) are thought to pLay an im~ortant roLe in . 
the poLLination of certain fynbos pLants. ALL fauna play an 
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essentiaL roLe in nutrient recycLing, ensuring that avaiLable nutrients 
do not become inextricabLy incorporated into Long-Lived pLants and 
thereby facilitating post-fire succession. 
Fauna are thus an integraL part of the Fynbos Site ecosystem and are 
essentiaL to its Long-term diversity and viabiLity, and in turn depend 
on conservation of the naturaL veLd for their survlvaL. 
4.3 EXTERNAL INFLUENCES ON THE SITE 
4.3. 1 Fires 
PILLans (1924), apropos the Cape PeninsuLa, wroTe: "Most of the fires 
are IntentionaL arid are Lighted ei ther by persons who have rights over 
the ground or by unauthorised persons who hope to secure firewood from 
the kiLLed shrubs and trees"; and Compton (1926) echoed this obser-
vation: "~Jear Cape Town the firewood gatherer is often responsibLe for 
confLagrations which he starts in order to kiLL the proteas and other 
shrubs which he wiLL Later ceLLect and seLL as fueL; and the same is 
the case near other towns and viLLages". 
During the yearS when paich burhing was practised on the Fynbos Site 
and surrounding pastureLand, the infLuence of fires started externaL 
to the site must have been minimaL as fueL Loads and subsequentLy 
the risk of fire spreading wouLd have been Low. In Later years, 
after 1960, when intentional firing of fyn~os was not carried out, any 
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extraneous fires constituted a potentiaL hazard to the site where 
continuous corridors of infLammable materiaL were ~resent from the 
origin of fire to thesi1e .. 
study of aeriaL photographs from 1960 to date discloses that accidentaL 
conflagrations on the s11e WGre initiated external to the site on un-
cuLtivated Land immediately beyond either the north or south boundary 
fence. 
From data coL Lededon the potential sources of fire (3D 3.2) 11 is 
apparent that causes of accidentaL fires were exclusiveLy anthropogenic. 
Of the suggested causes of fire, discarded cigarette butts and inten-
tionaL burning for fire\'JOod seem to have been the mosT probabLe :n 
tecent years, aLthough little positive confirmation of the Latter 
couLd be obtained. 
The exclusion of Coloured-owned lands (Geeie Hoop and Pella) from soil 
conservation and thus restrictive veld-burning LegisLation, seems 
unl ikely to have exacerbated probLems of accidental fires in the area; 
none of the fires after 1960 having been initiated on these Lands. 
No conflagrations appear to have been started on the FynbosSlte 
post-1960. With effectuaL firebreaks both on and at the perimeter of 
the site, controL of the future occurrence of fire shouLd be 
pract kabLe. 
4.3.2 CuLtivation of land 
1')') LI_ 
The effects of increase in area of cuLtivated land surrounding the site, 
from 11% of the study area in 1938 to 54% in 1977 were muLtipLe. !n 
addition to the factors tonsidered beLow, cuLtivation inadvertentLy 
exacerbated soiL erosion (4.3.3), encouraged the encroachment of aLlen 
vegetation (4.3.4) and was inseparabLe from the us~ of fertilizers 
and pesticides in the SandveLd (4.3.5). 
Loss of pLant species may have been concomitant with the clearing of 
indigenous vegetation for cropping and afforestation which effectiveLy 
diminished the ~xtent of natural habitat for fynbos fauna. 
The effect of Land transformatio~ in the study area has been to render 
the remnant portion of fynbos - the Fynbos Site - increasingly insuLar 
and isoLated from neighbouring stands of fynbos, and simuLtaneously to 
eLevate its importance as a natural refugium f6r both indigenous flora 
and fauna. 
"The number of species that a proposed reserve can hoLd at equiLi-
brium is a function of its area and its isoLation" <Diamond 1975). 
AppLying the theory of isLand biogeography (MacArthur & WiLson 1967) 
extinction of species was inevitabLe asa resuLt of the decrease in 
extent of the initiaL fynhos stand, As the equilibrium position of 
the site as regards species composition cannot be determined, and 
assuming that bo1h Its shape and size are fixed, efforts to minimise 
further IsoLation and insularization wouLd seem imperative to the 
Long-term viability of the site; considerations obtaining to co~ser-
vation thus extending beyond tho confines of the site. 
4.3.3 SoiL erosion and deposition 
Before 1939, the menace of soiL erosion was seriousLy considered by 
only a minority of farmers (Ross 1963). In 1938, absence of contouring 
or the use of bush strips on the uniformly ploughed hiLlsLope refLec-
ted this (3C 3.4). Sheet erosiohwas evident and wind erosion from 
the Large expanse of exposed soiLs was highLy probabLe. 
Contouring and strip cropping on cultivated Lands was advocated 1n 
1945 prior to the promuLgation of the Soil Conservation fJ,ct of 1946 
(Bennett 1945). TaLbot (1947) attributed most of the eroded areas 
in the SandveLd to the pLo~gh and onLy a relatively smalL portion to 
burning and overgrazing, noting that contour pLoughing was almost un-
known in the region prior to 1944. 
The SoiL Conservation Act of 1946 was Largely ineffectual (Rabie 
1976), but binding stipulations on anti-erosion measures in the SoiL 
Conservation Scheme for the Darlirig District, compiled in 1954, seem 
to have had some effect by 1960: "According to dependabLe surveys 
approximateLy 60% of aLL reguLarly cuLtivated Lands were protected 
against surface erosion by 1960. Serious gulLy erosion stilL occurs 
aLongside cultivated Lands." 
,\ 
(Amendment of the SoiL Conservai ion 
Scheme for the Darling SoiL Conservation District 1962) In 1960, 
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erosion on the 8urgher's Post hillslope had increased markedly; rilLs 
and guLlys were conspicuous and soil wash had spi lLed on io the Fynbos 
Si teo Efforts to controL er0310n in the form of contour pLoughing 
and use of bush strips were first observed In 1960 (3D 3.4). 
Subsequent to 1960, guLLy erosion on the hllLsLope has advanced, the 
area of cuLtivated Land in the study area Increased and despite the 
somewhat erratic use of bush strips on cropped fiel.ds, \'lind erosion 
was undoubtedLy exacerbated. According to Talbot (1947) ihe SandveLd 
soiLs are highLy susceptihle to wind erosion where deprived of vege-
tation cover,Jnd almost alL cuLtivated and cLeared Lands have 
suffered an appre~i3bLe degree of such erosion. 
SoiLs bLown from cultivated Lands to the west of the Fynbos Site in 
southerLy winds in the dry summer months appear to be deposited on the 
site where vegetation or the local iopography arrests wind-borne solL 
(3C 2.4, 3D 2..4, 3E 2.4). ALthough the effects of moving soil 
particles on vegetation are not known, growth of plants continu~LLy 
exposed to wind blown sand may be hampered. 
As regards gulLy erosion, a quote from Talbot (1947) is pertinent 
here: "Even today the soil erosion which has been extending or 
acceLerating for thirty years or longer Is stiLL proceeding practicalLy 
unhindered on .the majority of farms.BThe Burgher's Post hillslope, 
cropped continually from at least 1938, has never been adequately 
protected against erosion with the resuLt that gulLy erosion has 
proceeded unchecked over the years. This type of erosion "skims the 
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cream off the soil unci pours i"t rjown the stui t" <TaLbot 1947} 10 be 
deposited in this case as ail overburden on the Fynbos Siie. Soi Ls 
in the wash area have different nutrient properties from the re-
mainder of soils on the site (Fry, pers. comm. 1982), and effect a 
,change in the vegetation associated with this area (4.2.2). 
Compton (1926), Acocks (1935), Adamson (1938) and Wicht (1945) commen-
ted on the rapid spread of hakea, acacias and the cLuster pine in the 
indigenous vegetation of the Cape; Wicht (1945) warning that one of 
(if not) the greatest threats to the Cape vegetation ~as suppression 
through the spread of vigorous exotic pLant species. Since then, 
this warning has been repeated by numerous authors, for exampLe 
D'Ewes (1960), MiLton (1980), HalL et ai. (1980), Stirton (1978), Tay-
Lor (1975) and Shaughnessy (1980). 
IntentionaL pLanting of acacias as wind breaks has been extensiveLy 
carried out in the past century: Ac.a,c.i.,a cyc.f.op-6 and Ac.ac.i.,C!. . .6a£..i.gna 
were sown in the 8Laauwberg reser've in 1924 and i925 (Shaughnessy 1980); 
were recommended' for use as wind breaks in 1945 (Bennett 1945); and 
are, according to F.vJ. DlJckitt of the DarLing/Malmesbury/Hermon SoiL 
Conservation commltte~ stiLL planted today for this purpose. 
Neithef the rooikra'ns, Port- Jackson wilLol'1 nor'cluster pine found in 
the study area has been decLared a noxious weed. As acacia leaves 
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are usefuL as fodder when finely chopped and wood is used as fueL, 
and as pines are not wi dGl y perce i ved as pes t hees, measures i-o koep 
the spread of these pLants in check have been mini~al In recent 
history. 
The encroachment of pest pLants on to i-he sit~ appears to have been 
concomitant with the increase in cuLtivation of Land in the study area 
after 1962, faciLitated in the absence of measures to check their 
spread. PrincipaL raLites of encroachment of acacias have been 
via the Burg~er's Post and Dassenberg watercourses, via prevIousLy 
cuLtivated and then abandoned Lands, via cLeared tracts of land and 
by way of guLLy and ri LL erosion (3D 3.5, 3F 3.5). 
The high seed output of. Ac.ac.-ia..aai.Lgna. reLati'.'e to that of A. c.yc..f.opl..> 
(Milton & HaLL 1981) combined with the possibLe seLective removaL -of 
A. c.yc.lopl..> for firewood in the past (the wood of this species is 
harder than that of A • .aa"Ugl1a and thus preferred) and the coppicing 
habit of A. ;~aligYl.a. may be factors favouring the dominance of the 
Latter acacia in this area. 
Both the afforested areas of the cluster pine, P-i/'U..W p-il1cwtVt - an 
important timber producer in nutrient poor soiLs (Kruger 1977) - on 
Dassenberg Land to the south easi- of the site (3C 3.5) and the stand 
of this pine spreading from Goeie Hoop to Burgher's Post Land are 
thought to constitute sources of spread of this pest tree on to the 
sit e (3F 2. 6. 1 ). 
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The progressive encroachment of invasive alien pLarrts on to the Fynbos' 
Site from surrounding Land poses a serious problem with regard to 
future management of this stand of indigenous vegetation. In 
addition 10 constituting a threat to the sdr~ivaL of the fLora on the 
Fynbos Si fe peA M., pest pLants threaten to suppress those remnants of 
fynbos beyond the site boundaries which form potentiaL Links between 
the Fynbos 51 fe and other fynbos communi ties I n the area; feci L i ta-
ting isoLation of the site. 
Where the eradication and controL of pest pLants, especiaLLy acacias, 
is not ObLigatory on privateLy owned La:1d, it is unlikeLy thai Land-
owners wiLL spread large sums of mOfl2Y on the repeated clearing of 
these pLants from Land not cultivated. Without state backing, there-
fore, the probLem of pest pLant encroachment can only increase. 
4.3.5 £,al,lna 
An evaLuation of Long-term effects of Landuse both on and in the 
immediate surroundings of the Fynbos Site on its fauna is extremely 
difficuLt in the absence of past sampLing on the site. In effect, 
the study is LargeLy restricted to consideration of transient effects 
on those species which .have sOrvlved the pressures of the past and 
negLects the possibLe extinction of species. 
Actions serving to depLete the animal popuLations in the environs of 
the site, excLuding those of habitat destruction which affect aLL 
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fauna, 'have been directed princ1paLLy atthrce groups of fauna: the 
anteLope (grysbok, steenbok, duiker); the large carnivores decLared 
vermin ('bLack-backed JackaL, siLver jackaL, lynx); and tortoises. 
AnteLope have been hunted by peopLe in the vicinity of the site for 
many years both as sport (3C3.6, 303.6) and as a sour:ce of food 
(3E 3.6). Native dogs, noted to 'find a fiendish pLeasure in kiLLing 
sheep' (Hanekom 1957) probabLy took their toLL of smaL! mammaLs on the 
site (3E 3.6) and translocation of game from the area in 1975 further 
depLeted popuLations of grysbok, steenbok anddulker (3F 3.6). AL~ 
though not strictLy appLi~able to the stu~y ar~a, the increased con-
servation measures for these (Elnd other) anteLope - from the Ordinary 
Game ScheduLe in the Wildlife Protection Amendment Ordinance No.7 of 
19~1 to the Protected Wild Game ScheduLe of the Nature and Environ-
mentaL Conservation Ordinance No; 19 of 1974 - may welL refLect a 
perceived increase in scarcity of game in many areas in the Cape. 
Rewards for stock-destroying carnivores (Listed above) were offered in 
terms of Ordinance No. 10 of 1927, No. 21 of 1946 and No. 26 of 1957 
(and amendments there-of) and undoubtedLy served as added incentive to 
eradicate these ani~aLs in the study area prior to 1962 (3C 3.6, 
3D 3.6, 3E 3.6). The large spo!'ted genet, known to occur on the site 
(3F 2.7) was decLared vermin in 1957, but its notoriety appeared 
negligibLe compared to the La~ger carnivores and no mention of it was 
found in historicaL reco~ds. Both the siLver jackaL and bLack-backed 
jackaL known to have occurred in this area (Rand 1955) are no Longer 
in evidence, perhaps refLecting the efficacy of vermin exiermination. 
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The declaration of the 'nagmuis' or Cape gerbil vermin in 1954, is 
unlikely to have had severe effects on populations of these animaLs on 
the site; the menace of the 'nagmuis! being associated with cultiva-
ted Lands. (No mention of thi~ animaL was made by Landowners inter-
v ielved. ) 
Tortoises were prized as food by CoLoured peopLe in the area (3D 3.6) 
and Vlere considered a menace to stock farming in the earLy 1900's a;ld 
hence destroyed (3C 2.7). Combined pressures on tortoise populations 
from frequent fire (to which they are extremeLy vuLnerabLe), de-
struction of habitat and the above two factors may have been severe in 
~hreatening the survival of species in the pre-1960 period, especially 
the endemic geometric torioise. (ALL tortoises have been protected 
since the Nature Conservation Ordinance No. 26 of 1965,) 
No data on actions serving to depLete avifauna in the area were en-
countered, although increased habitat fragmentation and insuLarization 
must InfLuence immigration a~d visitation of itinerant species to the 
• .L S I ,e. (The majority of avifauna, including endemic fynbos birds, 
have faLLen ~nder the Protected WiLd AnimaL or Protected Game Schedule 
since Ordinance No. 20 of 1950.) 
4.3.6 FertiLizers and pesticides 
Appl ication of phosphatic fertilizer to soils in th~ winter rainfaLL 
region has been advocated from 1929, as weLL as the use of ni tr<:1tcs, 
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potash and Lime where soiLs were acid (Dept of AgricuLture 1929). 
GranuLar phosphates, potash, nitrates and lime have been empLoyed on 
aLL cuLtivated Lands in the study area from 1958 (303.71, and 
probabLy earLier. ALthough -Ihese are generaLLy administered con-
currentLy with the pLanting of seeds, one must not eliminate the 
possibiLity of minute quantities of fertiLizer in topsoiL belnglrans-
ported by wind or soi l wash on to the F"ynbos Site, This appL ies in par-
ticuLar to pLoughed fieLds on the hiLL to the west of the site; soiL 
being washed down the erosion guLLy or being carried by southerly 
winds in the dry summer months on to the site. This could, theo-
reticaLLy,eLevate the nutrient status of soiLs affected by Localized 
soiL deposition and modify the nature of vegetation. (Specht (1973) 
found that.addltion of phosphates and nitrates to mediterranean 
scLerophyLLous shrubs in AustraLia promoted a marked increase in growth 
of many species, effected In increase in Leaf area index and an un-
usualLy earLy growth of shoots In summer.) 
AeriaL spraying of pesticides on to Lands adjacent to the Fynbos Site 
was restricted to the use of 2-4-0, MCPA both transLocated herbicides 
which act seLectiveLy on dicotyledonous plants - and a copper sulphate 
soLutlon,probably Bordeaux mixture, used as a fungicide (3D 3.7, 
3F 3.71. 
Although simiLar to MCPh, 2-4-0 is a stronger herbicide (Franken, pers. 
comm. 19821, 80th these phenoxyacetic acids affec1 protein end ribose 
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nucleic acid synthesis, in very high concentrations inhibiting phoio-' 
synthesis and in Low concentrations acting as auxins and stimuLating 
pLant growth (De ViLLiers, pars. comm. 1982). As the drifi of herbI-
cide on to the Fynbos Site is LikeLy to have been in very Low concen-
trations, stimuLation of growth of maturing and juveniLe pLants is 
LikeLy to have been minimaL; possibLe detrimentaL effects focusing on 
young seedL ings (Brent, pars. conirn. 1982). 
Drift of copper suLphate spray on to the Fynbos Site is unLikeLy to 
have affected the, indigenous vegetation. 
The possible effecfsof the above pesticides on insect Life and soiL 
micro-organisms are ~ot known. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION 
5.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY 
5.1.1 Fire has been the major perturbation on the Fynbos Site subse-
quent to 1920. Patch burning on a 3 to 4 year rotation prior to 1960 
p6ssibLy caused net Long-term Losses of nutrients to the system and 
. eLiminated those re-seeding species having a pr1mary juveniLe period of 
more than 3 to 4 years. AccidentaL confLagrations after 1960, ini-
tlated external to the Fynbos Site on an average return period of 7 
years, may have mininlaLly affected the nutrient status of the system. 
5. 1.2 Ot~ler forms of Landuse, nameLy grazl~g, browsing and bush-
cutting appear to t~ve had minimaL Long~term impact on the site. With 
the exception of one Large graveL quarry pit, constituting a LocaLised 
steriLe area prone to invasion by aLien acacias, the Long-term impact 
of quarryingop~r~tions seems t6 h~ve been negLigibLe. 
5.1.3 The progressive cultivatioll of Land surrounding the Fynbos Site 
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in; recent history exacerbated erosion of soiLs by both wind and water, 
effecting deposition of wind-borne soiL and soiL wash on to the site; 
the Latter. affeding the nature of the pLant community in this area. 
5.1.4 The encroachment of the Port Jackson wi L Low IAc.ac.-£a -6af-£gl1aJ, 
the rooikrans IA. c.ycfop-6J and, to a Lesser extent the cLuster plne, 
on to the Fynbos Site appears to have been concomitant with the trans-
formation of Land; undoubtedLy faciL itated by the 'Laissez-faire' 
atiitude of Landowners to these pLants. The severe threat to the 
survivaL of this indigenous stand of vegetation (and others), posed 
by the unchecked spread of aLien vegetation on Land su~rounding the 
Fynbos Site, is LikeLy to be aggravated in future years without com-
puLsory controL of these pest pLants on privateLy-owned Land. 
5.1.5 The destruction of vegetation cover in the immediate surround 
of the site has served to isoLate it from other fynbos areas, a factor 
which may be detrimentaL to its Long-term viabiLity. 
This study may be used to draw retrospective paraLLeLs of probabLe 
Landuse with other areas of CoastaL Fynbos in the South Western Cape 
LowLands. Although unique in its situation and minor features of past 
landuse, the changing fire regime, grazing patterns and aLien pLant 
encroachment on the Fynbos Site in recent history are likeLy to be 
comparabLe wi th oiher areas of Coastal Fynbos currently in a similar 
condition. 
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5.2 JMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS OF THIS-STUDY-FOR CONSERVATION 
In view of the roLe enacted by conditions extraneous to the Fynbos 
Site in its recent history, two impLications for conservation can be 
formuLated: 
5.2.1 The size and shape of a conservation-worthy area assume 
eLevated importance 
CompLete transformation of LowLand fynbos either by man's activities 
or by aLien vegetation, seems inevitabLe if not adequateLy conserved. 
According to Kruger (1977c), the absoLute min~mum size of an effective 
reserve is of the order of 100 km 2 • In many areas of the fragmented 
Western Cape coastaL LowLands this wouLd appear- to be impossibLe, and 
managed cLusters of smaLLer re~erves would seem to be the next best 
avaiLable option towards meeting the requirements of insuLar biogeo-
graphy (HaLL, in prep.). 
In respect of Long-term viability, noting that "many reserves ar-e too 
smaLL and too prone to pressure from outside to give Long-term protection 
to habi tats" (HaLL 1978), the parameters of size and shape of a pro-
posed conservation worthy area assume eLevated importance as regards 
minimising vuLnerabiLity to externaL infLuences - notabLy al ien vege-
tation encroachment -, internaL pressures such as fire, disease, inbreed-
ing; 1herebypromotingeffeduaL integral functionIng of ihe 
ecosystem. 
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An almost circular ,e5er\/O would maximise the surface area to pe.rimeter 
ratio and thereby minimise potential pr-essure fr-om outside, and the 
influence of edraneous factors on a conserved area should be inverse-
ly proportion to its size. 
The significance of both size and shape of natural reserves has been 
siressed by Diamond (1975); shape in the context of minimising dis-
persal distances within a reserve, and size with reference to the 
number of species a reserve can hold at equilibrium. 
Thus, in the ranking of potential reserves, from both an external and 
an ifiternal perspective, shape and size of conservation-worthy -areas 
afford high priority, especially in ihe Weslern Cape lowlands \",here 
maximum reserve sizes are likely to be suboptimal. 
5.2.2 The need t6 pl~l a functional network of reserves is 
essential 
Basing priority rating of conservation-worthy areas on existing 
variables is felt to be misleading in that features such as species 
diversity and the endangered species complemen1 Oldy reflect a trans-
ient condition especially in the coastaL lowlands where fragmentation 
of remnant areas of fynbos is rife and equil ibrium positions in many 
of these refugia have, in all probability, not been attained. 
More important is the need to ensure thed bar,-ier~.to migration, 
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poll ination and genetic exchange, both within and between veld types 
are not erected; and in this way optimise the long-term viability of 
a particular ecosystem. A study of spatial and temporal scales of 
fynbos habitat in relation to avian (Siegfr"ied, in prep.) and insect 
polLinators is thought to be necessary in planning such a network 
especially in the fragmented Coastal Fynbos and Rhenosierveld where 
visitation by pollinators must persist jf potential extinction of 
plants is to be obviated. 
It is evident from this study that conservation of the coastal low~ 
land fynbos cannot focus on the intrinsic features of conservation-
worthy areas In isolation from potential external influences; hidden 
costs of likely extraneous variables, in particular the escalating 
problem of alien vegetation encroachment, should be taken into account. 
CHAPTER b 
RECOMlvJENDAT IONS 
6.1 SPECIFIC RECOMMENDAT!ON~ FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE FYNBOS SITE 
6.1.1 Fire and fil-ebreaks 
In view of the susceptlbil lty of fynbos on .the site to accidental fire 
and tha need 10 maintain a heterogeneous ecosystem, a network of fire-
breaks both on and at the perimeter of the site wouLd seem essentiaL 
to avoid distruction of the entire fynbos stand in anyone fire. The 
vegetation must be adapted to a fire frequency of approximateLy 4 
years (4.2.1.2.1); this constituting the minimum return period of 
fire if eLimination of pLant species is to be avoided. According to 
Kruger (1978) fire wouLd have occurred naturaLLy at intervaLs of 6 to 
30 years In fynbos, or longer (MoL L e.t aL 1980). . To accommodate 
heterogeneity of succession and maintenance of pLant species on the 
Fynbos Site, the season of burn shouLd.be varied as shouLd fire fre-
quency between 4 and 30 or 40 years. The optimaL burn frequency 
shouLd depend on rates of nutrient and repLenishment post-fire to ob-
viate a net depLetion in nutrient status of the system over time. 
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6.1.2 AL i en vegetat ion 
In a sampLe of 200 threatened fynbos plants, rr.ore than 50% were 
affected by aL ien pLan1 encroachment (HaLL e.t aL 1980). As nine 
species on the Fynbos Site are of rare/endangered/vuLnerabLe/ 
uncertain status (Boucher, pel-s. comm. 1982), and as acacias are 
LikeLy to replace fynbos in aLL but the mast stressed habitats (MiLton 
1980), the need for an effective eradication programme on the Fynbos 
Site is imperative. 
The current distribution and estimated ages of acacias shouLd be 
mapped - possibLy using Large-scaLe coLour aeriaL photographs -" 
soi L seed stores quantified and records kept of measures taken to 
controL the spread of these pLants. In this way, their potentiaL 
rate of spread can be monitored in the knowledge of contemporary 
events, and the efficacy and costs of eradication techniques can 
be gauged. 
Effective controL of fire on the Fynbos Site shouLd faciLitate 
removaL of Acacia thickets ~nd seeds. For example, according to 
MiLton (1980), acacias shouLd be feLLed and stacked some months 
before ~ burn - where accidentaL fires dominate the scenario, as 
on the Fynbos Site since 1960, such management is impracticable. 
6.1'.3 Bush str i~ 
The Fynbos Site constitutes an isLand refu~e for endemic and other 
fauna. ImpLicit in the Long-term viabiLiiy of the site ecosystem is 
the need to minimise its isoLation (4.3.2) ard to alLow for migration 
and dynamic exchange of genetic materiaL between it and other fynbos 
stands in the area. The importance of maintaining existing strips of 
fynbos and sheLtered corridors of indigenous vegetation - for exampLe, 
bush strips of fynbos on the sirip-cropped sadlon of Portion 2 of 
Burgher's Post - L inking islands of f~nbos at PeLLa, Mamre and 
RiverLands is emphasised. 
6.2 RECOfvUvjENDAT j ONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH I\R 151 NG FRm~ TH is STUDY 
6.2.1 Fire and nutrients 
KnowLedge of the long-term effects of different fire regimes on the 
nutrient status of the ecosystem, incorporcdlng rates of replenishment 
of nutrients to the system, is essential to optimaL fire management of 
fynbos. To date, determination of the optimaL burn frequency of 
fynb6s (Bands 1977; Martin 1966; TayLor 1978; Van WiLgen 1980) has 
focused on the maintenance of vegetation components and species 
diversity, and ihe question of nutrient staius of the ecosysiem has 
been LargeLy ignored. The sLow growth rate of smaLL, Long-lived 
Leaves and the virtual absence of ruderals suggests that fynbos is 
nutrient stressed (Boucher 1977; f'.1artin 1966; ['littor; 1980). Changes 
in the nutrient status of fynbos systems may have repercussions in 
terms of susceptibility to alien plant invasion, replacement by a 
more eutrophic vegetation type and grmi1h rales of fynbos plants; and 
the interactions between such variables sho~ld be investigated. 
6.2.2 Wind erosion 
The nutrient dynamics concomilant with the transport, drift and depo-
sltion of Sandveld soils, and effec1's of rne'ling soil pariicles on 
young seedlings afford attention. (Any disturban~e of vegetation 
cover both in and extraneous to conservation-worthy areas in this 
area is likely to be manifest in terms of wind erosion.) 
6.2.3 Pes tic ides 
The effects of commdnly used aerially sprayed pesticides on the fyn-
bas flora, associated fauna and soil micro-organisms should be investi-
gated, especially where a proposed reserve is situated on rural farm-
land. 
6.2.4 Invertebrate fauna and micro-organisms 
The role of invertebrate organisms, soil fauna and soil micro-
organisms in the poLlination of fynbos plants, in nutrient cycling and 
in modification of soil structure and nutrient status Is a fieLd 
begging attention. 
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The need to conceptualise the fynbos ecosystem as a complex of inter-
relating, inter-dependent pCliis is stressed: only when these inter-
actions are better understood can the fuLL implications and reper-
cussions of different Landuse patterns on componeni of the fynbos 
biome be traced. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
To1al annual rainfall figures (mm) frorn Burgher's Post, Malrnesbury (lnd 
'Philadelphia wea1her stations 
Year Burgher's Post Malmesbury Philadelphia 
1928 446, 1 262, 7 
1929 429,9 380,9 
1930 387,1 365,3 
1931 466,2 410,2 
1932 587,9 430,8 
1933 533,8 478,5 
1934 445,9 ,429,6 
1935 453,8 361,8 
1936 328,1 356,1 
1937 577,7 382, 1 
1938 509,9 326,8 
1939 387,0 316,4 
1940 531,2 435,2 
1941 884,8 661,0 451,1 
1942 591, i 492,9 372,2 
1943 434,4 444,6 391,8 
1944 800,2 612,2 399,7 
1945 613,5 531,4 458,4 
1946 459,2 406,0 357,5 
1947 421,7 337,7 303,9 
1948 483,3 463,2 400,4 
1949 492,0 455,3 406,5 
1950 571,4 550,9 429, 1 
1951 833,4 451,4 445, 1 
1952 618,4 588,0 483,0 
1953 601,4 511,6 559,3 
- can t i nued. 
Appendix A (contd) 
Year Burgher's Post tvla l mesbu ry Phi ladelphia 
1954 872,2 679,5 511,5 
1955 771,5 435,3 520,3 
1956 721,0 423,3 440,4 
1957 779,3 610,3 649,2 
1958 648, 7 343,0 339,0 
1959 648,7 529,0 350,0 
1960 457,3 . 271,8 .. 244,4 
1961 542, 7 383,5 263,6 
1962 786,3 558,4 482,2 
1963 460,4 390~3 310,5 
1964 498,3 412,0 362,6 
1965 654, 1 396,8 354,6 
1966 505, 1 396,8 322,2 
1967 4911, 1 390,9 402,5 
1968 618, 1 488,0 496, 7 
1969 464,8 308,3 402,4 
1970 595, 1 373,0 442,4 
1971 413,6 256,8 376,4 
1972 424, 1 324,8 368,5 
1973 392;0 363,4 320, 1 
1974 783,0 611,6 618,3 
1975 558,6 438,6 . 434, 7 
1976 647,6 554,9 563,3 
1977 74.1,8 636,9 
1978 307,0 354,1 
1979 Moved to Gras- 339,9 
rug (Lat.33°28' 
Long. 18°50' 
Al t. 213 m) 
1980 429,4 398, 1 
1981 405,9 494, 1 
-------,- .---
APPENDIX D 
CONDITIONS AND SERVITUDES 
APPENDIX Dl 
APPENDIX D2 
APPENDIX D3 
TREKPATH CONDiTION 
SERVITUDE OF PERPETUAL PIPELINE 
AND TEMPORARY OCCUPATION 
DECLARATION REGARDING SOIL CONSERVATION 
SCHEME; AND BINDING CONTENTS OF THE 
AMENDMENT OF THE SOIL CONSERVATION 
SCHEME FOR THE DARLING SOIL CONSERVATION 
DISTRICT 
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APPENDIX B SOIL CLASSIFICATION (after Fry> in prep) 
-_._-_ ... ------==============:=~---:----::-----.---.~------I .... ~---.-~ LAND TYPES _ 
Dominant feature Subdivision ~ symbol 
___________________ .f-r_i t_er~'__ ___ _+----_I 
j'ellc)'.., _~~ loam wash overlayinQ rey medium sands 
Gritly material, b;Jjly scrtej,wiffl a Wash overburden 
number of thick (:!: 2,Scm) day lamellae less than SOcm in 
depth ,and less than 
3 clay lamellae 
lwash overburden greater than SO cm 
I in depth, and greater than 3 clCPt lamellae 
~~u~~_<:I~ctark~_~~Lo.w brown medium san,.::ds:'---:---:-_..,....--__ -I 
10unds .t'lth darker colours and I Large isolated 
'reater particulate organic ma~er mounds 
han surrounding soils 
sW 
dW 
M, 
I
I 
Gro~ of smaller , 
I 
mounds OCCLl'ring I 
... .to!"'h" In dC' SO'~_~J 
SOIL CONSOQA.~TI~O-!..'.N==--S __ ' ___ --+_' ______________ ±+-_~1 
Dominant feature Soil Classification symtxll Fad I Series~se 
e rain re~.::ie[(~mearumSan s - ------
~rolite wiihin 2m -11-T ---------j 
Uniform red Hu 11(21) I,! Saprolite within OS-2m 
Unitonn yellow Over uniform red . Gf 10· Sa~lite within 2m for 
I most of classified area Gf 
Un i form yeltow Cv 11 iSalJ'Olite within 1m sCv 
Hu 
11 I dCv 
;Sa~olite between 1-2m ImCv 
2m 
Cv 
~~-~~~ .. --~---------------~ 
soft Saprol i te generally ye((owmea!u Ill-Js~~n...<1s 
Av 12 [\1/ithin 2m Av 
+---'-'-..-::.:~~~o::c..Ji9orlLJ!.!:a!ned qreY-::m:-:e:::r::dllu:::m:+--s::::a:-::n:::!!-a, -:o::-;:n~g;;rlle~yC:::e::;r-d-;-cr=~\'J:-:--------I, 
E over gleyed clay Kd 11 I White saprolite ad ! be1ween 1 and 2 m Kd 
d -=-gr:CCe'-'l,L--=mc-ce-"Ldl uc-'m=C-sa ndS---
I-a\.- T~~- --;o-r~:~e~~~nt~~criZonnod~I~e:acJ 
I ! material wi fflirv'bela./ plinlhic . B'l La 
I i Dark brown ferrihumi: horizon 
I within soft plinthic B hLo 
bleached E Wa 20 approximately 1m I Wa 
Soft plinthic mottling wi thin I Hard ptinthlc nodules 
Hard plinthic layer below ~' Depth of hard pltnthic layer 
30 cm llf sur face ____ 1_~..'! __ .~ c~n oc cur below 1 m J We 
L Podzolts~_~ey_~edium i~~s_ with bl~~E~~on II 
isaprorrre within 2m l I I Dark broIJn ferrihumic B I Friable ferrihumic; soft ark \ 
below E Lt 11 I nodules can occur sLt 
jHard ferrihumic IsbLt 
I 
No saprolite withil'!_...l!!l. 
Dark brown ferrihumic B 
below E 
YeltoW' brown sa nds 
below E 
~6 __ 0~ ______ _ 
'
I, 
I 
I 
i 
I ! 
I Friable ferrihumic·Soft dark \' 
L t 11 I nodules can occur dLt 
Ct 1 1 
I 
i 
! Usua lIy W'i th ferrihunic 
! nodules in yellowish brol¥11 
i horizon Ct 
_~l--,------,-----. _____ ----,-------, 
_-----r-+N 
H 
F 
APPENDIX C : PLAN T 
__ C_O_M,MUNITIES (after Boucher and Shepherd in prep.) 
200 0 zoo 
~'----====~'--~===d' m 
KEY TO PLANT COMMUNITIES 
1. EUCLEA RACEMOSA STRANDVELD 
[III]ll11 ~ lanceolata - Wiborgia obcordata Low to Mid-high Closed Shrublard 
2. EUCLEA RACEMOSA STRANOVELO/ PHYLl CA CEPHALAN THA FYNBOS MOSAIC 
[]] 2·1 Oiospyrns glabra - Salvia lanceolata Mid - high Open Shrubland 
3. PHYLICA CEPHALAN THA FYNBOS 
[I] 3·1 Oiospyros .9labra - Elytropappus rhinocerotis Mid-high Sparse Shrubland 
[ill 3·2 Oi ospyros glabra- Hermannia alnifolia Mid-high Open Shrubland 
[] 3·3 Oiastella pro teoides -- Berzelia abrotanoides Mid-high Open Shrubland 
[£J 3·4 Oiastefu pro teoides-lroeda imbricata Mid- high Sparse Shrubland 
lliJ 3-5 Leucos~ermum parile - Stoebe leucocephala Low Mid- dense Shrubland 
[8] 3· 6 Leucospermum parile - Thamnochcrtus punc tatus Mid - high Open Shru blcJnd 
